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Stellingen

1. Het niveau van de hoofdspanningen direct onder een landbouwband is
hoger dan het niveau van normaalspanningen berekend op basis van
principe [wiellast/contactoppervlak].
- Klubertanz, G., L.Vulliet, M.GysiandA. Ott, 1999. Astudy on soilcompaction due
to agricultural traffic: Computational results and field data. Numerical Models in
Geomechanics -NUMOG VII,Pande, Pietruszczak & Schweiger (eds),pp.621-626
- Perdok,U.D.en W.B.M Arts, 1986.Het landbouw bandenboek
- Tijink, F.G.J., A.J. Koolen en W.B.M Arts, 1990. Banden tussen voertuig en grond.
In:Themadag Management bodemstructuur

2. Beheerst modelleren van een belastingsproces van grond door een band
aan de hand van begrijpelijke modellen, met goed toegankelijke en te
meten parameters, biedt perspectieven voor visualisering en analyse van
eenzeeringewikkeld fysischproces.
3. Bestaande modellen voor bepaling van spanningen in de bodem varieren
vanzeereenvoudigtotuiterstcomplex;indepraktijk toegepaste modellen
vallennietonderdezeextremen.
4. Het determineren van het kneedproces van grond iste vergelijken met het
roeiendooreenamorfemassa;grondigeennoestearbeiddus.
5. Een continuiim-mechanica benadering impliceert niet dat het verloop van
daaruitvoortvloeiende grootheden continuis.
6. Filosoferen ismentaalmetaboliseren;nodigdus.
7. Lage verkiezingsopkomsten geven blijk van het feit dat burgers hun
betrokkenheid latenvaren;hierdoor verliestdedemocratic haarwortels.
8. Het is nog altijd beter om zwemmend ten onder te gaan, dan zwammend
opde(voor)grondtestaan.
9. Door de mens te typeren als een genen-plaatje wordt de kwalitatieve
waardevandemensnaardemarge gedrukt.
10. Het is een verdrietige constatering dat de arbeidsvreugde omgekeerd
evenredig ismethetaantalzogenaamdemanagers.
11. Het is onmogelijk om veel kennis te vergaren en inzicht te verkrijgen,
wanneer menenkeldatgeneleestwaarinmenbehagen schept.
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12. Milieuheffing, eenheffing diete pasenteonpas wordt gevorderd omniet
adequaat functionerende politicifinancieelineenzekermilieutehouden.
13. Voorafgaande aan het maken van de economie tot het centrum van het
leven gaat de ontkenning dat de innerlijke bronnen van de mens de
fonteinen vanhetgelukweleenszoudenkunnen zijn.
14. Zonder spontaniteit geenhumaniteit.
15. Denacht eindigt wanneer meninhet gelaatvan demedemens broeders en
zusters ontwaart.
16. Ons bestaan wordt ontsloten door de tijd; maar ondanks alle
wetenschappelijk gesnuffel, wat isnueigenlijk deonstoegemeten tijd ?
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Abstract
During vehicular traffic on agricultural soils,the soil is subjected to a loading process which
finally results into a change of micro-factors, such as the amount and distribution of water,
solid parts or bounds, not arising from the soil water, between these solid parts in the soil.
Derivations of the micro-factors are the so-called soil qualities like coefficient of oxygen
diffusion and water permeability, moisture characteristic, root penetration resistance and the
coefficient of heat conductivity. Seeds and plants need a specific set of values of these soil
qualitiesto growproperly.
The loading process ofthesoil is simulated through animpression of a strip intothe soil with
the help of a finite element method. Description is given of stress and strain theories with
respect to a cubical soil body, the elastic-perfectly-plastic Mohr-Coulomb model, the soilmaterial interface and finite and interface elements oftheused finite element program Plaxis.
Derivation of soilmodelparameters for the finite elementprogram Plaxis isgiven incase ofa
presented reference soil, a wet moderately heavy river clay with an entrapped air percentage
of 5%. Beside soil model parameters of the Mohr-Coulomb model, attention is given to soil
modelparameters oftheelasticregionofthePlaxis-Capmodel.
A reference soil-load system is presented with corresponding finite element input. For
handling the large amount of finite element output results, the stress and strain analysis
program Trestana is developed. Characteristic of the program is that three-dimensional plots
of quantities can be presented against the deformed mesh as ground surface, without loosing
information throughtheuseofsmoothingprocedures.
Finally, single and composite quantities are presented which can serve as building blocks for
constructing so-called kneading numbers of soil. This all in view of the idea that changes of
kneading numbers correlatereasonably withthechangesofthe soilqualities.
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1 Introduction
Whenvehiculartraffic, eveninthecaseoftramplinganimals,takesplaceonagricultural soils,
the soil is subjected to a loading process which finally results into a change of micro-factors
of the soil. By micro-factors is meant the amount and distribution of water, solid parts or
bounds, not arising from the soil water, between these solid parts in the soil. Derivatives of
the micro-factors are the so-called soil qualities. Soil qualities are understood to mean
properties like:
- coefficient ofoxygen diffusion
- coefficient ofwater permeability
- moisture characteristic
- rootpenetration resistance
- coefficient ofheatconductivity.
Seeds and plants need a specific set of values of these soil qualities to grow properly. Seeds
and plants react immediately onthe slightest change ofone ofthevalues ofthesoil qualities.
Most ofthetimethereaction isadecreaseofthegrowthofthe seedsandplants.Forexample,
sugar beet harvesting with a heavy wheel-equipped harvester in autumn on wet clayey soil
might cause structure degradation. In the worst case the coefficient of oxygen diffusion and
water permeability decrease so dramatically that in the following year(s) no plant growth is
possible at all. It is obvious that this must be avoided anytime. Therefore there will be
searched at relations between loading processes of the agricultural soil and the effect on the
change of soil qualities, to create the possibility of predicting the change of soil qualities on
baseofanexpected loadingprocessofthe soilunder consideration.
Mostly all of the loading processes in agriculture are dynamic processes, i.e. soil under a
movingtyre.Becauseofthemustofmanaging,confining and simplifying theloadingprocess,
this research is based on a special case of a general three-dimensional state, the plane strain
situation, with the loading process simulated as a strip impression into the soil. Simulation
calculations ofthe stripimpression intothe soil aremade onbasis ofafinite element method.
Thefinite elementprogramPlaxisisfinally selected. CharacteristicsofPlaxisare:
- finite element codefor modelling soilandrockbehaviour ofgeotechnical problems
- scientific underpinning through verification, validation and publication in well-known
scientificjournals
- user-friendly powerful tool through robust and automatic calculation procedures and
interactive menuscombined withdirect graphical checks
- goodtechnical support
- possibility toextendthebasicprogramwithaspecialmoduleonrequest.
On basis of the finite element results of the simulated strip impression into the soil,
deformation and stress analyses can be made to help enlighten the complex field of
agriculturaltyre-soil interaction.
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1.1 Aimsofthe research
Theaimsoftheresearcharegivenbelow:
• simulation ofanagricultural loadingprocesswithafinite element method
• development ofadeformation and stressanalysisprogramwiththefinite element resultsas
input
• development ofaprogramtovisualise largeamountsofstressand strainanalysisdata
• investigation ofrelevant quantitiesbeinguseful toconstruct composite quantities, so-called
kneading numbers.

1.2 Contentsofthis dissertation
Inchapter 2stressesand strainswithrespecttoacubical soilbodyaredescribed.Herealsothe
term treatment field under consideration is introduced, which can be subdivided into a
displacement field, i.e. translation and rotation, and deformation field, i.e. distortion and
volumechange.
Chapter 3 deals with non-hardening models. Emphasis lies on the elastic-perfectly-plastic
Mohr-Coulombmodel,becausethismodel isthebaseofthefiniteelement simulations.
Chapter 4deals withthe interface between soil and material, because this interface is playing
akeyroleinagriculture.
In chapter 5 the finite and interface elements of the used finite element program Plaxis are
described.
Chapter 6 deals with the derivation of soil model parameters for the finite element program
Plaxis in case of a presented reference soil. Beside soil model parameters of the MohrCoulomb model, attention is given to a specific soil model parameter of the elastic region of
thePlaxis-Capmodel.
In chapter 7the used extended Plaxis version and the treatment and stress analysis program
Trestana areexamined.
Inchapter 8areference soil-load system ispresented with corresponding Plaxis finite element
input. Subsequently, a detailed treatment and stress analysis is given based on the program
Trestana. Furthermore, a three-dimensional visualisation of the results is described and
presented.At lastcomposite quantities,so-called kneadingnumbers,arepresented.
Chapter 9 contains some general considerations on the dissertation subjects and
recommendations for future research.
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2 Stress and deformation analysis
Inthe context ofthisdissertation knowledge of stressand strainofasoilbody isessential,but
also complex. Therefore attention will initially be focussed on the stress of the soil body.
Afterwards attentionwillbefocussed onstrainbecauseitisthestrainthatisdirectlyrelated to
the stress.The description of the change in distance between afew adjacent points of the soil
body that is being considered is the key to the analysis of deformation and will therefore be
discussed in detail. Thetext ismaking use ofpartsofAtkinson &Bransby, 1978,Ford, 1963
andFung, 1965.Thebeginning ofthischapter isdevotedtobasicswithrespecttothe material
soilrequired throughoutthis dissertation.

2.1 Basicswithrespecttosoil
Let's take a closer look at the deformation of agricultural soil under a moving tyre in a soilvehicle system asgiven infigure 2.1.Undisturbed soilthat isbeing approached by atyremay
beconsidered tobecomposed of small elemental volumes,cubes,arranged in suchaway that
their angular points form a3-dimensional cubic grid ofhorizontal layers ofcuberows parallel
to the direction of wheel travel. Deformation of a volume element starts as soon as it enters
the zone influenced by the tyre and deformation stops as soon asthe element leaves the zone
of influence. Looking atallthe cubesunderthetyre in figure 2.1, the soil deformation field at
a particular time t is non-homogeneous. Choosing the soil cube size sufficiently small sothat
the stateofdeformation isnotvarying from pointtopointandthe strains areinfinitesimal, the
deformation field inthiscube isahomogeneous deformation field.

Hfrrrrn
Figure2.1 Soildeformation patternunderamovingtyreattime t.
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Consider one cube of the undisturbed part of the soil. This soil cube, in its general form, is
composed of a complex conglomeration of discrete particles, in a complete array of varying
shapes and orientations. However, these micro-level structures are ignored and there is
assumed thatthe discontinuous structure of the soil cube may be replaced by a smoothed out
hypothetical continuum. Every portion of this continuum, however small, is assumed to
exhibit macroscopicphysicalpropertieswhichareessentially properties ofthebulkmaterial.
Inparticular, the physical characteristics ofmaterial contained within an infinitesimal volume
element, e.g. asoil cube,areassumedtobethe sameasthose determined experimentally from
measurements onasoilbodywithfinite dimensions.
Assumptionsthathavebeenmadeunderlyingthisconceptare:
- material is continuously distributed in the region of space under consideration; soil cubes
mergecontinuously intotheirneighbouring soilcubes
- homogeneity of the material; same equations apply throughout the material or material
layer
- isotropy of the material; material properties in an arbitrary configuration of the material
shownodirectional effect.
These assumptions bring into conformity the continuous space of mathematical analysis and
thematerialpointsofthe soilcube.

2.2 Stress analysis
Considering sufficiently small elemental volumes, in which the strain can be considered as
homogeneous, the stress acting on any arbitrary plane in this volume can be considered as
constant. Theintensity ofthestressonany arbitrary plane depends uponthe orientation ofthe
plane in space.Thismeansthat,todefine astresscompletely, itisnot only necessary to know
the intensity and direction of the stress, but also the direction of the plane on which it acts.
Thisbringsintoconformity that stressisatensor quantity.
Theoretically,therecanbetwotypesofforce systemsactingonasoil cube:
- body forces
:these develop without the agency of physical contact, for example a
rotary cultivator where an acceleration force is caused by rotating the
tineathigh speed
- surface forces :theseexistonlybyvirtue ofthepressure between soil bodies and actover
a surface;they arealsocalled surface tractions.
Surface forces canberesolved into:
- normal stresses :stressesactinginthenormal direction ofaparticularplane ofthebody on
whichthe surface forces act(direct stresses)
- shear stresses :stressesactingtangentially intheplane(indirect stresses).
According to mechanics body forces and surface forces must be in equilibrium. In soil
mechanics body forces other than gravity are generally not taken into account. In this

Stress and deformation analysis

discussion the elements are always relatively small.Then the gravity is small compared with
stresses (surface tractions) arising from externally applied forces and has been ignored
therefore.
Before thediscussion oftheanalysisofstressstarts,the signconvention for stressandrotation
is given in figure 2.2. A Cartesian xyz-coordinate system is used. Tensile stresses and
anticlockwise rotation are taken as positive. For normal and shear stresses the first subscript
denotesthedirection ofanormal totheplane onwhich itsacts.Thesecond subscript refers to
thedirection inwhichthe stressacts.

Figure2.2 Positive coordinate system and sign convention for
rotationandstresses.
There is assumed that imaginary sections canbemade ina soil specimen for which the forces
overthe sections,tomaintain thematerial inequilibrium, canbeequated andthatitispossible
to cut out an imaginary cube of the material and the surrounding material is replaced by
surface tractions to maintain it in equilibrium; such surface tractions are the same as those
existing between the cube and surrounding material when in position within the material.
Furthermore, the elemental cube must be imagined to be of infinitesimal dimensions, so that
the stresses canbetakenconstant overthevery smallareasofthefaces ofthecube.This isthe
baseofthe stressanalysis.
Especially the following discussion concerns with the resolvation of stresses into their
components in certain directions in space, so that the resultant stress corresponds in
magnitude anddirection withthatrequired for equilibrium ofthiscubical element.
Explanation of the analysis of stress will be given by establishing the general relationships
between the stress parameters and the stresses on any plane oblique to the coordinate
directions. Consider the cubical element in figure 2.3 to be in equilibrium under the stresses
axx, <y , a,,, axy, ay, and azx and sufficiently small torepresent stress at apoint. Using the
equilibrium conditions itcanbe shownthat a =a , a = a and alx = axz.
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Figure2.3 Cubical elementwithanimaginarytetrahedron cut off.
A plane oblique to the coordinate directions with corresponding triangular coordinate planes
is given by the hatched part of the cubical element. Because the cubical element is in
equilibrium, the tetrahedron cut off between this plane and the coordinate planesAOB,BOC
and COAisalso in equilibrium. Therefore it canbe separated from the cubical element, as in
figure 2.4,andthestresscomponents onABCrequired for equilibrium canbe determined.

Stress and deformation analysis
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Figure2.4 Tetrahedronwithcorresponding stressesfor equilibrium on
thetriangular coordinateplanes.
The line ON in figure 2.4 is the normal to the plane ABC. Its direction is given if the three
angles a, p and y ,madewiththecoordinate axisx,y andz,aregiven.
Theseangles,representedby/,mandn,arecalledthedirection cosinesofline ON
I = cos a
m — cos P
n = cos y

(2.1)

Any point P on line ON with distance r from the origin, can be expressed in terms of its
coordinates
x = r cos a = r I
y = r cos p = rm
z = r cos y = rn
The stress components in figure 2.4, acting on the triangular coordinate planes, will have a
resultant stress a on the plane ABC, figure 2.5. This resultant stress will not, in general, be
normal to the plane. It can therefore be resolved into a stress normal to and one tangential to

(2.2)
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the plane ABC. Let the normal component of the resultant stress a be cr„ (direct stress) and
thetangential componentbeas (shear stress).Then
a„2 + a?

(2.3)

andan willhavethesamedirectioncosinesastheplaneABC.

Figure2.5 Resultant stress a ontheplaneABCresolved intoanormal
andtangential component.
The stress a canalso be resolved inthe coordinate directionsx,y andz(figure 2.6),with the
corresponding stresses ax, ay anda2
2

o

2

2

= o\ + <T„ + er

2

(2.4)
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c

Figure2.6 Resultant stressresolved intocoordinate directionsx,y andz.
Considertheequilibrium inthex-direction,where5A istheverysmallareaofplaneABC
ax x 8A = axx (5A x l) + axy {8A x m) + axi (8A x n)

(2.5)

whichresultsinto
°*= o*, / + axy m + axz n

(2.6)

Similarly
CT

, = <V ' + ^ ™ + °xz n
a, = a,A + cr„, m + a„n

Normal stress an canbeexpressed intermsofax, ay and oz
(T„ x 8A = \GX I + <ry m + az n\ 8A

(2.7)
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cr„n = c r x/ + a„ m + a, n

(2.8)

Usingequations 2.6and2.8finallyresultsinto
a

n = axx I2 + ayy ^

+ °'zz^

+

2

°xy 1^1 + 2 <JzyOT«+ 2 CT^ Yll

(2.9)

Finally,theshearstressas ontheplaneABCcanbecalculatedby
a? = <r2 + a* + a? - a„2
Note that the resultant stress <y is not in fact the state of stress at a point, it is the resultant
stressneeded for equilibrium onaparticularplanewithdirectioncosines/,mand n.

Concept ofprincipal stressesandprincipal directions
Of particular interest are the so-called principal stresses. A principal stress is defined as the
normal stress on a plane in which the shear stress has vanished. Such a plane is called
principal plane, its normal a principal direction. In three dimensions it is always possible to
rotate the coordinate system in such a way that there are three mutually perpendicular planes
found, such that all three shear stresses are simultaneously zero and there only remain three
principal stresses with their principal directions. Consider the special stress state of an
infinitesimal cubeoffigure 2.7a.

(2.10)
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Figure2.7 Infinitesimal small soil cube :arbitrary state of stress (a),
principal stateofstress(b).
Inthis situation there is only a shear stress parallel tothexy-plane.Therefore the stress inthe
in the z-direction is already a principal stress. To let the remaining shear stress vanish in the
xy-planeitisonlynecessary torotatethe coordinate systemroundthez-axis.Theresult ofthis
rotation, three principal planes with their corresponding principal stresses and principal
directions,isshown infigure 2.76.
In figure 2.7a one principal direction isknown with amatching principal stress a2. Generally
for aprincipal stress a onaprincipalplane states

°V = <J„ m = am
a, = a„n = an
from which results

(2.11)
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al = 0
am = 0

(2.12)
0

a, - an

where ax isapartoftheresolvation oftheprincipal stress intothe x-direction etceteras.
According to2.6thestresses ax, ay and aI canalsobeexpressed instress components acting
onthecoordinateplanes.Combiningtheequationsof2.6with2.12resultsinto
(CT« - 0")
ayx
cr„

l

+
a,y
I + [am - a)
/ +

m +
m +

azy

°xz
ayz

n = 0
n = 0

m + (a2! - a)

(2.13)

n = 0

Tocalculatetheprincipal stresses,thesethreelinearequationsinthedirection cosinescanbe
solvedwith Cramer'srule

(2.14)

=0

Expanding this symmetrical determinant gives three real values for a, the principal stresses
ax, a2 and a3. The principal directions of ay, a2 and a3 with respect to the space axes x, y
andz,areobtained from 2.13bysubstituting for a thevalues ax, a2 and o"3 inturn.Three sets
of principal stress direction cosines are obtained :/,, m,, w, for ax; l2, m2, n2 for a2 and /3,
w3, «3for cr3.
Thethreeprincipal directions aremutually perpendicular which will be demonstrated for two
principal stressdirections corresponding toaxand a2.
Substituting 2.13 with <?,, /,, w, and «, and multiply 2.13a byl2,2.136 by m^and 2.13c by
n2 givesthe equations
l2nx
/,m2
lxn2

+
+

•2"1

aly

mfa

+ (azl - a)

nxn

!

2

= 0

0 (2.15)
0

The same equations are constructed through substituting 2.13 with a2, l2, m2 and n2, and
multiplying 2.13aby /,, 2.13bby w, and2.13cby «,.Thefirstsetof equations(2.15)arenow
subtracted from thesecond set,andafter rearrangingthetermsthis gives:
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(<7, - cr2)\hh + mjih + n\n2\ = 0
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(2-16)

Mostly <x, isnot equalto a2 (unlessthe stateofhydrostatic stress)and accordingly
/,/2 + mlm2 + nxn2 = 0

(2.17)

indicatingthedirections of cr,and cr2 areperpendicular. Similarresultsareobtained for a2 and
cr3 andfor <r3 and cr,.
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2.3 Deformation analysis
Goingbacktothedeformation patternunderthemovingtyreattimetof figure 2.1andtaking
a close look at the hatched soil cube in this figure. A vertical plane of this soil cube, in the
direction oftravel,before andafter deformation isshowninfigure 2.8.

— initial
— final

Figure2.8 Soilcubebefore and after deformation.
Thedashed object offigure 2.8depictstheinitialrectangularparallelepiped ofthe undisturbed
soil. The solid object depicts a possible effect of an approaching tyre; the initial rectangular
deforms into a rhomboid. When such a continuous soil body changes its configuration under
some physical action, the assumption will be imposed that the change is continuous. During
thedeformation oftherectangular intotherhomboid,undertheassumption ofahomogeneous
deformation field, threephenomena attractattention:
-opposite sides stayparalleltoeachother
- straightness ofeachsideisconserved
- conservation ofproportionality betweenpartsofanyside,figure 2.9.

Figure2.9 Proportionality ofalineelement.
In 2-dimensional representation the deformation of the soil cube can be completely recorded
byrecordingthepathofthreeangularpoints,notalllyinginoneplane.

StressandDeformation analysis
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Atthis stage it isuseful to givethe sign convention for strain and rotation, figure 2.10.Inthis
Cartesianxyz-coordinatesystemtensile strainand anticlockwiserotation aretaken aspositive.
Fornormal and shearstrainthefirstsubscript denotesthedirection ofanormal totheplaneon
whichitacts.Thesecond subscriptrefers tothedirection inwhichthestrainacts.

Figure2.10 Positive coordinate system and sign convention for
rotation andstrains.

2.3.1 Strain inadisplacementfield
To get atheoretical approach ofwhat ishappening betweenthe initial state andthe final state
of a soil cube, the change of state of the cube is divided into four elemental reactions :
translation, rotation, distortion and volume change. Definitions of these elemental reactions,
whichwillbeusedfromnowon,are:
lineardisplacement oftheelement
- translation
angular displacement oftheelement
- rotation
changeofshapeoftheelementwithout volumechange
- distortion
changeinlengthinalldirectionsoftheelementwithout changeofshape.
- volume change
The term displacement is defined as a combination of translation and rotation, whereas the
term deformation isdefined asacombination ofdistortion andvolumechange.Thechangeof
state between the initial and final state of a soil element is defined as treatment, which
represents the combination of all the four elemental reaction components to come to thefinal
state of the element. Consequence of above subdivision is that it is better to speak about a
treatment field under a subject of consideration, for example the tyre, and that this treatment
fieldcanbe splitupintoadisplacement andadeformationfield,figure2.11.
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t r e a t m e n t field

r

translation
displacement field
rotation

i— distortion
deformation field
volume change

Figure2.11 Diagram of the subdivision of a treatment field into
elementalreactions.
The fact that there is homogeneous strain assumed with infinitesimal strains within the soil
element, makes that the sequence of division of thetreatment into elemental reactions can be
arbitrarily.
Consider the 2-dimensional representation of a soil cube before and after treatment of atyre.
Because of dealing with homogeneous strain within this soil cube, which means that straight
linesremain straight andparallel lines remainparallel after straining, onlythe left and bottom
sideofthe cube arerepresented. Thesetwo sidesandtheirposition toeachotheraredescribed
byP, Sand Q,figure2.12.
Before treatment these three corners form two orthogonal fibres PS and PQ. After treatment
thetwofibresP'S'andP'Q'form onehalfofarhomboid.

StressandDeformationanalysis
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Figure2.12 Schematic representation of one half of a soil cube before
andafter treatment.

2.3.2 Definition ofuandv
Consider apoint Pwith initial coordinates (x,y), figure 2.12. Subsequently pointP moves to
P'andbydefinition the coordinates ofP'are(x+u)and (y +v), sincethe displacements ofP
areuandv.Both uandvarecontinuousfunctions ofx andy.

2.3.3 Translation
Translation of the rectangular parallelepiped of figure 2.12 is represented by the imaginary
vector/'/".

2.3.4 Distortion
Thelength offibrePSis5x .Thefibre PSis supposed tobevery small sothatthe changes in
displacement over the length 8x can be considered proportional to 5x . Projecting line P'S'
ontoalineparallel toPS,thelengthP'S is,figure2.13,
ox + |

ox
.ox)

where d isthepartial differentiation sign.

(2.18)
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ThismeansthechangeinlengthofSx istherateofchangeofthedisplacement uwithrespect
toxtimestheinitial lengthbeingconsidered, Sx.
However, the length P'S' is slightly longer than Sx + (du/dx) Sx because vchanges with
movement inthex direction;visnotonlyafunction ofitsowncoordinate directiony,butwill
alsodependupon x.
Moving a distance Sx in the x direction and knowing that vmay be a function ofx, S' may
move inthey directionby(dvjdx) Sx .
Therefore

(PS')

Sx +

\2

du

Sx

dxj

V

:

.dx
du
dx

=M

[ du
\dx

2

Sx
,
f 2

^ 2^

ov
dx

(2.19)

Defining
du
e„ = dx + 0.5

du
dxj

dv)
dx

2\

(2.20)

then,bytheusual definition of strain
strain in PS =

PS' - PS
PS

PS'
PS

1 = V1 + 2e„ - 1

(2.21)

Expanding U 1 + 2ea - 1j resultsinto
PS'
- 1 = 1 + e„ + higher6orderterms ... - 1
PS
= e^ + higherorderterms
Ifstrainsaresmall,thehigher ordertermscanbeneglected andstraininPSequals2.20.
If strains are infinitesimal, which isthe case inthis dissertation, the squares of terms of 2.20
can also be neglected. Thus the extension ofP'S' canbe taken equal to the extension ofP'S
and straininPSis

(2.22)
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8x + [duldx)Sx

PS

Sx

e„ =
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- Sx

du
dx

(2.23)

For they coordinate a similar expression can be obtained
_ dv_
6yy

~

(2.24)

dy

The strains eYr and em are called direct strains.
A shear strain is the distortion corresponding to the sliding of plane layers over each other.
Thus, in figure 2.8 shear strain distorts the rectangular parallelepiped into the rhomboid. Shear
strain is measured as the tangential displacement of layers unit distance apart. Consider the
shear in the xy-plane of figure 2.13.

f^)fiy
y +V+ 6y+(|)6y

y +6y

y+v

x + <5x

(£)'

x +u + <5x +ff y ) <5x
Figure 2.13 Derivation of the strain components.
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The change inrightangle QPSon straining is defined as follows. Calling the angular change
y means Y ={nlT) - 6where 0is the angle between P'Q' and P'S'. If/ and m are the
direction cosinesofP'Q' and/'andm'thoseofP'S',then
cos 6 = IV + mm'

(2.25)

Intermsoffigure 2.13
P'S'
I =—— =
P'S'

Sx + (duldx) Sx
~^7.—•
P'S'

(*'/'dx) Sx
P'S'
/• = i

(2.26)

(2.27)

(du ldy)Sy
^-^P'Q'

(2.28)

Sy + (dv/d y) 5y
m=

(2.29)

P'Q'
But
PS' = Sx ^ 1+ 2 e „
= the strained lengthof 5x

(2.30)

and
P'Q' = Syjl

+ 2eyy

(2.31)

Thus
1
\du
dv
d2 u
d2 v . ,„„„ x
cos9= -7===^-===\—
+— +— —+ — —
(2.32)
ylI + 2 e „ ^ 1 + 2eyy [dy
dx
dxdy
dxdy)
Using cos 6=cos [(n/2) - y\ = s m Y > o n e finally gets
sin Y I i
i
* vU 1+ 2e„ J l + 2e\
cosy
*

\
du
dv
d2u
d2v
cos y= — +— + — —+ — — (2.33)
'
dy
ox
dxdy
dxdy
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Physically, this equation can be interpreted as the shear strain tan y *[area of the strained
surface P'Q'R'S'].Sincesmall displacementsareconsidered tany & y ,figure 2.14.

r'

i

i

—

Figure2.14 Distortion ofasoilcube,initialandfinal state.
Sotheexpression tany *[areaofthestrainedsurfaceP'Q'R'S'] isdefined by
du

dv

dy

dx

d2u

dxdy

0 V*

dxdy)

(2.34)

Forinfinitesimal strainthe squaresoftermscanherealsobeneglected
du
dv
+
dy
dx)

(2.35)

Comparing strain equation 2.35 with the corresponding stress equation 2.9 there is a
difference inthe shearterms.Inequation 2.9the term is (2 axy), whereas inequation 2.35 the
term is e .Itisamatter ofdefinition ofboth shear stressand shear strain.Because ofmaking
use of matrix algebra throughout this dissertation, the mathematical expression for the shear
strain isdefined by
0.5 |

, du
dv
+
^dy
dx

and inthiscasetheanalogy iscomplete.

(2.36)
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2.3.5 Rotation
It was shown in figure 2.13 that the rotation of the fibre PS was dv/dx and the rotation of
fibre PQwasdujd y.
Therotation oftheelement QPSisdefined as

axy = 0.5

d\
dx

du
dyy

(2.37)

andisshowninfigure2.15.

•b-?-»(S-M;)
V+v+^(g)<5y
y + 6y

?-«(£-£)

y+v

x+ u

x + (5x
x+u+ 6x+( - ^ ) 6 x
^ox/

Figure2.15 Derivationoftherotationcomponents.
The suffix xy indicatesthatthe rotation is inthexy-planearound thez-axis.Thequantity coxy
is in fact the rotation of the bisector of the angle Q'P'S' and this can be taken as defining the
amounttheelement rotatesasarigidbody.
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Distinctionbetweenshearstrainandrisid bodyrotation
The coordinates of P' are (x+u) and (y +v). Those of R' will be (x+Sx +u+Su) and
(y +Sy +v+Sv), where Su and Sv arethe increments in u and vover the lengths Sx and
8y. Theterm Su then represents thetotal displacement inthex-directionofpoint R' relative
toP'
du
Su = — Sx +
dx

du
Sy
dy

(2.38)

Similarly, inthey-directionprevails
dv
Sv = — Sx +
dx

dv
Sy
8'y

(2.39)

Looking again at the displacement inthex-direction of figure 2.13.Not all of the two angles
Q P'Q' and S P'S' are shear strains, because the general displacements Su and Sv by
definition, contain also displacement corresponding to a rigid body rotation, which does not
contribute to shear. Looking only at the displacement in thex-direction of Qowing to shear,
thusthedisplacement ofQ toQ'infigure 2.13,
distance Q Q =

du
Sy
dy

(2.40)

This lastterm canbesplitupinto ashearstrainpartandarigidbodyrotation part:
( zou\
dy)

dy = i 0.5

- ( •

du
dv
dy + dx
03,

>

+ 0.5

(du

dv\ .

Ty-Tx)^y

y

(2.41)

Finally,equation 2.38 isrewritten
Su = eM Sx - w„ Sy + exv Sy

(2.42)

Theterm —o>Sy isthe rigid body displacement ofthe bisector PR inthex-direction owing
to rotation, so that the only part of the displacement which corresponds to material
deformation is
exx Sx + exy Sy

(2.43)
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Similarly,itcanbefound that
dv
dx = < 0.5
dx)

[

+

\dx

+ 0.5

d

dv
dx
y

du
dy,

dx
(2.44)

Sv = e^Sy + exy 8x + <oxy 8x

(2.45)

andthepartofthedisplacement whichcorrespondstomaterial deformation is
e„ Sy + e^ Sx

2.3.6 Volume change
Distortion does not cause a change of volume in three dimensions or change of area in two
dimensions,only achange of shape. Responsible for the change of area arethe direct strains.
The direct strains are described by e^ and e^ .Initial lengths of a small element are Sx and
Sy. After a treatment the final lengths become (1 + c„) Sx and (1 + e^) Sy. The initial
areaisSx Sy, whereasthefinal areaisdescribedby
(l + e j ( l +

(2.46)

e^SxSy

Theareachange,indicatedby Aisdefined asthechangeofareaperunitarea
(l + e ^ l + em) SxSy A=

SxSy

SxSy

= e +e +e e
xx

yy

(2.47)

xx yy

Ifstrainsareinfinitesimal, thesecondordertermcanbeneglected,whichgives
A

= exx + Zyy

(2.48)
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2.3.7 General remarks
Remarksanddefinitionsinrelationtodistortionandrigidbodyrotation
Attention shouldbemadeif
dv
dx

du
dy

(2.49)

then distortion e = 0 and coxy is indeed the angle in which the element is rotated as a rigid
body.
Pure shear is a distortion, thus without volume change,that is equivalent to equal tensile and
compressive principal strainsonplanesat45°totheplanesof shear(figure 2.16).Ifprevails
dv
dx

du
dy

(2.50)

meansthatthereisnorigidbodyrotation.

initial
final

Figure2.16 Pureshear,initialandfinal state.
It must be emphasised that, dependent of the orientation of the grid on an area element, the
visual impression sometimes is completely different. Consider the inscribed and outscribed
rectangular in the area element before and after treatment, figure 2.17. After treatment the
inscribed rectangular parallelepiped gives the impression of only elongation and shortening,
whereas the change of the outscribed rectangular parallelepiped into a rhomboid gives the
impression of shear. This lack of clarity is not occurring by using the concept of principal
directions.
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Figure2.17 Grideffect onvisualimpression,initialandfinal state.
Simple shearisaspecial caseofshearwhere
dv
du
— = 0 or — = 0
ox
ay
The amount of distortion is the same as in the case of pure shear, different is the rigid body
rotationwhichisnotzeroanymore,figure 2.18.

— initial
— final

Figure2.18 Simpleshear,initialandfinal state.
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Consequencesofinfinitesimalstrains
The assumptions made before, e.g. the piece of soil is sufficiently small and the strains are
infinitesimal, leadtoconsiderable important consequences :
- lineartheory
Strainsaredescribedbylinear expressions

XX

xy

du
dx

.4

e

y>

-

dv
" dy

du

J~y

+

dx,

principle ofsuperposition
b,istheeffect ofa ; andb2istheeffect ofa2,thecombined effect ofa ; +a2(ineither order)
willbebi+ b2
principal strainsanddirections
Also in the analysis of strain the so-called principal strains and principal directions are of
particular interest. Fourquantities arerequired todefine a state of strain intwo dimensions
according to two coordinate axes fixed in space. During a very small deformation it is
always possible to find two orthogonal axes passing through material points at time
t whichpassthroughthe samematerialpointsandremainorthogonalafter straining attime
t +At. The principal axes of straining are defined as being this set of orthogonal axes.
These axesare alsothe directionsinwhichthe strainshave stationary values(maximum or
minimum). The stationary values are called the principal strains, the corresponding
directionsprincipal directions
generalisationtothree dimensions
Extension of the described analysis of strain to three dimensions is straightforward,
although it is more complicated. In analogy to the stresses (section 2.2) it can be shown
that exy =eyx, e^ =ezyande^ = e„.
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Remarkswithrespecttotreatmentpath
When soil istreated treatment-induced structural changesthatmakethephysical properties of
the considered soil cube change areexpected. Consider asoil cube in a soil-vehicle system of
figure 2.1. The initial shape of a soil cube isrectangular and apossible shape ofthe soil cube
inthe zoneof influence ofthetyre isgivenbythehatched soil cube inthe already mentioned
figure 2.1 (see also figure 2.8). The soil physical effect of the treatment endured by the soil
cube cannotbedetermined uniquely bymerely comparing itsfinal shapewith itsinitial shape,
because the final shape can be obtained from the initial shape via an infinite number of
different treatmentpaths.
Theoretically, there is always a unique shortest path to arrive at a given shape from another
given shape before. When two shapes arecompared andthe occurred treatment is very small,
it may be stated that the true path corresponds with the shortest path. Therefore, a relatively
large treatment can be dealt with by dividing this treatment into a number of small steps in
whichthetreatment ineach stepissufficiently small.Therelevant soil quantities ofthewhole
treatment, found by addingupthe calculated soil quantities for each small steponthe basisof
the shortest path assumption, isindependent ofthe stepnumber chosen,provided the steps are
sufficiently small.
There are two principles of calculating strain in a treatment analysis. The true or natural
vertical strainisdefined by

dl
''
,f'
e, = - J - =
r dl

In -

(2.51)

wherein
i = initial
/ = final
However, inthis dissertationthetreatment issplitup intoafinite number of small steps (w)in
whichduringeachstepthetreatment issmall.Thisresultsin
e

> = ,?,( A e /),

wherein
(Ae,) isthevertical strainofline/instepy

( 2 - 52 )
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The technical vertical strain isdefined by
e, = -

I,-lf
^

(2.53)

Relation betweenthenatural vertical andtechnical vertical strain, e, ande, respectively, is

e, = - l n ( l - e / )

^
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3 Non-hardening models
In this chapter non-hardening models are described. The emphasis lies on the elasticperfectly-plastic Mohr-Coulombmodel (Vermeer & de Borst, 1984).This because stress and
deformation analyses of which new quantities will be derived are based on finite element
simulationswiththeconstitutiveMohr-Coulombmodelas foundation.
TheMohr-Coulomb model involvesfive elementary soil-modelparameters,namely
Poisson'sratio
v
elasticity parameters
Young'smodulus
E
cohesion
c
strengthparameters
angleofinternal friction
<p
plasticvolumechangeparameter
angleofdilatancy
y/
Atlast,theyieldingcriteriaofVonMisesandDrucker-Prageraredescribed.

3.1 Mohr-Coulomb
During a triaxial compression test, deformation of the soil sample occurs and there exist
strainswithinthe soil sample.Inanarbitrary small stepofthedeformation, thetotal straincan
be elastic or canbedivided intoan elasticand aplasticpart. The last subdivision, total strain
isthe sumofanelasticand aplasticcontribution, isthebasicassumption inplasticity theory
(3:1)

e + ey
whereineand/?denoteelasticandplasticquantitiesrespectively, anunderlined symbol means
acolumnvectorwhileadot impliesthat italltookplaceinasmallstep.
Hooke's law, a one-to-one relation between stress and strain, is used to calculate the elastic
strains.Forplanestrainandaxi-symmetric casesthisgives

(l-2u)(l+u)

\-v
v
0
v

u
1-v
0
v

0
0
!-u
0

v
v
0
\-v

(3.2)

el

abbreviated
&=
wherein

DE'

(3.3)
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Z = (&xx °yy°xy&zzf
e

£' = (? £ «KY
'XX

F'

F'

E' ~\T

b

C

C

yy

xy

zz )

D = incremental elasticstress-strainmatrix
Combiningequations 3.3 and3.1 resultsinto
Z = D {i - §.")

(3-4)

Anexpression fortheplasticstrainincrement sp willbederivedlaterinthischapter.
TheMohr-Coulombstrengthcriterionisgivenby
|r 0 | < c - aatan<p

(3.5)

inwhich a denotestheanglebetweentheconsidered surface andthex-axis.
This strengthcriterion canalsobeexpressed instress-tensor components
T" - a'sirup - c cos<p < 0

(3.6)

where r*representstheradiusanda representsthecentreofthe stresscircle

a = -}(er„ + aJ

(3.8)

According to the earlier given sign convention in section 2.2 tensile stresses (and strains) are
treated aspositive.
Todistinguish elasticfrom plastic states,aMohr-Coulomb'syield function/is defined
f = t* - a'sirup - c coscp

(3.9)

Therefore, equation 3.6canbeabbreviated as
/<0

(3.10)
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Looking atfigure3.1 withrespecttoyieldfunction / threestatescanbededuced:
/ < 0 - thestresscirclemakesnocontactwiththeenvelope;thematerial isinelasticstate
/ = 0 - thestresscircletouchestheenvelope;thematerial isinplasticstate
/ > 0 - the stresscircleintersectstheenvelope,whichthematerial cannot sustain.

Figure3.1 Three circles of Mohr combined with Coulomb's yield
function / = 0ina, T-space.
Forplastic yielding amaterial needstobe inaplastic state and must remain inaplastic state,
i.e. / = 0and / = 0.
Only under above-mentioned conditions s" is nonzero. The plastic strain increment sp
remains zerofor : -elastic state / < 0
-unloading / = 0and/ < 0.
Thetwoprinciplesbywhich sp canbecalculated are :
-associated plasticity
-non-associated plasticity.
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3.1.1 Associated plasticity
Theyieldfunction / isusedtocalculatetheplasticstrain increments
s" = X-

df

(3.H)

da

wherein X is a non-negative multiplier if plastic yielding occurs and is zero for elastic and
unloading states.Multiplier Xhasnofurther physical meaning.
During plastic straining the soil material flows in an associated manner, i.e. the plastic strain
increment vector isnormal tothe yield surface / Atwo-dimensional example is illustrated in
figure 3.2a. Taken into account is an incompressible soil cube with <p =0. Corresponding
yield surface in a{,a} -space is shown infigure 3.26. According to a certain &x and a smaller
<j3, there exist a i, and £3. Principal strain increment £3 has the same magnitude asf,but is
working in the opposite direction of the appliedCT3,figure 3.2. The plastic strain increment
vector satisfies thecondition
(3.12)

sf + s? = 0
whichrepresentsnoplasticvolumechange.

0
V«
"3-f?

CT,.<ST

— initial
— final

bj

Figure 3.2 Plastic deformation of an incompressible frictionless soil
cube(a)inthecaseofassociated flow(b).
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For incompressible soil with <p =30°, the corresponding yield surface in two dimensions is
shown in figure 3.3.Again the plastic strain increment vector is normal to the yield surface.
Decomposing ep into ef and e* shows that e* is much more negative than e( is positive
whichresultsindissatisfying equation3.12.

<r*e5

Figure3.3 Plastic deformation of an incompressible soil cube withan
angleof internal friction <p of 30°inthe case of associated
flow.
Because of above described shortcoming of the principle of associated plasticity for soils
(Smith, 1982),theprinciple ofnon-associated plasticity isusedfor calculating sp.

3.1.2 Non-associated plasticity
Incaseofnon-associated plasticity theyieldfunction / isonlyusedtodistinguish elastic from
plastic states.Theplastic strainincrements arederived from aplasticpotential function g
s" = A

dg_
da

(3.13)

wheregisdefined as
g = T*- a*siny/ + constant

(3.14)
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The soil-model parameter y/ is the angle of dilatancy. Differentiating the plastic potential
function g toeach stresscomponent,the so-called flow ruleisobtained

'dgjdo^'
P

£
b

yy

d

%l yy
<?g/d<rv
dgjda^

-X

£p
b
xy

d(J

b

zz

(o'xx-O-xv)/2^ +

X -{<Tx,-<Tyy)/2*' +
2
2CTJT'

Sin

S

^

W

(3.15)

0

Tounderstandthelesswell-knownparameter y/, thenextequationisgiven
(3.16)

siny =
wherein
FP
c

= sp + sp + £P

v

°xx

T

°yy

T

(3.17)

°zz

(3.18)
Comparing the shear stress r* (equation 3.7)with f , acertain similarity may be recognised.
Therefore f is referred to as the plastic distortion increment and the angle of dilatancy sets
theratiobetweentheincrements ofplasticvolumetric strainandplasticdistortion.
Incaseofaplanestraincondition (i2 = 0),thefollowing relationcanbededuced with respect
totheprincipal directions

sin^

•2s ' + sp

(3.19)

e: = er + er

(3.20)

r" = # - « '

(3.21)

Remarkswithrespecttotheangleofdilatancy y :
- y/ isameasure ofplasticvolumechangeintheplastic stateofamaterial:
y/ > 0 volume increase
y/ = 0 constantvolume
y/ < 0 volume decrease
- during soil deformation, the valueof y/ runstozerobecausethe soil material cannot dilate
infinitely
- inonesmallstepofsoildeformation y/ isconstant
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normally consolidated clays show no dilatancy at all (Vermeer & de Borst, 1984);
overconsolidated clays showapositivedilatancy angle(Vermeer, 1990)
from graphs measured by Lebert et al. (1987) with atranslational shearbox on unsaturated
soils y/-valuesarededuced andgivenintable 3.1.

Soil of Oberpfalzer Wald
preconsolidation normal stress
stress
[kPa]
[kPa]

sample depth

dry density

clay content

water tension

[cm]

[gr/cm3]

[% by weight]

[kPa]

2-5

1.40

17.0

30

78

20
30
50
70

6.9
7.4
2.3
3.6

25-29

1.58

23.5

30

145

10
20
30
50
70

7.7
7.9
6.7
8.5
8.4

Table 3.1 Valuesof y/ deduced from dataofLebertetal.(1987).
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3.1.3 Three-dimensional stressstates

Extension to three-dimensional stress states for the failure condition of Mohr-Coulomb is
treated inthissection.Firstthemajor andminorprincipal stressesaredefined, respectively a,
andcr,
(T, = -(cr* +
CT, =

-{a

-

T')
T')

(3.22)
(3.23)

Yield function / equation 3.9,canberewritten intermsofprincipal stresses
/ = 2(CT3 ~ °i) + 2(°3 + cr,)sin^ - c COS^J

For yielding / = 0and/ = 0 still prevails, which supply a six-angular yield surface in the
three-dimensional stress space. Note that in case of a surface in principal stress space in
combination with isotropic materials only, noorder ofmagnitude need tobeattached to the
principal stresses. Thus, nomore weight should begiven to, say,cr} than <r3.Also is a2not
necessarily theintermediateprincipal stress.
In case q> =0 andc # 0 a special yield surface arises which is a hexagonal cylindrical
prisminprincipal stress space,the so-called Trescayield surface (figure 3.4).

Figure3.4 Tresca yield surface in principal stress space; only
compressive stressesareconsidered (tension cut-off).

(3.24)
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The Tresca yielding criterion states that yielding begins when the maximum shear stress
reachesacertainvalue
CT, -

<r3 = 2 c

(3.25)

where cr, > <r2 > <J3 .This criterion closely approximates metalplasticity behaviour (Owen
& Hinton, 1980). The axis of the cylindrical prism coincides with the space diagonal. The
spacediagonal isdefined bypointsforwhichprevails
<j. = a-. = CT.

(3.26)

Eachnormal cross section ofthiscylindrical prism isidentical,which isa consequence ofthe
assumptionthattheyieldingprocessisnotinfluenced bythefirst stressinvariant J,
J\ = <J, + (T2 + <73

(3.27)

Planes inprincipal stressspacefor which
cr, + a2 + <r3 = constant

(3.28)

are called octahedral planes and are standing perpendicular to the space diagonal. A special
octahedral plane is the so-called n-plane, a plane through the origin of the principal stress
axesfor whichprevails
<T, +

er, + <T, = 0

The line of intersection of the Tresca yield surface with arbitrary octahedral planes gives
identical figures asshowninfigure 3.5because itisunaffected bythehydrostaticpressure.

Figure 3.5 Line of intersection oftheTrescayield surface withthe nplane.

(3.29)
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The Tresca yield surface can also be written in the form f{ax -a3, a2 -o"3)-Then a twodimensional plotofthe surface / = 0 ispossible,with a^ - cr3and cr2 - cr3ascoordinate axes,
figure 3.6.
0,-0,

Figure 3.6 Line of intersection of the Tresca yield surface with the
(e^-CTj), (o-2-<r3)-plane.
Incase <p * 0theMohr-Coulombyield surface isahexagonal cone,figure 3.7.Inthis casethe
yieldingprocess isinfluenced bythefirst stressinvariant J,, whichisapplicabletosoils.

Figure 3.7 Mohr-Coulomb yield surface in principal stress space
undertheconditionof<p =30°andc= 0 .
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Lines of intersections of the yield surface with arbitrary octahedral planes give symmetrical
butnot identical figures. Oneofsuchfigures ispresented infigure 3.8.

Figure 3.8 Line of intersection of the Mohr-Coulomb yield surface
withanoctahedral planefor q> =30°and c= 0.
To leaveno doubt, inthe different figures 3.4 and 3.7,each plane through two principal axes
isperpendicular totwo sides oftheyield surface. Suchapair of sides isindicated bythe same
hatch. For instance the left and rightwhite surfaces whoare standing perpendicular to ai,er2surface.
Theplasticpotential function g canalsoberewritten intermsofprincipal stresses
g = y(cr3 - cr,) + 7(0-3 + cr,)sin1//+ constant

(3.30)

Applying the flow rule to g, i.e. differentiating g with respect to the principal stresses, the
principal plastic strainincrementsareobtained

\*T]
%

kJ

=X

- T ( l - sin y/)
0
\(\+smy/)

(3.31)
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From equation 3.24 it canbededuced thatthe intermediate principal stress doesnot influence
the conditions for yielding. Also prevails that the flow rule for the Mohr-Coulomb criterion
predictsnoplastic straining inthedirection oftheintermediate principal stress,equation 3.31.
Consider the left white surface of figure 3.7 and assume associated flow (then the figure also
represents the plastic potential function g). An incremental plastic strain vector is
perpendicular to this surface and this surface stands perpendicular to the <T,,cr2-surface and
parallel tothe cr3-axis;therefore the incremental plastic strainvector hasnocomponent inthe
a3-direction.
This fact, that the intermediate principal stress does not influence the Mohr-Coulomb yield
criterion, makesageneralisationtothree-dimensional stressstates straightforward.
However, insome situationstwo oftheprincipal stresses areequal, either cr,and a2 ora2 and
cr3. This happens to be the case in triaxial tests at which a2 = <x3. In this case the
intersection of two planes of the six-angular yield surface is a line which is the result of two
yield conditions
f\

=

li^s ~ °i) + 2(°3 + Oi)sin^> - c cos<p = 0

fi

=

\(ai

_ CT

i) + 2( CT 2

+

(3.32)

cr,)sin#> - c cos#> = 0

At this point, where yielding occurs according to two yield conditions, the total plastic strain
increment vector isthe sumoftheindividual contributions oftwoflowrules
g>g2

= A,

da

da

(3.33)

Byanalogy with fx andf2 theplasticpotential functions g,and g2 are defined
g, = ^(a} - cr,) + £(cr3 + cr,)sin^+ constant
Si

=

i(°2

_ CT

i) + 2(°2 + at)smy/ + constant

(3.34)

Thetotalplastic strain increment vectorandtheplasticvolumestrainincrement become
-•^(l-sin^)
A. +

^y

=

(^i

fromwhichcanbededuced

+

AT

0
2^(1+sin y/)

^2) s i n ^

(3.35)

(3.36)
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(3.37)

• 2 4 ' + £VP

Comparing equation 3.19 for plane strain conditions with the derivation of above equation
3.37 for triaxial tests, it can be stated that this equation holds for plane strain conditions as
well asfor triaxialtests.
For the three-dimensional situation, matrix D of equation 3.3 forms a 6 by 6 matrix and the
stressand strainvectorsaredescribedby
a = (&„ a^ azz a^a^ a^)

(3.38)

•e
/ *e -e
£
~ \£xx Syy

(3.39)

*e *c 'e
S
zz Sxy £yz

'e \T
£
zx)

Toexpressthedescribed constitutive modelinthischapterinamatrixequation,equation3.13
issubstituted intoequation 3.4
<T = D s

- Xa

(3.40)

wherein
a= D

da

(3.41)

The multiplier A. can be calculated from the condition that an element remains in a plastic
state when it yields. For a non-hardening material in a plane strain condition this so-called
consistency condition iswrittenas
r
f=

d

f
•
df
df
df .
<J„
+
o\„,
+
a\.„
+
—
a„ = 0
d<J„
da„
do*.
3°* "

(3.42)

orinabbreviated notation

/ = ^ - £ = 0
da

(3.43)

Substituting equation 3.40 intoequation3.43 theexpression for A isobtained
/ = bTs -Ad =0
or

(3.44)
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A

(3.45)

= —b

a

where

tf-!£D

(3-46)

d= -j—a

(3-47)

da

da

The incremental stress-strain relation isfinallyobtained by substituting the expression for A
inequation 3.40

a=

D-

1 T
-ab
a—

(3-48)

Withrespecttoprincipal stressesandmakinguseoftheelasticshearmodulusG
G=

E
2(1+o)

(3.49)

itcanbededucedthatfor theMohr-Coulombyield criterion

D
(*-«>)

d = G 1+

(l-2o)

^

=

l-v

V

V

V

l-V

V

V

v

sin$>smy/
l-2u

(3.51)

-l+2u+siny
2t>sin^
1- 2v+siny/

^ [ - l

+ 2„+ « n „

(3.50)

l-v

(3.52)

2osin«> l - 2 u + s i n H

Substituting above-mentioned termsinincremental stress-strain equation 3.48 gives:

(3.53)
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(*"")

l-V

V

V

V

\-v

V

V

V

l-V
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4 ( u - { ) +(l-2L))sin^ sin^
(3.54)

where

A(V - -J) +(l - 2L>)(sin<p+sin y/)

- 4(u -{)

+ sin<p sin (C

Z=

-A(O - T) +(l - 2o)(sin w - sinp)
v

2y

v

-sinp sin(c

+(l- 2i>)(sin<p- sin y/)

(1- 2o)(2usinp) +2 Dsin <p sin (/

+ sincp sin (C
Mu - 1 ) - (l - 2L>)(sine> +sin w)
/, „ \/„ . \ „ .
v;
v 2/ v
y
y/ _(i_2o)(2t>sinp)+ 2 u s i n p s i n ^
A
+ sin<p sin(c

(l-2u)(2t;sin(c) +2t)sinp sin^

-(1-2u)(2i;sin(/)+2i>sin^>sin(c

4u 2 sinp sin^

(3.55)
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3.1.4 Striking difference betweenelasticandplasticstrain increments
It is of major importance to know that there is a significant difference between the principal
directions of the elastic strain increments and the principal directions of the plastic strain
increments.
The elastic principal strain increments s' (i = 1,2,3) point in the direction of the principal
stressincrements,figure3.9and3.10.

bj

initial
final

cj

Figure 3.9 Two-dimensional reproduction of a loaded soil cube (a)
under the influence of principal stress increments (b) that
deforms elastically (c); ef = 0ands° = 0.
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initial
final

Figure3.10 Three-dimensional reproduction of a loaded soil cube (a)
under the influence of principal stress increments (b) that
deforms elastically (c); e{ = 0and s' = 0.
Thetwo non-zero plasticprincipal strain increments ef (i = 1,3) point inthe direction of the
extremeprincipal stresses,figure 3.11.
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initial
final

Figure 3.11 Three-dimensional reproduction of a loaded soil cube (a)
under the influence of principal stress increments (b) that
deforms plastically (c); s( = 0and y/ < 0.

3.1.5 Numerical examples
Finally, the strain increments for eight soils with different soil-model parameters are
calculated. In these tables y/ is set to relative high value in comparison with the y/-values of
table 3.1to showanobviouseffect oftheangleofdilatancy.
The materials in table 3.2 refer to dry, dense soils. Materials in table 3.3 refer to wet, dense
andclayeysoils,whichareofgreatimportancefor soil-vehiclesystemsinagriculture.
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soiltype
1

v
W

-3.3333
0.300
0
-0.0231
0.0103
- 0.0009
1
0
-1

-3.3333
0.495
0
•0.0186
0.0147
0.0036

-3.3333
0.300
30
-0.0231
0.0103
- 0.0009

-3.3333
0.495
30
-0.0186
0.0147
0.0036

1
0
M
-1

1
V 0
-3

1
0
M
-3

[kN/m2]

Table 3.2 Calculated elastic and plastic strain increments of soils,with an angle of
internal friction of 30° and an elastic shear modulus G of 150 kN/m2,
subjected toamajor principal stressincrement axof-10 kN/m2.

soiltype

CT-.

-10
0.300
0
-0.0179
0.0154
-0.0179
1
0
-1

-10
0.495
0
-0.0113
0.0221
-0.0113

-10
0.300
30
-0.0179
0.0154
-0.0179

-10
0.495
30
-0.0113
0.0221
-0.0113

1
0
M
-1

1
0
M
-3

1
0
M
-3

[kN/m2]

Table 3.3 Calculated elastic and plastic strain increments of frictionless soils, with
an elastic shear modulus Gof 150 kN/m2, subjected to a major principal
stress increment a.of-10 kN/m2.
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Thecalculationofsoiltype8isexplained indetailtogiveabetterunderstanding ofthetheory
inthissection.
Taking soiltype8oftable3.3asbasicsoilmaterial andhaving aplanestraincondition,the
consistency equation 3.42,withrespecttoprincipal stresses,iswrittenas

/=

CT, + do.

df •
CT3 = 0
da^

<T, +

(3.56)

Knowing from equation 3.24
/ = 2(°3 ~~°i) + 2(CT3 + CT,)sin^ - c cos#>
theconsistency condition becomes
/ = - j ( l - sin#>)cr, + 7(1 + sin^>)CT3= 0
from whichresults <x3 = - 1 0 .
Fromequation 3.50 matrix D canbededuced

G

D=

(*-«>)

l-V

V

V

V

\-v

V

V

V

\-v

15150 14850 14850
14850 15150 14850
14850 14850 15150

Scalard,columnvectoraandrowvectorbT arecalculated withequations 3.51and 3.53
sma>smu/\
d = G 1+ — = 150
l-2u

G
(l-2o)

bT = ,

-l+2u+sin^
2usin^
1- 2v+sini//

7350
7425
7650

. [ - l +2u+sin<p 2vsm<p l - 2 u +sin^] = [-150 0 150]

(3.57)
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Thefinalstress-strain relationisobtained byusingequation 3.48
D-

1 T
-ab
d--

from which results
-10
0

22500 14850 7500
22275 15150 7425
22500 14850 7500

-10

The total strain increments are obtained through solving this system of equations. However,
this system of equations is dependent, i.e. the determinant is zero. Therefore the solution isa
line
0.015013
0.022074

-0.31623

+n

0

0
0.94868

Theelasticcontribution ofthetotalstrainincrements isobtainedbyusingequation 3.3
a=

DE"

15150 14850 14850
-10
0 = 14850 1515014850
-10
14850 1485015150

£"

el

kJ

"-0.011260"
0.022074
=
-0.011260

Theplasticcontribution isobtained byusingequation 3.1
e" =s - s°

from which follows

(3.58)
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M
e{

kJ

-i"
= >"

0
_ 3_

Itcanbeconcludedfromthiscompletely elaborated calculation:
• theelasticincrementalprincipal strainvector isnotperpendicular totheyieldfunction /
• withrespecttotheplastic incrementalprincipal strainvector:
- thedirectionofthisvectorisfixed, buttheabsolutesizeisyet undetermined
- thisvector standsperpendiculartotheplasticpotential function g
- theintermediateplasticprincipal strainincrementisandremainszero
- £vp = sf + sf * 0 whichfully agreeswith y/ * 0.
Agraphical representation oftheresultsofthecalculationisgiveninfigure 3.12.
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^3 • ~£3 • ~£3

-Oi.-fff.-fff

-a3--£3--S3

//tog

Figure 3.12 Graphical representation of elastic and plastic strain
increments of soil type 8 of table 3.3; details of the part
enclosed by dashed lines in the upper part are enlarged in the
lower part.
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3.2 Drucker-Prager
In this section two more yielding criteria are employed, namely Von Mises and DruckerPrager. According to Owen & Hinton (1980), Von Mises and the described Tresca criteria
closely approximate metal plasticity behaviour, whereas Drucker-Prager and the described
Mohr-Coulombcriteriaareapplicabletoconcrete,rockandsoil.
The shape of Tresca's yield surface in principal stress space is a hexagonal cylindrical
prism (figure 3.4), which states that yielding begins when a certain maximum shear stress is
reached.Von Mises states that yielding occurs when the second deviatoric stress invariant
J2' reaches a critical value. The second deviatoric stress invariant J2 is composed of the
first andthesecond stressinvariant, J, and J2 respectively, andisdefined by
J' = - J1 - J

= i [(»i -

CT 2
2)

+ {?i - °iY + (oi - °i) 2 ]

(3-58)

where
J, = cr, + <r2 +
J2 = GXG1 + a2a} + a2at

CT3

(3.59)
(3.60)

Theyielding function/according toVonMisesisrepresentedby
f=J2'-k2=0
where
k =material parameter
The geometrical interpretation of the Von Mises yield surface / = 0, when plotted in the
principal stress space,willbeacylinderperpendiculartothen-plane (figure 3.13).

(3.61)
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Figure3.13 VonMisesyield surface inprincipal stressspace.
Lineof intersection oftheVonMiseswiththe ;r-planeisacircleofradius >[2k, figure 3.14.

Figure3.14 Line of intersection of the Von Mises yield surface with
the 7t-plane.
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The Tresca yield locus is a hexagon with distances of 2c^/| from origin to apex on the nplane. The Von Mises andTrescayield loci canbe madeto resemble each other very closely
by selecting appropriate values of c and k. It is conventional to let the cylinder pass through
the outer apices of the hexagon, i.e. by taking k = Cy/j see figure 3.15. Then there is full
agreement for a metal tension test or an unconfined compression test of soil; for both tests
cr-, = a, = 0.

Figure3.15 FitoftheVonMisesyield surface throughtheouter apices
oftheTrescayieldsurface inprincipalstressspace.
The situation of figure 3.15 is also plotted from viewpoint ofthe space diagonal (figure 3.16)
CT3 ascoordinate axes,figure 3.17.
andwith <x, - cr3anda2
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Figure 3.16 Linesofintersection oftheVonMisesandtheTrescayield
surface withthe K-plane.

Figure 3.17 Linesofintersection oftheVonMises andtheTrescayield
surface withthe (<7,- <r3, cr2- <r3)-plane.
However, soil failure, unlike metal yielding, is in some way a function of the hydrostatic
stressp
P = i t a + ^2 + cr3)

(3.62)

An approximation to the Mohr-Coulomb law was presented by Drucker-Prager as a
modification of the Von Mises yield criterion. An additional term in the original Von Mises
expression was introduced to take into account the influence of the first stress invariant J,.
The Drucker-Prager yield function becomes (compressive stresses and strains are taken as
positive)

/ = yfJ^ - a(j, +3a) =0

(3.63)
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where
a = coefficient relatedtothefriction angle q>
a = c/tan <p
TheDrucker-Prager yield surface hastheshapeofacircularcone,figure 3.18.

Figure 3.18 Drucker-Prageryield surface inprincipal stressspace.
Linesofintersections ofthisyield surface onto arbitrary octahedral planes give concentric but
notidentical circles,figure3.19.

(3.64)
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Figure3.19 Line of intersection of the Drucker-Prager yield surface
withanarbitrary octahedralplane.
Theplastic potential function g, which isused to determine the plastic flow during yielding,
isdefined by

g = V^7- M
where
P = coefficient relatedtothedilatancy angle y/
If P equals a of equation 3.63 an associated flow rule exists, i.e.the plastic strain increment
vector isnormaltotheyield surface/
For fitting the Drucker-Prager model to the Mohr-Coulomb model different relations can
be used. From geometrical considerations of the two yield surfaces it is reasonable to let the
Drucker-Prager yield surface coincide with the outer apices or the inner apices of the MohrCoulombyield surface, acircumscribed coneoraninscribed conerespectively,figure 3.20.

(3.65)
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Figure 3.20 The Drucker-Prager yield surface fits to the MohrCoulomb yield surface as a circumscribed cone and an
inscribed cone.

Figure 3.21 Projection of the Mohr-Coulomb yield surface and the
corresponding circumscribed and inscribed cone of
Drucker-Prager onto the n -plane.
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According to Owen &Hinton, 1980 and Song, 1990,the approximation of the circumscribed
conegives
2sin cp
V3(3 - sin (p)
Foranapproximation oftheinscribed coneOwen&Hinton(1980) define
a

2sinm

= -RT,

:—\

(3-67)

V3(3 + sin q>)
whileChen(1975) gives
tanw
a= ,
^9 + 12tan <p

(3.68)

and Song (1990)deduces
sin (p
a= ,
•
^9 + 3sin cp

(3.69)

Equation 3.68 and 3.69 give the same a-values for any cp-value. Equation 3.67 gives higher
or-valuesthan equations 3.68 and 3.69;this discrepancy becomes smaller when (p increases.
From figures 3.20 and 3.21 it isobvious thatthere is not a full agreement between the MohrCoulomb yield locus and the Drucker-Prager yield locus. In general, the relation between c
and <p onone hand and a and a onthe other depend onthevalue of a2 relativeto axand<r3.
Only in the case of specific stress paths or properties there can be full or satisfactory
agreementbetweenthetwomodels.
According to Song,equation 3.66 and 3.69 seemtobereasonable for friction angles less than
20°;for higher friction anglesthe crosssectionoftheMohr-Coulombhexagon will approach
a triangle, then neither of the equations 3.66 and 3.69 appears to be reasonable. Song also
deduced that when Mohr-Coulomb is written in a more general form the Mohr-Coulomb
model can be expressed by the coefficients cp, a and /?. Comparing these coefficients with
those intheDrucker-Prager model,equationscanbederivedtodeterminetherelationbetween
cp, a and /3. For instance, in the special case of a plane strain situation with a non-dilating
material (i// = 0; /?= 0)theintermediateprincipalstressbecomes
a2 = i(c7, + <r3)
from whichfinally results

(3.70)
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a = j sirup
a = ccos<p/3a

(3.71)
(3.72)

So, equation 3.72 equals equation 3.64. Therefore it can be concluded that the inscribed
Drucker-Prager cone is suitable as an approximation of the Mohr-Coulomb model for plain
strainconditions.
However, one must be keen on the fact that experimental data of true triaxial tests of
Goldscheider, 1982,ononehandandhollow-cylindertestsofKirkpatrick, 1957and Wuetal.,
1963,ontheother (<r2 * er3 prevailsfor alltests) approximate Mohr-Coulomb'syield surface
morecloselythanDrucker-Prager's yield surface.
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4 Soil-material interface and adherence
Nowadays, nearly all the machines in agriculture are equipped with wheels. Most of the
wheels arefittedwithpneumatic tyres.Solid steel wheels areused for depth control of tillage
toolsonly andhaveasupplementary task.Driven steelwheelsareusedintwomanners:
- puddle wheels; open iron construction of the wheels with iron grousers preparing paddy
fields throughtheirpuddling effect
- cage wheels; the open iron construction of the wheels reduce compaction of the seed-bed
during seedling operations.
Sometimes, in stead ofwheels, agricultural practiceuses iron sledges for depth control and/or
tocarry the weight oftillagetools.Viewedfromthat perspective the mouldboard of aplough
may not be forgotten. Similarity in all the above-mentioned isthe soil-material interface. For
thesakeofcompletenessthesoil-plantmaterial ismentioned, soil-sugarbeetfor example.
Therefore, it can be concluded that the interface between soil and material is playing a key
role in agriculture. In this dissertation the soil-wheel interface is emphasised and will be
discussed inthis chapter.

4.1 Occurrence
Before making use of interface elements between plate and soil mass in the simulation
calculations, the principles of soil-material interface and adherence will be treated in this
chapter.
In field traffic, tillage and laboratory experiments, boundary surfaces occur between soil
bodies andothermaterials likesteel andrubberandalsobetweenadjacent soilbodies.Asmall
element of such surfaces may be considered as a boundary between two rigid bodies.
Sometimes there is a relative movement in such a surface element, at other times not, but in
general there is a stress acting across the surface element between the two bodies. The
tangential component of that stress is the shear stress due to the friction of the surface
element. This shear stress is fully developed if sufficient relative movement occurs.
Sometimes, the relative movement is not such large and the shear stress has a relatively low
value.Conversely, ifasmall shear stress isapplied, a small relativemovement will occur and
rest will be restored. Application of a greater shear stress initiates a relative movement that
continues.
Not fully developed shearstressesoccur:
- inpartsofcontact surfaces oftires,wheelsandrollersatlowslippercentages
- where a so-called soil wedge adheres to the material surface; soil wedges may occur with
tines,bladesand shearelements(liketrack elements)
- in the soil-material interface, if athin soil layer adheres to the material; this may occur at
roughtool surfaces andinsticky soils.
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Fully developed shear stressescanbeexpected :
- withtires,wheelsandrollersathighslippercentages
- withsledgesandrelatively sharpcones
- atsoil-soilinterfaces inshearingdevices
- inthecontact surface oftoolswithsmallanglesofapproachundernormalconditions.
For driven wheels shear stresses in the contact surface should be as high as possible to
maximise pull. In other cases such as plough bodies,tines and sleds, low values of the shear
stresses in the contact surface are desirable. Also in research activities low values are often
desired. For instance for the bottom and top plates in tri-axial tests and unconfined
compressiontestsandfor thecylindersinuni-axialcompressiontests.

4.2 Fundamentals
Figure 4.1 shows a shear stress r that is exerted by a material on a soil body (Koolen &
Kuipers, 1983).Total stress S has anormal component an. When there is significant relative
movement in the interface, r is fully developed. The shear stress r for this case will be
denoted by r,, where*isthe abbreviation of sliding.It is assumed thatthe surface element is
fixedtothesoil.

surface element

Figure4.1 Stressesonasoil surface element slidingalongamaterial.
Frictional properties for a boundary surface are generally measured by measuring xs at
different valuesof a„. Ingeneral rvcanbedeterminedby:
fv = P- °n

(4.1)
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ormoreaccurately by
T,

= a +ju' <r„

(4.2)

where
H = apparent coefficient ofsoil-metal friction
a = adhesion
ju' = truecoefficient ofsoil-metal friction
In figure 4.2 soil element ABC slides along a material. The angle 0 between the material
surface andtheplaneonwhich cr,actsisgiven.

Figure4.2 Graphically determined relationship between (cr,, c 3 ) and
(T, djonasliding surface.
InplaneAC equation4.2musthold,thus
T,=a +fj'

k),c

(4.3)

Normal stressan and shearstress rscanbeexpressed as:
<TW = CTX

cos 9 + cr3 sin 6
rv = (cr,-<r3) sin0cos0

(4.4)
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andthusequation4.2 for soilelement ABC canbeexpressed as
(cr,-cr 3 ) sin#cos# = a + fi' (cr,cos2# + a3 sin2#)

(4.5)

Thegraphical representation usingMohr'scircleiselucidating,figure4.3.

r\
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Figure4.3 Graphically determined relationship between (cr,, cr3) and
(r, cr)onasliding surface.
LineL represents the sliding condition. This line is direction dependent and prevails only for
the plane of sliding AC here. Suppose that point Q on L represents the state of stress in the
planeof slidingAC. Thenthe linethrough Qat angle 0tothe <r„-axisyieldsCT3andthe circle
throughCT,and Qwith itscentreonthe an-axisyields cr,.Note that r intheplane atangle 0'
with the horizontal satisfies equation 4.2 as well. However, physically this equation is not
validfor thisplane,sinceitisnotasoil-material interface. Forplanes atanglesbetween 0 and
0', the states of stress are represented by points above line L. Shear stresses in these planes
maybemuchhigherthanthe shear stressintheplaneofsliding.Ofcourse,high shear stresses
can only exist if the soil is strong enough (Mohr's circle can never extend beyond the line of
Coulomb's law). If, at fixed values of rs and an inthe plane of sliding, the angle 0 between
thatplaneandtheplaneperpendicular to cr,isdifferent, other cr,andcr3 valuesoccur.
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Adherenceandwedge formation
Sometimes shear stresses in the soil-material interface are so great that sliding between the
soil and the material not longer occurs.Instead, shear planes are formed within the soil body.
Whether or not these alternative shear planes develop depends on the ratio between the
resistance against sliding alongthematerial andthe soil internal strength. Slidingresistance is
characterised by a and //, soil internal strength by c and tan^>. Two cases may be
distinguished.
Case1
Adherence ofathinsoil layerofconstantthicknessasshowninfigure 4.4.
(0"n)u

3- adhering layer
plane of sliding

(°n);
Figure4.4 Conditions favouring soiladherence.
Equilibrium requiresthat

iaX = (CT»);
W„ = (r),

(4.6)

There isnosliding alongthematerial and, therefore,
(*). <a + ft' {a„)u
Inthe sliding (failure) plane,accordingtoCoulombprevails

(4.7)
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(r), = c + (a„)t tan<p

(4.8)

Thesefour equations canbecombinedtoshowthatadherenceoccursif
a

+M' (o - ,). > c + (CTJ„ ^<P

(4.9)

or
<yn < ~

;
tan^>- /u

(4-10)

Adherence can be predicted if a, //', c, taxup and <r„ are known. Scouring, sliding without
adherence,isfavoured by increasing cr„. Onemaythinkofslattedmouldboards.
Case2
Soil wedges resting against material surfaces of tines etc. that are immobilised temporarily
(Fountaine & Payne, 1954). In contrast with case 1, this is a phenomenon that is reported
frequently byagricultural practise.Ithasnosignificance inload-bearingprocesses.

Pathdependencyofinstantaneousvaluesoffi aand/u'
Shear stresses just before movement between soil and material (static friction) are often
different from those immediately after the start of movement (dynamic friction). For steel on
dry sand Nichols (1931) found ju = ju' = 0.26 just before movement, and // = //' = 0.23
immediately after the startofmovement.
Friction onthe surface element infigure 4.5maychangewith increasing lengthofslidingpath
and attain a constant value after a path length of one or more decimetres. With steel this
change involves mostly an increase of fi, caused by changes in soil particle arrangement and
inposition and suction of soil water. In contrast, withrubber //usually decreases,because the
flexible rubber adjusts to surface irregularities and meets a smoother soil at a greater path
length. Inthis way for steel /umay increase by e.g. 0.3 and for rubber it may decrease by e.g.
0.1 (Sonne, 1953).
Thevalueofadhesion aseemstobeespecially sensitivetothehighestvalueofan thatever
occurred onthesurface element. Ahigher <r„ will giveacloser contact. Sonne(1953) reported
uptofivefold increasesofaupontenfold increasesinhighest an.
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Theinfluence ofslidingvelocity
For wet soil and/or for speed variations over one or more orders of magnitude a speed
dependency of // should be taken into account. Increases of n of 0.1 - 0.15 have been
measured due to higher sliding speed (Vornkahl, 1967). It is likely that soil water viscosity
playsarole inthis.

Materialaspects
Surface roughness has a large influence on friction. For arusted steel surface, the coefficient
of friction may be ashigh as tan<p (for unsaturated agricultural soils where cp varies between
25and 45degrees).Iftherust isremoved, friction willbe considerably lessbutahigh degree
ofsurface polishwillresultinonlyaminordecrease.Forareasonably smooth,steeltool inan
average,ratherdrysoilonemayexpect / / » / / ' « 0.25 (Spoor, 1969).
Also the hardness of the material surface plays a role. Nichols (1931) measured for steel at
lowsoilmoisture contentsandshortslidingpaths
// = / / = 0.37 - 0.00015 H

(4.11)

where
H = Brinell hardness
H is about 650 for very hard tempered steel and about 125 for steel low in carbon. The
influence of hardness was also discussed in the section on path dependency. Regarding the
type ofmaterial one should mention that, on soil that isnot toowet and for short sliding path
lengths, n is about 0.2 higher for rubber than for steel. For soil-soil friction it is usually
assumed that//' = tan^.

Soilphysicalaspects
Soil moisture may strongly influence frictional behaviour. Roughly onemay interpret the law
offriction (equation 4.2)
x , = a + ju' <*„
physically asfollows, figure4.5.

(4.11)
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relative movement

soil moisture
soil particle

Figure4.5 Theroleofsoilwater.
An external load on a plate induces a normal stress a„on the soil. This normal stress an
contributes to the effective stress between the solid part of the soil and the plate (effective
stress is the sum of the normal components of the contact forces between the plate and the
solids,divided byplateareaA). Theremaybewaterbetweentheplateandthesoilparticles.If
this water is under suction it will provide an additional stress. This additional stress is called
<T .Realtotaleffective stressisthen
(4.12)

a„ = CT„ + a„
where g refers to grain. The friction between soil particles and plate follows the well-known
lawof friction

(4.13)
where
v = coefficient offriction betweentheplateandsinglesoil particles
Combinationofthesetwoequationsyields
T = <TW v + an

v

(4.14)

Acomparison ofthisequationwithequation4.2 showsthat
v = ju'
a = awv
Additional stressaw duetosoilwatercanbeexpressed as

(4.15)
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o-- = SAM

(4.16)

where
s = soilwater suction
AKl = wetted fraction oftheplatearea
Thelasttwoequations canbecombinedto
a= osA^,

(4.17)

Regardingthisphysicalmodelthefollowing remarkscanbemade:
- the occurrence of water between the plate and the soil particles requires good soil-plate
contact; for this the duration of sliding, history of normal stress and soil structure are
important factors
- soilwater suctiondependsonmoisturecontent, soil structure and soiltype
- the wetted fraction oftheplatearea Arel dependsonthe degree of contact, on soil moisture
and onplate material
- the coefficient of friction between the plate and single soil particles v is determined by
surface roughness oftheplateandbythemineral typeand shapeofthesoil particles
- duringthe service life of atool,the roughness ofthe soil-engaging surface isthat of worn
material;thisroughnessmaybehigherorlowerthanthatofnewmaterial
- athigher moisture contents, soil water may act as a lubricant and lowers v drastically; the
moisture range where this occurs is known as the lubrication phase of soil friction
(Nichols, 1931);inthisrange v decreaseswith increasingmoisture content
- at lower moisture contentswater cannot bepresent betweenthe soilparticles andtheplate;
asaresult Twillnotdepend strongly onmoisture content and a=0; thismoisture range is
calledthedry phase
- at moisture contents between the dry phase and the lubrication phase, Anl increases
stronglywith increasing moisture contentandtherefore T alsoincreases (adhesionphase)
- sliding velocity influences friction through soilwaterviscosity.
Finally, the mineral parts influence friction through type of mineral and packing density. For
steel on dry sand friction was found to increase with packing density as a result of increased
soil strength. Butterfield &Andrawes (1972)found // = //' = 0.17 for asoil ataporosity of
43.7 % and // = / / = 0.28 at a porosity of 35.7 %. Fine-textured soils have a higher
coefficient of friction than coarse textured soils. For small sliding distances of steel on soils
with lowmoisture contentsNichols(1931)found :
u = LC = 0.23 + 0.005 (% <v 2um)
ju = ft' = 0.37

'

ifthis% < 32
ifthis% > 32

(4.18)
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5 Finiteelementprogram Plaxis
Inthis dissertation simulation calculations are made on basis of a finite element method. The
finite element program Plaxisisfinally selected.
First the concept of the finite element method is given. Next explanation is given of the
standard and special finite elementsinPlaxis,theinterface elements.

5.1 Conceptofthefinite elementmethod
The concept of the finite element method is discussed in several textbooks (for instance
Zienkiewics, 1971).Abriefexplanation ofthefinite elementmethod isgivenbelowaccording
toBonnier(1993).
Itisstatedthatdisplacements andstressesaremaintained inalimited number ofpoints ina
finite element calculation. By interpolation of the displacements from the nodes, the
displacements can be calculated everywhere throughout the element. This interpolation is
donebymeansofshapefunctions. Thedisplacementswithinanelement aredetermined solely
by the nodes in that element. Depending on the number of nodes a certain degree of
interpolation ispossible. Because the displacements areknown throughout, the strains at any
point can be determined. The strains at one point are calculated from the derivatives of the
displacements atthatpointas
s = Lu

(5.1)

where
s isthe strainvector,Lisadifferential operator matrix and u isthedisplacement vector atthe
point considered:
_d_
dx

0

0

0

d
dy

0

L=
I xy

0

0

d

_£_

dy

dx

a
dz

•;

u = •

",
uy

(5.2)

kJ

0

These componentscan,byinterpolation, beexpressed inthedisplacements ofthenodesinan
element inthe following way:
= NjM,, + N 2 H, 2 + ... + N„M„

(5.3)
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where
u

x\> uxi> — = displacementcomponentsofthenodesinanelement
n = numberofnodesinanelement
N,, N 2 , ... = interpolation orshape functions
By interpolation according to equation 5.1 a continuous displacement field arises. By using
the derivatives ofthe shape functions, by combining equations 5.1 and 5.3,the strains at one
pointcanbecalculated.Therefollows :
s = Ba

(5.4)

wherein
B = theso-called straininterpolation matrix
a = thenodaldisplacementvector
In case of 15-noded elements strains are found till the third power, the so-called cubic strain
elements.
By using the strains, the stresses can be determined. These stresses should be in equilibrium
with external loads such as weight and boundary loads. Although the displacements, by the
correct choiceof shape functions, arealso continuous beyond theelement edges,thisdoesnot
applytothestresses.Theequilibrium equationsare
Ir£=

(5.5)

-/

where

LT =

d

d_
dx

0

0

d
dy

r

-J
U

dy

d •; a =•
dy

xx

Oyy

;/ =
-

f,
/,

Ft.

in which fx and / are body forces. Further, there still prevails axy=a .At the boundaries
the stressesshouldbeinequilibrium withthepresentexternal load.

(5.6)
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5.2 Finite elements
Inorder to carry out a finite element simulation calculation the problem has to be subdivided
into triangular elements. The calculation refers to displacements and stresses. These two
variables are maintained ina limited number ofpoints. Thebasic finite element inPlaxis,the
triangle, consists of 15 nodes and 12 Gaussian integration points, figure 5.1. The finite
element calculations provide displacements at each individual node and stresses at each
individual Gaussian integration point. This 15-noded triangle is suitable for both plane strain
and axial symmetric calculations and performs very well for calculation of collapse loads as
wellastheprediction offailure mechanisms (Sloan&Randolph, 1982)

nodes

stress points

Figure 5.1 Location ofnodesand stresspoints inabasic finite element
inPlaxis.
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5.3 Interface elements
Tomodel soil-structure interaction, suchasslipping and gapping, so-called interface elements
can be used (Van Langen, 1991, Van Langen & Vermeer, 1991 and Vermeer, 1993). An
interface element is a zero-thickness element with nodes on each side. The number of nodes
depends on the connecting soil element. In this case 2 times 5 nodes are used. For
visualisation purpose the nodes on opposite sides are shown as if the interface element has a
finite thickness,figure 5.2.

nodes

stress points

Figure 5.2 Location of nodes and stresspoints in an interface element
(a),connectedtoa 15-nodedtriangular element(b).
Here it can be seen that the interface element has been presented as an element with a finite
thickness of onetenth ofthelength ofthe interface element and consists offivepair of nodes
and five stresspoints. The stresspoints are located atthe position of each of the node pairs of
the interface element. Thebehaviour oftheinterface element isdescribed by an elasto-plastic
Coulombrelation. Elasticbehaviouroftheinterface elementoccursinthosecaseswhere:
| r | < an tan ft + c,

(5.7)

whereasplasticity occursif
\T\ = a„ tanp, + c,
wherein

(5.8)
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r = shearstressactinginthe interface
an = normal stressactinginthe interface
(Pi = angleoffriction ofthe interface
c, = cohesionofthe interface
It should be remarked that only inthe direction parallel to the interface element there will be
checked on flow. This incontrast with soil elementswherethere ischecked on flow in every
direction. Practically this means that if the stress state in the interface element satisfies the
flow criterion, flow mayoccurintheinterface, inadirectionparalleltothat specific interface.
According to the Plaxis manual (Vermeer, 1993), elastic interface behaviour involves two
phenomena:
-relative displacementsnormaltotheinterface called gapping
-relativemovementparallel totheinterface called slipping.
Themagnitude ofthesedisplacementsare:
elasticgapdisplacement = —'-

(5.9)

Kj

elasticslipdisplacement =

(5.10)
G

i

wherein
Kj = compression modulusofthe interface
G, = shearmodulus ofthe interface
tt = virtualthicknessofthe interface
Relation betweenthe compression andshearmoduliisgivenby
1 - v,
K, = 2G,
' 1-

2D,

wherein
u, = Poisson'sratioofthe interface
In the used Plaxis finite element code L>,is fixed at 0.45. To avoid numerical problems the
material properties of the interface elements are linked to material properties of the soil by
usingastrengthreduction factor R. Thefollowing rulesareapplied:

(5.11)
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C, = R Csoil

tan <p, = R tan cp^,
G

i

= ^

G

soil

v, = 0.45
V, = 0
IfR is settounity the interface properties arethe sameasthose withinthe associated data set.
Inthe caseR is setto avalueof lessthanunity thenthe interface isweaker and more flexible
thantheassociated soil.
Theabove isaccording tothe manual. However, inthe finite element code the coordinates of
each node pair are identical which implies a zero thickness of the interface element. Each
interface element assignedtoithasavirtualthicknesswhich isanimaginary dimension that is
only used to obtain the material properties of the interface. Displacements in the interface
perpendicular and parallel to the interface are related to normal and shear stresses in the
interface through making useofaconstant ofproportionality. Thisconstant of proportionality
is given in the form of virtual thickness and strength parameters c, <p, G, u and t//. In this
way mechanical properties of the soil elements and interface properties are tuned. With the
useofinterface elementsextranormal andtangential displacements areallowed.
A graphical representation of the behaviour of the interface element is given in figure 5.3a.
Here it can be seen that the coordinates of each node pair are identical which implies a zero
thickness ofthe element.
Physical interpretation of the normal behaviour of the interface can be imagined by a
spring with a normal stiffness K„and two blocks fixed on plates which can shear to each
other. However, movement on base of compression is disabled, see the enlarged blocks in
figure 53b. Movement onthe base of tension is allowed but restricted to a maximum value.
Resistance against movement depends on the friction properties of the material layer (tensile
strength T) between the plates of which the blocks are fixed. Thus, summarising it can be
statedthatthereis,inthenormal direction oftheinterface, elasto-plastic behaviour inoneand
elasticbehaviour intheopposite direction.
Physical interpretation ofthetangential behaviour ofthe interface can also be imagined by
a springwith a shear stiffness Ks, figure 5.3a. Plasticity occurs ifthe shear stressbetween the
two plates exceeds rmax = c + an tan#>. So,here elasto-plastic behaviour is allowed in two
oppositetangential directionsofthe interface.
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K*
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cj
Figure 5.3 Physical representation of the behaviour of an interface
element (a), under the influence of a normal stress <r„(c);
detailsofplatesandfixedblocks(b).
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So, elastic displacements ofthe interface, normal and tangential, areproportional to a and r
respectively (NBelasticdisplacement andnot strain).Ontheotherhand,theplastic behaviour
inthetangential direction oftheinterface is subjected tothe earlier described Mohr-Coulomb
flow criterion. Butthe output of interface elements follows the interface presentation given in
the manual. Consequence of this is that calculated and plotted displacements of interfaces
sometimes arevery surprising. Forexample,adisplacement perpendicular totheinterface can
be much greater than the virtual thickness in a plot, suggesting a negative thickness of the
element.
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6 Derivation ofagricultural soilmodel parametersforPlaxis
Simulation of soil behaviour in civil engineering is carried out by assuming that the soil
beneaththe ground water level consists of soilparticles and water and abovethephreatic line
soilconsistsofsoilparticlesonly.
Inagriculture,however, the areaofinterest isthefirst 0.5-1.0 mof soil beneaththe surface
level. Taking a close look at this layer it is obvious that besides soil particles and water, the
soil also contains a varying amount of air. Even in the seasons autumn and winter where the
conditions can be very wet sometimes, there is still an amount of pores inthe soil filled with
air. Therefore, values of soil model parameters suitable for simulating soil behaviour in case
of civil engineering cannot be used oneto one for simulation of soil behaviour of agricultural
soils. In this chapter derivations of suitable agricultural soil model parameters for simulating
agricultural soilbehaviour aregiven.
Firstly, the soil model parameters ofMohr-Coulombaretreated. There iszoomed in atthe
elasticity modulus E and Poisson's ratio v because little is known about values for these
parameters (VandenAkkeretal., 1998).
Secondly, the elastic region of the Plaxis-Capmodel istreated. The Plaxis-Capmodel is a
soil model enablingto describe soil compaction onthebase ofhardening.There iszoomed in
atparameterCp, aparameterrelated tothemodified swelling index K*necessary incaseofthe
Plaxis-Cap model (Vermeer, 1993). Again, because little is known about this parameter in
case ofagricultural soils(VandenAkkeretal.,1998).
Finally, for the sake of completeness it should be noticed that total stresses are considered
inthischapter unlessitisstatedexplicitlythatthisisnotthecase.

6.1 Reference soil
In this dissertation point of departure for all the presented simulation calculations is a
Wageningen moderately heavy river clay. In terms of the USDA-classification a silty clay
loam (Dawidowski &Koolen, 1987).This soil istaken at adepth of0.07-0.17mbeneath the
ground level. Sampling took place in a field of mature sugar-beets in the autumn of 1985.
Prior to this a large amount of field traffic had passed over the sampling sites for fertilising
and spraying, but there were no signs that this traffic had caused severe damage to soil
structure.Atthattimetheground waterlevelwas situated at0.90mbeneaththeground level.
Characteristics ofthedescribed reference soilaregivenintable6.1.
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agriculturalreference soil
sampleweight
porevolume
airfilled porevolume
<P
c
¥

18.74
45
5
0
81.82
0

[kN/m3]
[%]
[%]
[°]
[kN/m2]
[°]

Table6.1 Characteristics oftheagriculturalreference soil.
The volumetric strain behaviour of such a soil is mainly governed by Boyle's law applied to
theentrapped air(Swinkels, 1982),

6.2 Mohr-Coulombsoilmodel parameters
Values of three out of five Mohr-Coulomb soil model parameters have been derived already.
Derivation of values for the remaining two parameters, i.e.E and v, is more complicated.
Starting point is the measured stress-strain curve in an undrained or quick triaxial test, figure
6.1.
180

measured
— — schematised

0.1

0.2
vertical

0.3

0.4

0.5

*- J

Figure6.1 Stress-strain relation of the reference soil measured in an
undrained triaxial test at a strain rate of 0.021 s_l and
schematised in an elastic and plastic part
(CT3=cr2 =200 kN/m 2 ).
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Assumptions that have been made during interpretation of an undrained triaxial test of the
reference soilare:
- soilparticles andwaterare incompressible
- air is present as air pockets that are randomly distributed and stay enclosed in the sample
during compression
- stability of the air-water mixture; instability occurs inthose cases where the pressure is in
theregionbeyond 500kN/m2(Huizinga, 1969)
- theatmosphericpressure isfully transmittedthroughthewholesoil samplewithout:
-affecting soilmatrix stresses
- generation ofextrashear stresses
- the exerted external pressure from thepistontothe soil sample isfully transmitted through
thewhole sample
- the hydrostatic stress state implies the equality of all principal stresses (CT,=cr2 =<r3)and
the hydrostatic stress equals there level; in case of the undrained triaxial test on the
reference soil, cr,*a2 =a}; however the differences are very small and therefore the
hydrostatic stressisapproximately madeequaltothemean sample stress

7

hydrostatic ~

°'sample ~

*, V*7!

+

°2

+

°3 j

(6.1)

where total stresses are considered; therefore, from now on the term hydrostatic stress
refers toequation6.1andagreeswiththedefinition ofChen(1975).
Logically thismeansthattheairpressure inthe sample, aair, equalsthetotal stress state inthe
sampleatanytime
^sample

~

a

air

(6.2)

Before loading thetriaxial testthetotal stress inthesample,theairpressure inthe sampleand
theatmosphericpressure, cralmosphere, areidentical
= 101.325 kN/m2

(6.3)

During loading in the triaxial test with an external pressure from a piston, cexUm, there
prevails
sample

air

atmosphere

extern

(6.4)

wherein
o"«,m. = j t a +CT2+ cr3)

(6.5)
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The ideal gaslawcanbewrittenas
M„,

a V. =
^air

air

(6.6)

RT

C0„:

wherein
=
=
=
=
=
=

°"»,V

K,ir
Malr
0>air

R
T

absoluteairpressure,i.e. aalmosphere +aex,em
volumeofair
massofair
molecularmassofair
universal(molar)gasconstant(i.e.8.34144)
absolutetemperature

[kN/m2]
[m3]
[kg]
[kg/kmol]
[J/mol-K]
[K]

The airinthe soil sample can beconsidered asgasinaclosed system with constant massand
temperature. Under these conditions the right-hand side of equation 6.6isa constant and can
be written asBoyle'slaw
a

air,\

"air,\

~

CT

-

air,2 Kir,2 = c o n s t a n t

(6.7)

wherein
a

mr i
Kir i
a
air 2
Kr 2

=
=
=
=

absolute pressure ofair atcondition 1
volume ofair atcondition 1
absolute pressure ofair atcondition 2
volume ofair atcondition 2

So, thechange of volume ofair isrepresentedby

AV

constant

=V

V Vta
atmosphere

(6.8)

+ <J„

wherein
A = change of value ofa specific quantity
Kir, initial = volume of air before testing
Soil particles andwater are taken incompressible, thus
AV. = AV
air

,
.sample

(6.9)
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Inatriaxialtest
cr, = a.

(6.10)

andrelativevolumechangeofthe soil sample, s„, isdescribedby
s. + 2s, =

AV.sample
sample, initial

constant

+ i(oi + 2a3)J
sample, initial

wherein
£„ = volumetric strain
sample, initial = volumeofthe soilsamplebefore testing
Equation 6.11 is used to approximate the relation between the air percentage, the hydrostatic
stress and the volumetric strain for the elastic region of agricultural soils. In figure 6.2 the
relation betweenthehydrostatic stressandthevolumetric strainofthereference soil isplotted
atdifferent airpercentages.

(6.11)
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Figure6.2 Theoretical hydrostatic stress-volumetric strain relation of
the reference soil for the elastic region at four air
percentages.
According to elasticity theory the relationship between the hydrostatic stress and the
volumetric strainisdescribedbythebulkmodulusK
1

(CT, + a2

+ cr3) = K(ev)

(6.12)

wherein
K=

(6.13)

3(l - 2v)

(6.14)
Incaseofatriaxialtestequation 6.12canberewrittenby
£> + 2e =

' JK^1

+ 2<T

^

However, the relation between the hydrostatic stress and the volumetric strain is linear for
equation 6.15 and non-linear in the case of equation 6.11. So, bulk modulus K can only be
approximated. Consider the experimental stress-strain curve of figure 6.1. This curve is

(6.15)
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represented schematically by the dashed line in the same figure. It may be obvious that this
schematised curve canbe split upinto an elastic and aplastic part. Fordifferent axial strains
thecorresponding hydrostatic stresscanbecalculated.
Takingthe hydrostatic stress atthe changefromelastictoplastic state ofthereference soil
given in the schematised curve of figure 6.1 as point of departure. This hydrostatic stress
together with the air percentage of 5 gives a certain volumetric strain according to equation
6.11. BulkmodulusK can then be calculated with this volumetric strain in combination with
the corresponding hydrostatic stress using equation 6.15, figure 6.3. This procedure to
calculate K is followed because in this way the volumetric strains at the end of the elastic
regionsandatthebeginning oftheplasticregionsarerealistic,figure 6.1.
0.04

0.03

v

0.02

0.01

1.0

2.0

a ***** [*105N/m2;

Figure 6.3 Hydrostatic stress-volumetric strainrelation, calculated on
the basis of Boyle's law applied to soil air and an
approximation ofK at the end of the elastic region of soil
with 5percentage air.
Conversion of the bulk modulus K into the elasticity parameters E and v, required by the
Plaxisfinite element code,isdescribed hereafter.
Parameters ax, a} and sx can be determined at the change from elastic to plastic state of the
reference soil given in the schematised curve of figure 6.1. Parameter £3 is deduced from
equation 6.15.
Whentheparameters T G, y and s aregivenby
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*xy = Grxy

(6.16)

*v = y(°i E
G = —,
r
2(l+o)

CT

3)

(6.17)
(6.18)

Yxy=2sxy

«* =

(6.19)

(6.20)

JU-«>)

theshearmodulusGcanberewrittenas
G = A>

^

(6.21)

Equation6.18isrewrittenby

° = [M -i

(6 22)

-

Substituting equation 6.22 into the general equation for linear elasticity (which can be
deduced from equation 6.26)
£i = —[oi - v(er2 + cr3)]

(6.23)

resultsincaseofatriaxialtestin
C7,+2(7 3
E =

7

^T

£ +

(6-24)

1 « GJ
So,^ gives £3 by equation 6.15, £3gives Gby equation 6.21,GgivesE byequation 6.24 and
Egives v byequation 6.22.
Finally, two graphs are presented inwhich the air percentage is plotted against the calculated
bulk modulus K, shear modulus Gand the elasticity modulus E on the one hand and against
thecalculated Poisson'sratio v onthe otherhand(figures 6.4 and6.5).Base ofthesegraphs is
the stress state of the reference soil at the transition from elastic to plastic state in the
schematisedcurveoffigure6.1.
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Figure 6.4 Theoretical air percentage-bulk modulus K, shear modulus
G, elasticity modulus E relation of the reference soil.
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Figure 6.5 Theoretical air percentage-Poisson's ratio v relation of the
reference soil.
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6.3 Plaxis-Cap soilmodel parameters
Observations of the treatment of loose agricultural soil induced by a passing tyre shows the
observer that the soil partly rebounds after passing of the tyre. Physically this means that
during loading of loose agricultural soil, the soil is compacted and soil air attains entrapped
simultaneously. During leaving of the tyre the loading process turns into an unloading
process.Inthisphasethesoilispartlyreboundingwhichisduetothefact of:
- elasticity ofthe soil skeleton
- expansion ofsoil air.
Itismost likelythatthe largestpartoftherebounding ofthesoilisduetotheexpansion ofthe
entrapped soil air according to Boyle's law. Measurements of Perdok & Kroesbergen (1999)
point also into that direction. This means that the above described behaviour is decisive for
parameter Cp of the Plaxis-Cap model. Derivation of suitable values for Cp in case of the
reference agricultural soilisgiven inthefollowing sections.

6.3.1 Elastic region
For convenience the generalised form ofHooke'slaw,the elastic stress-strain behaviour of an
ideal isotropic soilmaterial,isgivenbelowcompletely
"1-u

0"x*
&

yv

"0-

E
-2u)(l+u)

<

A*.

V

V

V

\-u

V

V

V

0
0
0

0
0
0

l-v
0
0
0

0
0
0

k-v
0
0

0
0
0
0
\-v
0

0
0
0
0
0

(6.25)

k-o

where E and u are the Young's modulus and the Poisson's ratio appropriate for changes of
stresses. The values of E and v are assumed to remain constant over small increments of
stresses and strains, as the soil material is assumed to be linear elastic. Rearranging and
rewriting equation 6.25 intermsofprincipal stressesandprincipal strainsgives
1
1
— -v
E
-V

-V

-1)

I

-1)

-V

1

Forthe special caseofaxialsymmetry, seeequation6.10,thefollowing equations arededuced
from equation 6.26

(6.26)
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s2 = £3 = [(l-v)&3 -
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(6.27)

oa^/E

In case of the one dimensional compression test horizontal strains will remain zero
(s2 = £3= 0) and equation6.27ft becomes

CT,

=

(6.28)
(l-o)'

Substituting equation 6.28 intoequation 6.27a gives

1(

2u2]

E{

\-O)

£.1 = — 1 -

(6.29)

Combining equation 6.29 withequation6.18gives
(6.30)

£, =

A well-known one-dimensional compression test is the so-called one-dimensional
consolidation test. When the test induces an unloading phase, this phase is considered to be
elastic. This curve part is followed again during reloading. A typical graph for this
consolidation test isa semi-log relation between effective stress cr,and the relative settlement
s], figure 6.6.
In a,

Figure6.6 Schematised semi-log graph of <JX,sx-relation of a onedimensional consolidationtest.
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Essentially, the elastic curve part is linear which means that £, is proportional to the In cr,increment implying that f, is proportional to C^/CT,. According to Huizinga (1969) this
proportionality isdescribedby
A = 77—<*i

(6-31)

wherein
C = swelling index

Comparing equation6.30withequation6.31showsthattheterm —

1 (\-v

equals

G\\-u)

.

Cpat

Thismeansthattheelasticrelationbetween s{ andcr,hasbecome stress-dependent. Every soil
has itsspecific Cp, thustheterm (\ICP <Xj)canbecalculated for each stress level ofthe soilto
be considered. ThePoisson's ratio v inequation 6.30istaken constant over a loading cycle.
Combining equation 6.30withequation 6.31 givesthepossibility tocalculate,forevery stress
level ofaparticular soil,theshear modulus Gwhich thePlaxis code requires asinput forthe
elasticregionofthePlaxis-Capmodel.
Thesecond elastic soilmodelparameter ofthePlaxis-Cap model isthealready used Poisson's
ratio v. The value of this soil model parameter, on base of effective stress, is greater for
loading processes than forunloading processes.Tosimulate loading aswell asunloadingand
reloading processes satisfactorily, v must range between 0.1 and 0.2 according to Vermeer
(1992, 1993).
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6.3.2 Determination ofparameterCp
Theelasticparameter Cp ofthePlaxis-Capmodel canbe derivedfromthe unloading part ofa
drained, one dimensional compression test. Assuming the soil consists of soil particles and
water only, civil engineering approach, the relation between the incremental strain and the
incremental stressisgivenby
8E=

1 8a

(6.32)

Integration gives

e~sn =

C.

ln-

(6.33)

wherein
s0, a0 = integration constants
Equation 6.33 gives a straight line through the origin in a semi-log graph with tangent
modulus l/Cp,figure 6.7. In practice, a semi-log graph of a Icr0 against £-s0 shows that the
relation between In(er/<r0) and s - ea is not always ideal, i.e. straight. Therefore, some
difficulties arise in deriving a correct Cp-value from plotted measured values. Especially the
initial part of the semi-log curve may not be straight. Therefore, aCp-value that is derived by
curvefitting will dependonthe <JQ-value.

In(o/o,,) [-]
Figure6.7 Idealised semi-log graph of stress - strain relation of the
unloading part of a drained one-dimensional compression
test.
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In agriculture, the wet, dense and clayey soils behave as undrained material upon loading
(Chancellor & Vomocil, 1985). Not having taken into account the air component in civil
engineering and the absolute necessity ofaccounting for soil air in agricultural engineering is
an important difference within the scope of the elasticity parameter Cp. So, the known Cpvalues, derived from drained test of saturated soils, are not suitable for simulation of
agriculturalsoils.
Therefore, simulation calculations were made to obtain realistic Cp-values, for agricultural
soils. From measurements it is known that elasticity of agricultural soils is mainly due to
enclosed air (Swinkels, 1982 and Perdok & Kroesbergen, 1999). It is also known that
enclosed air throughout the whole sample is subjected to some pressure (Stroosnijder &
Koorevaar, 1972).
Withthis inmind,aone-dimensional undrained compression test issimulated. Forthe sakeof
clarity,thisimpliesthat all stressesandparametersrefer tototal stresses.The simulated soil is
the already mentioned reference soil of section 6.1. Assumptions that have been made in case
ofanundrained triaxial testprevail also incaseof anundrained one-dimensional compression
testwiththeexception of £2 =£3* 0. Now s2 =f3= 0prevails.The simulations aremade at
airpercentages ranging from 1 to 10combined withtwo K0-levels.Usually,the coefficient of
lateral earth pressure K0 represents the ratio between the effective horizontal initial and
effective vertical initial stresses. However, in the context of this chapter K0 represents the
ratiobetweenthetotalhorizontal initialandtotalvertical initial stresses:
*o = ^

^

(6.34)

vertical

Usingtheelasticstress-strainrelations,therelationbetween K0 and Poisson'sratio v isgiven
by
^ 0 = 7 ^
\-v

(6-35)

According to Klay (1975), K0 varies from 0.8 to 0.9 in wet clayey material. Therefore,
calculations are made at the lower K0 limit of 0.8 and the upper K0 limit of 0.9 with
corresponding u-values0.44 and0.47 respectively.
Derivation of the volume change of a soil sample in an undrained one-dimensional
compression test is nearly similar to the volume change of a soil sample in an undrained
triaxial test given in section 6.2. However, equation 6.34 is used now and the following
relationcanbededuced
CT2 = a3 = #00-,

(6.36)
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Substituting equation 6.36 into equation 6.11finally results intothe following volume change
relationofasoil sampleinanundrained one-dimensional compressiontest
AKsample
sample, initial

constant
^amosphere + 3C, ( l + 2 £ „ ) ,

(6.37)

.sample, initial

On the base of equation 6.37 soil model parameter Cp can be derived. First of all a <r0-value
must be chosen from which a corresponding s0 is calculated. Subsequently, series of pairs of
thequantities ln(a/cr0) and s - E0for adefined range {<Jil<Ja >1)arecalculated and plotted.
Thetangent modulusofafitted straightlinethroughtheorigincorrespondsto \ICP, figure 6.8.
0.04r

0.03 .

«° 0.02

0.01

2

3

In(a/a0) [-]
Figure6.8 Semi-log graph of stress-strain relation of the unloading
part of an undrained one-dimensional compression test,
calculated on the base of equation 6.37 and approximated
byastraightline.
A specific problem in determining a Cp-value is the dependency of Cp on chosen cr0-level.
Therefore, a realistic cr0 must be chosen. The soil layer to be considered is located directly
beneath the ground level and has a thickness of 0.50 m with a sample weight of about 20
kN/m3.Attheaveragedepthof0.25mthiscorrespondswitha <j0 of5.0kN/m2.
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This initial air pressure of 5.0 kN/m2 isaquite realistic value inview ofthe measurements
of Stroosnijder & Koorevaar (1972). They measured an initial air pressure range of clay of 0
to 8.0 kN/m2. Graphical reproduction of calculation results whereby soil model parameter Cp
is calculated at air percentages ranging from 1to 10combined with two K0-levels, 0.8 and
0.9,arepresented infigure 6.9.
700

600
500
400
U* 300
200
100

4
6
airpercentage [-]

10

Figure 6.9 Relation between air percentage and Cp for K0 = 0.8 and
K0=0.9 (CT 0 = 5.0 kN/m2).

From figure 6.9 can be concluded that the influence of K0 on Cp is negligible. On the other
handthelevel ofCp isstronglyrelatedtotheairpercentage.
Finally, the Boyle-curve of figure 6.8, which is based on equation 6.37 and from which soil
model parameter Cpis derived, and the curve that is predicted by the estimated Cpusing
equation 6.33 are presented in figure 6.10 under the conditions of a K0 of 0.8, an air
percentage of5% andacr0 of 5.0 kN/m2.
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onthebaseofestimatedC„

0.03

0.02-

0.01

400
cr [kN/rn ]

Figure6.10 Stress - strain relation according to equation 6.37 and
accordingtoequation6.33 onthebaseofanestimatedCp.
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7 Extended Plaxisversion andTrestana
Before presentingtheanalysisresultsfor a specific case,theusedextended Plaxisversion and
treatment and stressanalysisprogramTrestanawillbeexamined.

7.1 Extended Plaxisversion
In the standard Plaxis program (version 5.3, chapter 5) displacements and strains are
calculated for the nodes and stresses for the stresspoints. These output results can be shown
pernodeor stresspoint for eachcalculation stepfor onlyalimitednumber ofpointsif desired.
Forcarrying outdetailed analysesoftreatment and stresspaths,the standard Plaxisprogram is
extended with an extra output module which was especially made by the Plaxis-team. This
module labels all the stresspoints of the entire finite element mesh with a number and its
coordinates and writes for each triangular element the calculation results of every step of all
stresspoints within that element, 12in this case,together with the specific label to one asciioutput file. So, such files could be obtained for each triangular element of the finite element
mesh.
For example,theresults of oneparticular stepofoneparticular stresspoint of one ascii-output
file ofaparticulartriangular finite elementofthereference caseare:
incremental displacements
incremental strains
incremental rigidbody rotation
stresses

u„uv

7.2 Treatment andstress analysisprogram Trestana
Toanalyse output data generated bythe extended Plaxis 5.3 version andto handle thoroughly
the large amount of involved data in the order of 10Mb for a single simulation calculation,
the treatment and stress analysis program Trestana has been written. The structure of the
program is presented in the scheme of figure 7.1. The figure is followed by more detailed
explanation ofthecalculation procedure for quantitiesmentioned inthebox 'determination of
aspresented inthefigure. Detailed information ofthenewly-defined composite quantities,socalled kneading numbers, and the graphical output part of Trestana is presented at relevant
places inthis dissertation.
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input ofTRESTANA

for all steps of all labelled stresspoints / till
n out of a single simulation calculation of
the extended Plaxis program 5.3 :

0.
/ xy

0)„

determination of:
- principal stresses
- rotation oftheprincipal stresses
- principal stress increments
- rotation ofthe principal stress increments
- subdivision ofthetotal strain increments intoan elasticandplastic part
- principal total, elastic and plastic strain increments
- rotation ofthe principal total, elastic and plastic strain increments
- volume change
- newly-defined composite quantities, called kneading numbers

3- and 2-dimensional representation

Figure 7.1 Structure ofthetreatment and stressanalysisprogramTrestana.
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Principalstresses
Derivation of principal stresses implies finding eigenvalues with corresponding eigenvectors
ofaspecific stressmatrix.Theeigenvalue problem istodetermine the non-trivial solutions of
the equation
Ax = Ax

(7.1)

wherein
A = w-by-M matrix
x = lengthncolumnvector
X = scalar
Incaseofstressesinaplane strain situation,matrixA isdescribedby
C"xr

A=

a
xy

a

xy

0

°yy
0

0
0

(7.2)

cr.

After a couple of matrix transformations, the desired eigenvalues and eigenvectors can be
deduced from the solved equation
AX = XD
wherein
D = diagonal matrixwhosevaluesrepresenttheeigenvalues
X = matrixwhosecolumnsrepresentthe eigenvectors
Theeigenvectors arescaled sothatthenorm ofeachvector is1.

(7.3)
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Rotationoftheprincipalstresses
Rotation of a principal stress is reduced to the determination of the rotation between two
vectors, which is described hereafter. Distinction is made between the non-corrected and
corrected determinationoftherotationbetweentwovectors.

Non-correcteddeterminationoftherotationbetween two vectors
Let A,_{ be a vector A at time t-\ and A, the vector A at time /, with or without changes in
length in comparison to time M. The change of the direction of vector A in one time step is
therotation ofvector A. Theamountofrotationofvector A,_x tovector A, isderivedfromthe
well-known relation

cos a

A,.\ -A,
\\ At-\\ I I \A iI \
A

(7.4)

A

For determination of the direction of the rotation of the vector, the procedure hereafter is
followed. Vector A,_x and vector A, are normalised at unit length, which is denoted by A\_x
and A] respectively

4-. =

(7.5)

A: =
andpresented infigure 7.2.

A;

Figure7.2 Vector A',_xand A\.
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Afterwards, thevectors A\_x and A't arerotated roundthe origin simultaneously in such away
thatvector A\_x finally equalsvector [1 0] T . Algebraically thismeansthat

MK]=

(7.6)

wherematrixRistherotationmatrixandisofthe form
a
-b

b
a

(7.7)

Combining equations 7.5,7.6 and7.7resultsinto
a=p
b =q

(7.8)

androtationmatrixRisknown.
Rotationofvector [r s]T inaway similartovector[p q]T givesvector[u v]T:
"P
-q

q~
p

r
u
=
s
V

So,
v<0

clockwiserotation

v = 0,
u=0

norotation

v= 0
u = -1

rotation of 180 degrees

v>0

anticlockwise rotation

According tothedescribed procedureofdetermination oftherotationbetweentwovectorsthe
magnitude oftherotation interval is(-180,180] degrees.

(7.9)
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Correcteddetermination oftherotationbetween two vectors
Determination of the rotation between two vectors with the earlier-described non-corrected
approach means that the rotation lies in the interval of (-180, 180] degrees. However, if
vectors are eigenvectors and the rotation between these eigenvectors must be determined, a
special situation ariseswhichleadsto adifferent approach. Characteristic ofaneigenvector is
thefact thatthevectorthatarisesthroughaddingupor subtracting 180degreestothat specific
vector is also an eigenvector. Therefore it is alwayspossible to correct the calculated rotation
between two eigenvectors in such away that the rotation finally lies in the interval [-90, 90]
degrees through making use of the property of adding up or subtracting 180 degrees to the
eigenvector at time t, if necessary. The so obtained rotation between two eigenvectors is
denoted inthisdissertationbycorrected rotation.

Principalstressincrements androtation oftheprincipalstress increments
Stress increments are determined by subtracting stresses at time M from stresses at time t.
Determination of the principal stress increments and the rotation of the principal stress
increments arecarriedoutinaway similartothestresses.
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Subdivisionoftotalstrainincrements intoanelasticandplasticpart
For simulation ofthereference case inPlaxistheMohr-Coulombmodelisused,which means
that Hooke's law is used to calculate the elastic relation between stress and strain increments
(equation 6.25).Foraplain strainsituationprevails
K = s'y, = £ = 0

(7.10)

from which results
&a = u(&a + &„)

(7.11)

Substituting equations 7.10 and7.11intoequation6.25 finally gives

£ = ^ ( ( l - u ' K - u ( l + o)<v)
*; = I ( ( i - y > ) e r „ - u ( l

+ 0)crJ

(7-12)

Ky = - (i + y) *v
Both the stress and strain increments areknown from the Plaxis output. So,the plastic strain
incrementpartcanbededuced accordingtoequation3.1.

Principaltotal,elasticandvlasticstrain increments
Derivation of principal total, elastic and plastic strain increments is carried out in a way
similartothedeterminationoftheprincipal stresses
However, in case of total strain increments also another procedure can be followed to
determine the principal total strain increments. In this case there is sought alliance with the
theory of homogeneous strain described in chapter 2 and the homogeneous strain analysis
described by Tijink et al. (1988).This other procedure also gives the possibility to verify the
resultsobtained bythefirstmentionedprocedure.Moreover, subdividingtheoverall treatment
of a parallelepiped into a deformational and rotational part gains an insight to the treatment
analyses,especially intherigidbodyrotations,whichistherefore given hereafter.
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Aparallelepiped ina2-dimensionalorthogonal coordinate system canbe described by a2by-2 matrix B,under condition that oneangular point coincideswiththe origin ofthe system.
The columns of B (Be1 and Be2) are the parallelepiped edges that meet in the origin

(e'=[l 0Y,e2=[0

If).

Consider two soil cubes, one before treatment represented algebraically by 5, and one after
treatmentrepresentedby Bf. Defining anoveralltreatment matrixT
Bf = TB,

(7.13)

Matrix Tisfound by solvingthematrix equation
Bj = B,TTT

(7.14)

using Gaussian elimination.
With apolar decomposition matrix Tcan be expressed inboth T= RS and T= VR, whereS
represents the right stretchmatrix and Kthe left stretchmatrix. Inboth cases R represents the
rotation. If deformations are infinitesimal, S =V (Hunter, 1983) and for decomposition of
matrix Tthere is selected T= RS .Furthermore, matrixS iscalledthe matrix of deformation.
From linearalgebraitisknownthateverymatrix A(m,n) canbewrittenas
A=UDVT

(7.15)

UTU = VTV= /„

(7.16)

with

Matrix/) is adiagonal matrix with, on its diagonal, the so-called singular values ofA, which
satisfy 8,>82> ... S„ >0.
Ifasingularvaluedecomposition iscarriedoutfor matrix r(Golub &vanLoan, 1989),then
T =UDVT =(UVT)(VDVT)
wherein
UVT = rotationmatrixR
V D V1 = deformation matrixS

(7.17)
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Characteristics oftheobtained matricesare:
- columnsof Fare eigenvalues ofS
- 5X andS2areeigenvalues ofS
-eigenvector directions ofSareprincipal directions
cosa - sin a
matrix/? =
,inwhich a istherigidbodyrotationofthe parallelepiped.
sina cos a
However, itmustbe statedthattherigidbodyrotationcanalsobedetermined inamoredirect
way with the help of the earlier described u and vof chapter 2. The rigid body rotation to
thenbecomes (equation2.37)
0.5

d\
dx

du
o]y,

Because uand vareknown insidethe Plaxis program it is logical that the rigid body rotation
isdetermined onbaseofabovedescribed equation.

Rotationoftheprincipaltotal,elasticandplasticstrains
Determination oftherotationoftheprincipaltotal,elasticandplastic strains iscarriedoutina
way similartothestresses.

Volume change
Incaseofaplane strain situation szz =0andthevolumechange increment isdetermined by
AK = ea + e„

(7.18)
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8 Evaluation ofPlaxisandTrestana resultsforareference case
Inthis chapter abasic soil-load system, a reference case (section 8.1), is presented including
the matching initial conditions, loading type, boundary conditions and specific Plaxis finite
element input. Afterwards, on the base of results of the extended Plaxis version with the
presented reference case, a detailed treatment and stress analysis is given based on the
treatment and stressanalysisprogramTrestana (section 8.2).
Toavoid losing alltrackof situation,thisrelative longand complex chapter ispreceded by
definitions offrequently usedtermstogetherwithaglobalsubdivision ofsection 8.2.
In the treatment and stress analysis program Trestana distinction is made between direct and
derived quantities and whether the quantities are verifiable or not. Meaning of the terms
direct,derived andverifiable isgivenbelow:
direct
derived

verifiable

Plaxis results are transmitted one to one through Trestana and only
presented from anotherviewpoint sometimes
Plaxis results calculated by Trestana from direct quantities; they include
well-know quantities,for exampleprincipal stresses and strains,ornewlydefined compositequantities calledkneading numbers
: results/quantities canbecomparedwithliterature and/or measurements.

Subdivision of Plaxis and the treatment and stress analysis program Trestana are carried out
accordingtothefollowing arrangement:
8.2.1 verifiable direct quantities

-

displacement field
trajectories
pressure-sinkage relationship
vertical stress distribution underneath and
besideastrip
- stress distribution at the bottom, wall and
intheplaneof symmetry
- consequences ofnumerical noise
-linearityofprincipal stress increments
-linearity of &„, a^ and &iy
-generalcase
- discretization

8.2.2 further important direct quantities

- directionsoftheprincipal stresses
- plasticpoints
- stresses<J„xx ' yy a^ and a„ and choice
ofgraphical representation
- copingwithdatascatternear strip
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8.2.3 verifiable derived quantity

volumechange

8.2.4 further important derived quantities

rigidbody rotation
principal stresses ax, cr2 andcr3
rotation of the eigenvector of principal
stresscr,
^ £xx ' ^ £yy ' ^ £xy

intermediate stresscoefficient b
rotation of the eigenvector of principal
strainincrement£j
composite quantities, called kneading
numbers.
Needed theoriestoexplainanalysisresultsaregivenatrelevantplaces inthis dissertation.

8.1 Reference case
For the choice of the reference case there is sought alliance with measurements of a tyre
impression in agricultural fields (Tijink et al., 1988) and laboratory measurements of
controlled distortion ofagricultural soils (Dawidowski etal., 1990).Therefore, the simulation
calculation is carried out as an impression of a strip with a rough contact surface into the
middle ofa soilbin(figure 8.1a). Theimpression ofthestripintothe soil is 10percent ofthe
initial height i.e. 0.03 m and ismodelled as aprescribed displacement. Furthermore, the case
isplane strainmodelled withtriangular finite elements inPlaxis.Element nodesthat represent
the bottom of the soil bin are fixed in both the vertical and horizontal direction. Element
nodes representing the raised edge of the soil bin are fixed in horizontal direction and can
move freely invertical direction. The sameprevails for element nodes at the underside of the
rough strip. Because of the presence of symmetry in this case, only one half of the mesh is
considered. Logically this means that in the plane of symmetry the element nodes can only
movevertically,figure8.16.
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(a)

B=0.075 m

(b)

'

OX
axis

of symmetry

Figure 8.1 Schematisation of soil mass with strip (a) and finite
element modelling of the soil mass with strip (b).
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The simulated material is the already described reference soil of section 6.1. One of the
characteristics of this soil condition is the presence of a yield stress. The yield stress is
independent of the stress level and amount of strain but dependent of the strain rate (ElDomiaty &Chancellor, 1970and Dawidowski et al., 1990).However, strainrate dependency
isignoredhere.Othercharacteristics are:
- absenceofinternal friction
- although the soil is considered saturated, there is still some small amount of entrapped air
present inthe soil
- during quick loading air and water stay enclosed in the soil; the water is incompressible
andthe airwillbe compressed; neededvaluesofthesoilmodelparameters£ and v arethe
derived valuesfromchapter6
- pore space and density, after triaxial tests, are unaffected by loading (Dawidowski &
Koolen, 1987 and Dawidowski et al., 1990) implying that there was non-zero elastic
volumestrainbutnoplasticvolumestrainandplastichardening.
Inview of these characteristics there ischosento simulatethe reference soil behaviour with a
conventional Mohr-Coulombmodel.
Due to the fact that the soil is loaded with a tyre, associated with high-loading speed,
means that the soil behaviour is undrained. The derived Poisson's ratio v in case of the
reference soil is 0.45, chapter 6. However, for undrained material behaviour Plaxis does not
accept Poisson's ratios greaterthan 0.35 and adiscrepancy arises.However, if simulations are
carried outdrainedthevalueofPoisson'sratio v of0.45isnotaninputproblem inPlaxisand
the calculated stresses are the total stresses. This is in line with agricultural soil mechanics,
Koolen&Kuipers(1983).
The simulation calculations are carried out using the updated mesh analysis because
sometimesthelocaldeformations arerelatively large.
Thereare33stepsneededtosimulatetheimpressionoftheplateof 10percentoftheinitial
height of the modelled soil mass. Because the displacement of the strip per step is not equal
onthe onehand andthere willbe referred acouple oftimesto different steps with respect to
corresponding stripdisplacements ontheother,table 8.1 isgiven.
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step
number

stripimpression

[m]
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

0.000e+00
5.238e-05
1.572e-04
3.666e-04
7.860e-04
1.624e-03
3.300e-03
4.977e-03
6.654e-03
8.331e-03
1.001e-02
1.169e-02
1.252e-02
1.336e-02
1.420e-02
1.504e-02
1.588e-02
1.671e-02
1.755e-02
1.839e-02
1.923e-02
2.007e-02
2.090e-02
2.174e-02
2.258e-02
2.342e-02
2.426e-02
2.510e-02
2.594e-02
2.677e-02
2.761e-02
2.845e-02
2.929e-02
3.000e-02

stripimpressionin
proportiontotheinitial
modelledsoilheight
[%]
0.000e+00
1.746e-02
5.239e-02
1.222e-01
2.620e-01
5.414e-01
1.100e-00
1.659e-00
2.218e-00
2.777e-00
3.336e-00
3.895e-00
4.174e-00
4.453e-00
4.733e-00
5.012e-00
5.292e-00
5.571e-00
5.851e-00
6.130e-00
6.409e-00
6.689e-00
6.968e-00
7.248e-00
7.527e-00
7.807e-00
8.086e-00
8.365e-00
8.645e-00
8.924e-00
9.204e-00
9.483e-00
9.763e-00
1.000e+01

Table8.1 Relation finite element steps - strip impression of the
referencecase.
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8.2 Evaluation ofPlaxisandTrestana results

8.2.1 Verifiable direct quantities
Displacement field
Figures 8.2 and 8.3 represent the deformed mesh and the displacement field, respectively,
corresponding toanimpression ofthe stripof 10percent oftheinitialheight. Infigure 8.2 the
grid exists of lines connecting all the final coordinates of the nodes. This has been done in
such a way that, for the initial condition, a rectangular grid has been obtained. It should be
remarked that the dashed lines in the outermost regions in this and coming figures represent
the initial mesh. In the displacement field of figure 8.3 the direction and the amount of
displacement of each node during the impression is given by a straight arrow connecting
initial and final coordinate of each node. The arrow configuration is proportional to the
displacement.
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Figure 8.2 Deformed mesh atan impression of the strip of 10percent
(step33).
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Figure 8.3 Displacement field at an impression of the strip of 10
percent (step33).
Clearly visible inthese figures isthe fact thatthe soilhasmoved upwards atthevertical edge
of the bin far away from the strip. The obtained deformed mesh together with the above
described fact agree very well with measurements of Sonne (1953), Gill & Van den Berg
(1967)and Chancellor &Upadhyaya(1994).

Trajectories
Figure 8.4 represents trajectories ofthenodes ofthestripimpression, which alsofitwell with
measurements ofChancellor &Schmidt (1962),whoused anx-ray technique, and Gill &Van
den Berg (1967). The latter used a glass-sided box technique. By this technique the soil
particles scrape afinelayer ofaluminium from the glass sothatthe continuous movements of
theparticles incontact withtheglassarerecorded.
It should beremarked that atthe end of eachtrajectory anarrowpoint of equal size isplaced.
The direction of the arrow represents the direction of the last displacement increment of the
trajectory. This explains the somewhat strange looking directions of the arrows at the end of
thetrajectories neartheedgeofthestrip.
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Figure 8.4 Trajectory field corresponding toanimpression ofthe strip
of 10percent.
However, sometrajectories offigure 8.4 showdeviationsfrom measurements ofChancellor &
Schmidt (1962) and Gill &Van den Berg (1967). These deviating trajectories show a (sharp)
bend.Oneofthesetrajectories, which isframed byadashed lineinfigure 8.4 and islocated at
approximately the middle of the height of the modelled soil mass near the axis of symmetry,
isenlarged andrepresented infigure 8.5.
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Figure 8.5 Enlargement of the framed trajectory of figure 8.4.
In step 12 the largest bending of the specific trajectory can be detected. This is due to the fact
that in this step the soil behaviour in the neighbouring soil mass, i.e. stress point 65, switches
from elastic to plastic. This can be seen in figure 8.6 where point 13,which indicates the end
of step 12, lies on the yielding envelope. Note that this 2-dimensional yielding envelope is
derived from a 3-dimensional yielding envelope with a similar shape as presented in figure
3.4.
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Figure 8.6 Stress path of stress point 65 with corresponding yield
envelope in ox, <x3-space.
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Pressure-sinkaserelationship
Over the years there is written a lot about pressure-sinkage relationships, e.g. in relation to
bearing capacity problems in civil engineering. Many results do not consider the
compressibility of soils and require much further development before they can be applied
successfully to field soils (Wills, 1966). The most widely known and accepted pressuresinkageprediction equationfor field soilsis,Bekker (1956)
= kz"

(8.1)

where
p = pressureonthe strip
z = plate sinkage
n = propertyofthesoil
k = parameterdependent onsoiland stripgeometry
Thus,accordingtothisequationpressure-sinkage datashouldreducetoalinearfunction when
plotted on logarithmic axes. Especially in the lower sinkage range there is experimental
evidence that data deviate from the given equation (Sela & Ehrlich, 1971, Wills, 1966 and
Houtman, 1977). The pressure-sinkage graph, figure 8.7, that was calculated from Plaxis
output ofthereference casealsodeviatesfrom equation8.1.
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Figure 8.7 Pressure-sinkage curve of the reference case on linearlinear(a)and log-log scale(b).
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Verticalstressdistributionunderneathandbeside astrip
Inthisdissertationtheanalytical solution(elastic) ofapressure distribution underneath arigid
strip of Timoshenko & Goodier (1951) is used to verify the numerical results. The pressure
distribution isgivenby:
q=

7t\a2

(8.2)

-

where
q = pressureunderneaththestripatdistance x
p = force onthestripperunitoflength
a = distancefrom theplaneofsymmetrytotheedgeofthestrip
x = distance from theplaneof symmetry
Figure 8.8 gives boththe analytical andnumerical results for pressure distribution underneath
the strip of step 6 of the reference case, which is the last step before plasticity occurs in the
soil material. It can be concluded that the numerical results agree well with the given
analytical solution.
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Figure 8.8 Analytical, according to equation 8.2, and numerical
stressesunderneatharigidstrip.
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It should be remarked that in literature no unique solutions can be found in the case of the
plastic region. Sohne (1951) gives a possible pressure distribution underneath a rigid strip
where the largest pressure underthe centre ofthe stripoccurs.However, this isnotproven by
experimental results. Romp (1970) and Perdijk (1971) showed experimental results of rigid
strip impressions in clay. The results give no rise to systematic and clear conclusions with
respect to the pressure distribution underneath the rigid strip, although the distribution tends
to the presence of the largest pressure under the edge of the strip. The representation of the
numerical results of the reference case ofthe vertical pressure underneath the strip and in the
upper layerbesidethestripisshowninfigure8.9.
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Figure 8.9 Vertical pressure distribution of the toplayer underneath
and beside the strip at an impression of the strip of 10
percent (step33).
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Stressdistributionat the bottom,wallandintheplaneofsymmetry
Infigure 8.10 thevertical pressure distribution onthe bottom of the soil bin isrepresented on
the basis of numerical results. This distribution agrees well with measurements of Muys
(1968).
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Figure 8.10 Vertical pressure distribution at the bottom of the soil bin
atanimpression ofthe soil stripof 10percent (step33).
The horizontal pressures at the wall and in the plane of symmetry of the soil bin, both
corresponding to an impression of the strip of 10 percent, are given in figure 8.11. In
comparison to thepressure distribution onthe wall ofthe soil bin,the pressure distribution in
the plane of symmetry is distributed less uniformly. Near the lower part of the plane of
symmetry theeffect ofthebottomonthepressuredistribution isclearlyvisible.
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Figure 8.11 Horizontalpressuredistributionatthewall andintheplane
of symmetry of the soil bin at an impression of the soil
stripof 10percent (step33).
Also the shear stresses at the wall and the plane of symmetry of the soil bin are plotted in a
way similar to figure 8.11. In the Plaxis calculations the wall of the soil bin was taken as
perfectly smooth,whichimpliesthatthereshouldnotbeshearstressespresent atthewall.The
numerical output, figure 8.12, slightly deviates from this model input. In a real case there is
always a little friction between the soil and the wall. This results, in rigid strip experiments
where the wall of the bin is not fixed to the bin bottom, in a vertical upwards moving wall
during the experiment (Perdijk, 1971 and Sohne, 1953). In the plane of symmetry the shear
stresses should theoretically be zero. Here also the Plaxis output slightly deviates.
Consequences of calculated finite shear stresses where this is theoretically unlogical are
describedinthenextsection'Consequencesofnumericalnoise'.
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Figure 8.12 Shear stresses exerted by the vertical boundaries on the
modelled soil mass at an impression of the soil strip of 10
percent (step33).
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Consequences ofnumericalnoise
Each stress situation of a soil element canbe visualised with the help of the circles of Mohr,
which is shown in chapter 3. In such a graph the major and minor principal stresses are
derived from a^, a^ and crxy, figure 8.13.

Figure 8.13 Representation of an arbitrary stress increment state with
thehelpofthestresscircleofMohr.
The angle a represents twicetheangle 9 which isthe angle between the^-component of the
Cartesianry-coordinate system andtheeigenvector ofthemajor principal stress increment cr,,
figure 8.14.

/a,

<7,

Figure 8.14 Representation of the angle a and 6 of the stress circle of
Mohr.
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If in two successive stress increment situations angle a changes, than apparently there is a
rotation of the eigenvector of the major principal stress increment, implying that the lines
between the origin and the a ,a -coordinates (figure 8.13) of the stress circle of Mohr for
each stressincrement statedonotremainparalleltoeachother.
Taking into account anarbitrary soilelement ofaloading process.Apossible development of
the stress increments oftheprocess ispresented withthehelp ofthecircles of Mohr in figure
8.15.

Figure 8.15 Stress increment development of a soil element during
loading in T,&„-space.
Theincrease ofthe stressincrements goessimultaneously withadecreaseofthedifference of
the principal stress increments. This decrease of the stress increment difference means a
degeneration of the circle of Mohr to a point, which represents a special situation in which
necessarily the four stress increments <j,, <ji, &xx and am equal each other in the absence of
the &xy component. After thatpoint increasing stress increments combined withanincrease of
difference of the principal stress increments mean aregeneration of apoint to a real circle of
Mohr.
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Linearityofprincipalstress increments
Consider a soil element with principal stress increments <ra and ab as presented in figure
8.16a,implyingthereisnoshear stressincrementactive.
o„

oa-ab

\AAbj

step number

Figure 8.16 Principal stress increment situation of a soil cube (a),
development oftheprincipal stressincrements(b).
The development of the principal stress increments is presented in figure 8.166. In this
particular situationthe eigenvector ofthe major principal stress increment turns over from the
^-direction to the x-direction in the interval just before and directly after the crossing of aa
and ah. Thisturnoverofthe eigenvector ofthe major principal stress increment isexactly 90
degrees.
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Linearityof &„, a and 6
In a stress situation with a linear development of a^, d^ and &xy, the lines between the
origin and the a ,a -coordinates of the stress circle of Mohr remain parallel to each other
which impliesnorotation oftheeigenvector ofthemajor principal stress increment atall,step
H - 3 and ra-1 offigure 8.17.

w
step number

V\A

bj

Figure 8.17 Linear development ofd^, a^ and <j (a)with corresponding
circlesofMohr(b).
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For the steps n- 1 , n and n+1 the stress increments & and a^ cross each other associated
with a simultaneous crossing of the x-axis by <jxy. Also in this case the lines between the
origin and the a ,o -coordinates of the stress circle of Mohr remain parallel to each other.
However the line of step n~\ with corresponding angle a has turned over 180degrees with
respect to step n+\, which means aturn over of the eigenvector of the major principal stress
increment of 90 degrees.Putting the circles n-\, n and n+1 ontop of each other with point
n as centre, the turn over of the eigenvector of the major principal stress increment of 90
degreescanbeshowndirectly withthehelpofangle6, figure 8.18.

Figure 8.18 Representation of angle 0 with respect to a linear
development ofa^, a^ and 6 .

Generalcase
The development of stress increments of a soil element of a loading process with the help of
the circles of Mohr in i,&n-space has already been represented in figure 8.15. A possible
corresponding simultaneous development of the stress increments o^, &yy and & against
steps of time in the interval just before and directly after the degeneration to a point of the
circleofMohrisgiveninfigure 8.19.
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Figure 8.19 Development of <*„,<* and dxy (a) with corresponding
circlesofMohr(b)ingeneralcase.
Between step n-3 and n-l only a rotation of the eigenvector of the major principal stress
increment occurs.Between steps n-\, n and n+\ the occurred rotation oftheeigenvector of
the major principal stress increment can be split up into aturn over of 90 degrees, presented
bythe dashed lineof figure 8.20, and apure rotation oftheeigenvector ofthemajor principal
stressincrement,presented bytheangle ft.
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V\A

Figure 8.20 Division of a rotation of the eigenvector of the major
principal stress increment inaturn over of90degrees and
apurerotation.

Discretization
A calculation with a finite element program is in fact a simulation of acertain process which
is discretized. If the output of a^, &m and a is correctly calculated than the rotation of the
eigenvector of the major principal stress increment can also be calculated correctly, being
independent oftheused stepsize.
Possible source of trouble isnumerical 'noise' inthe finite element output, concerning axx,
G^ and &xy.Through this noise it is possible that during the crossing or touching of aa and
<T , a does not cross or touch thex-axis. Taking for example figure 8.21.Basis for figure
8.21 is figure 8.17, with the difference that the er^-line is translated vertically upwards (a)
anddownwards (c),whichimpliesthatthecrossing ofthex-axisthroughthe a -linedoesnot
occur simultaneously withthecrossing of6^ and a .
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^xx-^yy^xy

V\A

step number

Figure 8.21 Linear development ofa^, a^ and axy wherebythe &xylineistranslated verticallyupwardsanddownwards.
From figure 8.17 it is known that the rotation of the eigenvector of the major principal stress
increment is a turn over and was exactly 90 degrees in the interval one step before and one
stepdirectly after thecrossing of6^ and a .Inthecase of figure 8.21this isnotthe case for
situationaandc.Onlywhentheinterval ofstepnumbersaroundthecrossing ofCT„and6^ is
sufficiently enlarged, by extrapolating the lines, the rotation of the eigenvector of the major
principal stress increment approximates the turn over of 90 degrees, figure 8.22. From this
figure can also be seen that the rotation of the eigenvector of the major principal stress
increment inthe case ofsituation bisnotreached inone step.Thisisduetothefact that there
arises a situation at step m in which a^ and a^ equal each other in the absence of & . In
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such a situation the stress increments are the principal stress increments and the corresponding
eigenvectors are [1 0] T and [0 1] T .
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stepnumber
Figure 8.22 Limits of the rotation of the eigenvector of the major
principal stress increment, on base of figure 8.21.
It is worthwhile to mention that, with preservation of the development of the different stress
increment curves, changing the absolute size of difference between the 6^ and a^ curves on
the one hand and the a on the other, leaves the rotation of the major principal stress
increment unaffected.
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8.2.2 Furtherimportant direct quantities
Directionsoftheprincipalstresses
Before the impression ofthe strip into the soil is simulated, an initial stress field is generated
on basis of the £0-procedure. This initial principal stress field is given in figure 8.23. For
eachtriangular finite element ofthemesh,three internal principal stresses are shown with the
help of crosses. The length of each line represents the magnitude of the principal stress and
thedirectionindicatestheprincipaldirection.Tensilestressesareindicatedbyanarrow.
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Figure 8.23 Initial principal stress field (step 0; max principal stress
-5.55e+03N/m2).
Itcanbe seenthatthetotal stressfieldatany stepistherefore aninteraction ofthestressfield,
which isthe direct result ofthe strip impression, andthe initial stress field. Figure 8.24 gives
theprincipal stress field of step 1,which corresponds to an impression of the strip of 0.0175
percent oftheinitialheightofthesoilbin.
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Figure 8.24 Effective principal stress field atan impression ofthe strip
of 0.0175 percent (step 1; max principal stress -6.02e+03
N/m2).
Presentation ofthestressesatthe interface of strip-soil isgiven at figure 8.25.Presentation of
the normal, shear and principal stresses acting on a soil element, located at the region of the
closed andhatched arrowoffigure 8.25,isgivenatfigure 8.26.
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Figure 8.25 Stressesactingattheinterface strip-soil.
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Figure 8.26 Composition of the principal stresses at the region of the
closedandhatchedarrowoffigure 8.25.
Generally, by arigid stripimpressionthetendency of squeezing soil materialjust beneath the
strip increases when going from the plane of symmetry to the edge of the strip. This may (at
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least partly) explain why the shear stress increases from the axis of symmetry to the edge of
the strip. This increase may explain the observed increasing clockwise rotation of the
principal stressesunderneath thestripoffigure 8.24whengoingfrom left toright.
Where the principal stresses are nearly equal, the directions of the principal stresses seem to
bemore or lessarbitrary, figure 8.27. Thisagreeswiththe fact that for equal principal stresses
eachdirection is,theoretically,aprincipal direction.

Figure 8.27 Effective principal stress field atan impression ofthe strip
of 0.052 percent (step 2; max principal stress -9.67e+03
N/m2).
Byfurther impression ofastripintothe soil,themajor principal stressjust beneaththe stripis
the largest in comparison to the region further downwards (Chancellor & Schmidt, 1962and
Chancellor et al., 1962). In the case of step 4, corresponding to an impression of the strip of
0.262 percent,theobserved phenomenon intheregiondirectly underneath the stripisopposite
totheabovewritten,figure 8.28.
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Figure 8.28 Effective principal stress field underneath the strip at an
impression of the strip of 0.262 percent (step 4; max
principal stress-4.85e+04N/m2).
The major principal stress in the region just beneath the edge of the strip is theoretically
greater than the major principal stress at the same horizontal level but situated more in the
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direction ofthe axisofsymmetry.Inthecase ofstep6,corresponding toan impression ofthe
stripof 1.10 percent,theobserved isoppositetotheearlierwritten,figure 8.29.
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Figure 8.29 Effective principal stress field at an impression of the strip
of 1.10 percent (step 6; max principal stress -2.08e+05
N/m2).
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Thefirstplasticpointoccursjustneartheedgeofthestripatanimpression ofthestripof 1.66
percent (step 7),figure 8.30. It can be seenthat inthis region the absolute sizes of the major
principal stresses become great and simultaneously the minor principal stresses are
minimising, which means that stress points in this region are situated closely to the yielding
envelope.

Figure 8.30 Effective principal stress field at an impression of the strip
of 1.66 percent (step 7; max principal stress -3.21e+05
N/m2).
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At an impression of the strip of 4.17 percent (step 12) the location of the first principal
stresses, being tensile stresses, are visible, figure 8.31 (tensile stresses are indicated by an
arrow). The place of the tensile stresses is not unlogical, because it isjust this region where
cracksappear inpractice.

Figure 8.31 Effective principal stressfieldat an impression of the strip
of 4.17 percent (step 12; max principal stress -7.02e+05
N/m2).
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Finally the stress field at an impression of the strip of 10percent is given, figure 8.32. What
catches the eye the most in this figure is the excessive large major principal stress and its
direction. Existence of local areas where the stresses arehighly irregular and seem inimitable
areoften implyingthatthedisplacements inthisareaarealsoinimitable.

Figure 8.32 Effective principal stressfieldat animpression ofthe strip
of 10 percent (step 33; max principal stress -l,32e+06
N/m2).
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Plasticpoints
Plastic points in the used finite element method are stress points, which soil behaviour is
plastic instead of elastic in the presented step. In figure 8.33 the location of the first plastic
point of the reference case is presented, which corresponds to an impression of the strip of
1.66percent, step7.

o

PlasticMohr-Coulombpoint

Figure 8.33 First plastic point at an impression of the strip of 1.66
percent (step7).
Figure 8.34presentstheplasticregionatanimpressionofthestripof 10percent, step33.

STo a JCW°

n PlasticMohr-Coulomb point

Figure 8.34 Plastic points at an impression of the strip of 10 percent
(step33).
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Stressesa^, a^, axy andazz andchoice ofgraphicalrepresentation
As a result of the location of the stresspoints in one triangular element of the mesh, the
stresspoints of the complete initial mesh are irregularly spaced, i.e. not equidistant. This
irregularity of the stresspoints becomes greater in those cases where deformed meshes are
considered. On that account, for analysing of data it is more and more useful to create threedimensional plotswiththemesh,initialordeformed, asground surface andaspecific quantity
as height. In this dissertation this is done in two ways, namely with the inverse distance
method andaso-called realone-to-oneprocedure.
Differences between these presentations will be shown on basis of the deformed mesh as
ground surface and a^ and axy asquantity inthez-direction. Plots of a^ and aa will not be
presented inthispart,becausetheseplotsaresimilartotheshapeofthe surface of a .
With the inverse distance method irregularly-spaced data of the ground surface, i.e. x and y
coordinates of the mesh, are interpolated to a regularly-spaced grid of data. All points on the
grid are interpolated values. Thus, the grid may not follow the original data exactly, but the
surface will be a representation of the interpolated data. The used method to generate a
gridded surface of the regularly-spaced nodes from the irregularly-spaced data is the inverse
distancemethod. Thez-valueateachnodeiscalculatedusingthefollowing relations

{',/«)
Z (1/ d;)

d, = V (*, - xf + [y, - yf
wherein
= valueofthenodebeing calculated
= number oforiginal datapoints
= anoriginal datapoint
i
= distancetothepoint
d,
w
= weight factor
X;, y, = location ofthe original datapoint
= locationofthecurrentnode
x,y
z

n
z

All original data points, z, till z n , are taken into account in the calculation of each grid
node's z-value. The influence of an original data point on the current node decreases with its
distance di from the node. In addition, a weighting power w is applied to the distance. The
higher theweight,themorerapidlythisinfluence decreaseswithdistance.

(8.3)
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In this dissertation the number of gridlines in the x and v direction, which gives control
overthedensity ofthegrid andthenumber of interpolated nodes,aretakeninsuch awaythat
asquarecentimetre gridarises.Incombination withquantity am thisgivesfigure 8.35.
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Figure 8.35 Three-dimensional plot of a^ against the deformed mesh
at animpression ofthe stripof 10percent (step 33;inverse
distancemethod; w=5).
Incase oftherealthree-dimensional representation ofaquantity, it isnecessary togo back
tothe basictriangle oftheused finite element codewith itscorresponding stresspoints, figure
8.36.
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Figure 8.36 Twobasictriangleswithcorresponding stresspoints.
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To generate a complete three-dimensional surface, stresspoints must be connected to obtain
elementary surfaces and these surfaces on their turn must be connected to each other to
generate thetotal three-dimensional surface. Torealisethe above described there are a couple
of manners. However, in this dissertation there is chosen to construct as much as possible
small elementary quadrilaterals in the mesh in such a way that the boundary between the
quadrilaterals, consisting of two basis triangles, can be distinguished. To put the latter
mentioned quadrilaterals together there are also quadrilaterals used. Where this is impossible
thereisfallen backontriangles,figure 8.37.
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Figure 8.37 Construction of quadrilaterals in two basic triangles (a) and
in the total initial mesh ofthe reference case (b).
Because the deformed mesh subdivided into quadrilaterals, corresponding to 10 percent strip
impression, is of great importance in the coming three-dimensional figures, this deformed
mesh is given in figure 8.38.
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Figure 8.38 Deformed mesh subdivided into quadrilaterals at an
impression ofthestripof 10percent (step33).
Combining the deformed mesh at 10 percent impression of the strip (step 33) as ground
surface, with subdivision of the mesh into quadrilaterals in a way similar to the figures 8.37
and 8.38, and a as z-coordinate, the three-dimensional plot of figure 8.39 can be
constructed.
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min Oyy : -1.32439e+6 N / r n ^
m a x ayy : 3.01131e+5

N/m2

Figure 8.39 Three-dimensional plot of <j onbasis of subdivisionof
the deformed mesh into quadrilaterals atanimpressionof
the stripof10percent (step33).
Thefact thatwiththeused finite elementcodetrianglesarethebasicelements,subdivision of
themesh intotriangleswouldbemost straightforward, seefigure 8.40.
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min Oyy : -1.32439e+6 N / m 2
m a x Gyy : 3.01131e+5

N/m2

Figure 8.40 Three-dimensional plot of cr on basis of subdivision of
the deformed mesh into triangles at an impression of the
stripof 10percent (step33).
Although the figures 8.39 and 8.40 contain the same information, the first mentioned figure
gives a less busy impression which makes it easier to interpret the plot. Therefore, there is
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chosen for the subdivision into quadrilaterals of the mesh to generate three-dimensional plots
withone-to-onerepresentation offinite elementresultsinthis dissertation.
Advantage oftherealone-to-oneprocedure isthatallthedataarerepresented exactly, without
occurrence of additional noisethroughinterpolating procedures.Disadvantage can sometimes
be that there is no information available, through extrapolating, of the considered quantity at
theedgesofthemesh.
Thereare deviations inthe interpolated values oftheinversedistance method andthe original
dataoftherealone-to-oneprocedure. Comparison oftheinterpolated valuesandthereal data
is difficult through their different locations. To get an impression of the deviations, the
interpolated values of er^, at the axis of symmetry and the finite element results of a of
stresspointslyingascloseaspossibletotheaxisofsymmetryarebothgiveninfigure 8.41.
—finiteelementsresults
interpolated results

3.

0.1

0.2

0.3

height [m]

Figure 8.41 Finiteelementresultsofaw nearthe axisof symmetry and
interpolated results of a^ at the axis of symmetry at an
impression ofthestripof 10percent (step33).
Inthe figures 8.42 and 8.43 a isplotted againstthedeformed mesh at 10percent impression
ofthe strip onbasis ofthe interpolated values,inverse distance method, and the original data,
respectively.
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Figure 8.42 Three-dimensional plot of oxy against the deformed mesh
atanimpression ofthestripof 10percent (step 33;inverse
distancemethod; w=5).
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Figure 8.43 Three-dimensional plot of axy on basis of subdivision of
the deformed mesh into quadrilaterals at an impression of
the stripof 10percent(step33).
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The interpolated values at and original data near the axis of symmetry are represented in the
following figure.

finite elementsresults
interpolatedresults
0.1

0.2

0.3

height [m]

Figure 8.44 Finite element results of a neartheaxis of symmetry and
interpolated results of CT at the axis of symmetry at an
impression ofthestripof 10percent(step33).
From the latest seven figures it can be concluded that the inverse distance method can be a
useful tool to represent irregular spaced data. However, attention should be given in those
regionswherethevariation oftheconsidered specific quantity islarge.
The choice of making useof the inverse distancemethod orthe one-to-one method to present
data in three dimensions depends on which form of presentation is most satisfactory for the
object inview.
It should be remarked that in the case of an (and of a^ and aZ7) the development of the
quantityjust beneath and besidestheplate isvery irregular, i.e. very spiky. This phenomenon
ismanifested toalesserextend inthecaseofquantity a .
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Copingwithdatascatternearstrip
To come to a useful definition of composite quantities several basic components from which
the composite quantities would be composed, for instance a^, cr^, cr^,and azz, must have a
moreor lesssmooth development.
Therefore, at this stage alternatives are described to come to a smoother development of
interesting quantities, if possible. The alternatives refer to the boundary condition how to
simulatethe stripimpression intothesoil.
Alternativesare:
1 prescribed displacement ofnodesofthe stripwithfree movementinthex-direction
2 prescribed displacement of nodes of the strip in combination with the use of interface
elements
3 prescribed tractionsofnodesofthe stripwithfree movement inthex-direction
4 prescribed tractions of nodes of the strip whereby no movement in the x-direction is
allowed.
Thus,thedifferent boundary conditions ofallthe alternatives refer tonodes which inthe case
of the reference case endure aprescribed displacement to simulate a strip impression with a
rough bottom side. These nodes are presented in figure 8.45 and denoted by A till /. In the
moredetailed description ofthealternativestherewillbereferred tothis figure.
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Fromfigure8.45 itcanbeseenthatincaseofallthegivenalternativesnothinghaschangedin
thegeometry ofthemodelled soilmass.
Inthe earlier described sequence of alternatives output results will be given. From each case
plotswillbegiven, surrounded withcorresponding remarks,of:
-thedeformed meshintheregionnearthe simulated strip impression
-thevertical pressure distribution oftheupperlayerofthebin
- ayy againstthedeformed mesh.
Attheend someconclusionswillbegiven.

Alternative1
During the simulated strip impression, where nodes A till / endure a prescribed vertical
displacement downwards of 10percent of the initial height of the soil bin, the nodes B till /
canmove freely inthex-direction.Consequence isthatnode/ initially lying beneaththe edge
ofthe strip,has shifted totheright relativetothe strip.This is indicated by anarrow in figure
8.46. The vertical stress distribution of the upper layer of the bin and the three-dimensional
plot of a^ against the deformed mesh atan impression ofthe strip of 10percent are given in
thefigures 8.47 and 8.48.
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Figure 8.46 Deformed mesh at an impression of the strip of 10 percent
(a), enlarged (b).
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Figure 8.47 Vertical pressure distribution of the upper layer of the bin
at an impression of the strip of 10 percent.
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min (J : -5.89133e+5 N / m /
max <7 : 1.12422e+5 N / m 2

Figure 8.48 Three-dimensional plot of a against the deformed mesh
atanimpression ofthestripof 10percent.

Alternative2
In this alternative interface elements are used to model the interaction between the strip and
soil. This means in this case that the two horizontal interface elements are used from which
the node pairs are lying at the locations of the nodes A till E and E till / respectively. Each
node of a node pair endures the same prescribed vertical displacement downwards, which
simulates the strip impression. This alternative simulation calculation iscalculated inthe case
strengthreduction factor Rissetto 1 and 0.1, respectively.
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R=l
In this case the strip impression is simulated with a plate with a rough bottom side. This
meansspecifically thatthesoilinconnectionwiththestripisfixedtothestrip,adhering layer,
but inthe soiljust beneath thefixedsoil slipcan exist with a shearing resistance equal to the
cohesion ofthesoil.Incidentally inthissimulation calculationthefixedvaluesof v and y/ of
the interface exactly are the same as the u and y/ of the soil mass. This implies that all the
interface and soilproperties are identical sothattheeffect ofusing interface elements clearly
can be distinguished. Figure 8.49 represents the deformed mesh at an impression of the strip
of 9.55 percent. In the Plaxis output the deformed interface is presented by the nodes that
exhibited slip(inthiscasethenodesthatareattheimaginaryunderside ofthe interface).
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Figure 8.49 Deformed mesh at an impression of the strip of 9.55
percent (a),interface visibleinenlarged section(b).
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From the enlarged figure of the region near the strip the effect of occurrence of slip in the
interface canbedetected. Thenodeinitially lyingbeneaththeedgeofthe strip,indicated by a
closed arrow in the figure, has shifted to the right relative to the strip. In figure 8.50 the
vertical pressure distribution oftheupper layer ofthebin ispresented. The three-dimensional
plot of CT against the deformed mesh at an impression of the strip of 10percent is given in
figure 8.51.

-Lv_v_y_v_v_v_y_ •!_?_?
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stress
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10 M O 4 ]

Figure 8.50 Vertical pressure distribution of the upper layer of the bin
atanimpression oftheplateof9.55percent.
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min (7 : -6.32519e+5 N / m '
1.08487e+5 N / m 2
max Oyy

Figure 8.51 Three-dimensional plot of an against the deformed mesh
atanimpression ofthestripof9.55percent.

R = 0.1
A strength reduction factor R of 0.1 simulates a more or less adhesionless behaviour of the
strip-soil interface. Here also the existence of slip of the interface nodes can clearly be
distinguished, figure 8.52. Thevertical stress distribution oftheupper layer ofthebin and the
three-dimensional plot of a against the deformed mesh at an impression of the strip of 10
percent aregiven inthefigures 8.53 and 8.54.
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Figure 8.52 Deformed mesh at an impression of the strip of 10 percent.
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Figure 8.53 Vertical pressure distribution of the upper layer of the bin
atanimpression ofthestripof 10percent.

min Oy.
max CL,

-3.87000e+5 N / m 2
7.72520e+4 N / m 2

Figure 8.54 Three-dimensional plot of ayy against the deformed mesh
atanimpression ofthe stripof 10percent.
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From the last twofigurescan be concluded that the effect of the use of interfaces results in a
less spikyness ofthe stresses.Thefact thatthe bottom sideofthestrip and thetoplayer ofthe
soil, which initially coincide, coincide no more after the loading process is a complicating
factor. Inthe case ofR= 0.1 it looks as ifthe soil nearthe strip has flown upwards, which is
notthecase.Analysingwhathashappened isgivenbelow.
Properties oftheused interface elementsare:
-absenceofplasticvolumetric strain
-plasticflow isparallel tothe interface
-presenceofelasticvolumetric strain
-elasticvolumetric straincanoccurinbothhorizontal andvertical direction.
Through the choice of a low value of strength reduction factor R the interface possesses a
low stiffness (G, = R2 Gsoi,). A low value of G, corresponds with a low Ki
(K, = 2G,(1 - u , / l - 2u,)).
Thus, by a given stress and a small value of R the elastic gap displacement becomes tall
(crtl I Ki). Thefact thatthenormal stresses inthe interface notremain equal insizeresults in
a non-straightness of the interface through different elastic gap displacements. Through the
occurrence ofplasticflowthisphenomenon is strengthening.
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Alternative3
In this alternative prescribed tractions, stresses on boundaries, are used, figure 8.55. At the
nodesA till/ aprescribed vertical traction downwards isapplied oftheamount ofthepressure
thatwasneeded insimulation ofthereference casetoachieveastripimpression of 10percent,
namely -4.1947e+05N/m2.NodesBtill/can movefreely inthex-direction. However,the soil
body collapsed at the traction value of -3.1390e+05 N/m2 on the strip and therefore output
resultsrefer tothistractionvalue.
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Figure8.55 Deformed mesh at a traction value of -3.1390e+05 N/m2
onthestrip(a),enlarged(b).
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The vertical stress distribution of the upper layer ofthe bin and the three-dimensional plot of
a against the deformed mesh at an impression of the strip of 10 percent are given in the
figures 8.56 and 8.57.
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Figure 8.56 Vertical pressure distribution of the upper layer of the bin
atatractionvalueof-3.1390e+05N/m2onthestrip.
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min ayy : -4.60682e+5 N / m 2
max (JYy : 4.14350e+4 N / m 2

Figure 8.57 Three-dimensional plot of cr^ against the deformed mesh
atatractionvalueof-3.1390e+05N/m2onthestrip.
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Alternative4
Also inthis alternative prescribed vertical tractions downwards are used for the nodesA till /
of-4.1947e+05N/m2,figure 8.58.However, restrictions aremadeinthehorizontal movement
of the nodes.None of the nodesA till/ can move freely inthex-direction during the loading
process.
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Figure 8.58 Deformed mesh at a traction value of -4.1947e+05 N/m2
onthestrip(a),enlarged(b).
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The vertical stress distribution of the upper layer of the bin and the three-dimensional plot of
<r against the deformed mesh at an impression of the strip of 10 percent are given in the
figures 8.59 and 8.60.
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Figure 8.59 Vertical pressure distribution of the upper layer of the bin
atatractionvalueof-4.1947e+05N/m2onthe strip
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min <7yy : -4.91877e+5 N / m 2
max <Jyy : 1.35856e+5 N / m 2

Figure 8.60 Three-dimensional plot of a^ against the deformed mesh
atatractionvalueof-4.1947e+05N/m2.

Conclusions
All the alternatives give a smoother distribution of quantity an against the deformed mesh
compared to the original reference case. However, those regions of the reference case where
the spikyness isthe greatest, these regions can also be detected incase of all the alternatives,
althoughthe spikynessisofasmallerorder.
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8.2.3 Verifiable derivedquantity
Volume change
Of special interest isthe plastic volume change. In the set of parameters of the reference soil
dilatancy angle y/ is zero, which includes that there is no plastic volume change allowed.
Therefore, the sum of plastic volume change increments is a measure of accuracy of a done
simulation calculation. In figure 8.61 the sum of the plastic volume increments over all the
steps between 10 and 0 percent strip impression is plotted against the deformed mesh at an
impression ofthe stripof 10percent (step33).

Isl

min Zl? : -8.88926e-5
max Is? : 9.89621e-3
Figure 8.61 Three-dimensional plot of the sum of plastic volume
increments over all steps between 10 and 0 percent strip
impression against the deformed mesh at an impression of
thestripof 10percent (step33).
The positive peak value in the figure corresponds with deviation, i.e. increase, of the initial
pore space of about 1percent. In agriculture literature, the change in pore space is expressed
usually interms of percentage pore volume change. Inthis case the described increase of the
initial pore space of 1percent corresponds for a soil with initial pore space of 0.45 percent
with anincrease ofthepercentageporevolumespaceof0.54 percent.
The fact that for most of the surface the deviation slightly differs from 1percent, it can be
concluded thattheaccuracy ofthedone simulation calculation isample sufficient.
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8.2.4 Further important derived quantities
Rigid body rotation
In figure 8.62 the development of the sum of the rigid body rotation over all steps between 10
and 0 percent strip impression of the reference case is shown.
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min Zrigid body rotation : -2.37762
max Zrigid body rotation : 8.08300e-1
Figure 8.62 Three-dimensional plot of the sum of the rigid body
rotation over all steps between 10 and 0 percent strip
impression against the deformed mesh at an impression of
the strip of 10percent (step 33).
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Principalstressescrv <J2 ander3
In figure 8.63thethree-dimensional plot of ax at 10percent strip impression againstthe
deformed meshatan impression ofthe stripof10percent is given. The shapeofthis surface
plot equalsmoreor lessthe surface plotofan atthe sameboundary conditions (figure 8.39).
Exception istheregion just right of the strip. In this region a haslownegative values,
whereas ax has positive values. This is dueto the fact that in this region horizontally
orientated tensile stresses exist in proportion to relatively small vertically orientated
compressive stresses.

-1.32+61e+6 N / m 2
1.88126e+5 N / m 2

Figure 8.63 Three-dimensional plotofcr,at10percent strip impression
againstthedeformed meshatan impression ofthe stripof
10percent (step33).
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For the sake of completeness, the three-dimensional plots of cr2 and cr3 at 10 percent strip
impression against the deformed mesh atan impression ofthe stripof 10percent (step 33)are
given infigure 8.64 and 8.65.

min a2: -1.16097e+6 N / m 2
max<7 2 : 2.42951e+5 N / m 2

Figure 8.64 Three-dimensional plot of a2 at 10percent strip impression
against the deformed mesh at an impression of the strip of
10percent (step33).
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,o

min a3: -1.16097e+6 N / m 2
m a x O j : 3.51766e+5 N / m 2

Figure 8.65 Three-dimensional plot of cr3at 10percent strip impression
against the deformed mesh at an impression of the strip of
10 percent (step 33).
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Rotationoftheeigenvectorofprincipalstress cr,
Plot of the corrected rotation, according to section 7.2, of the eigenvector of <JX between 10
percent strip impression (step 33) and the initial stress field (step 0) against the deformed
mesh atanimpression ofthestripof 10percent (step33)isgiveninfigure 8.66a.
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min cor rot ev a,
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-8.99770e+1
8.99967e+1
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O
O

bj
Figure 8.66 Three-dimensional plot, attwo different viewpoints, of the
corrected rotation of the eigenvector of cr,between 10and
0percent stripimpression againstthedeformed meshat an
impression ofthestripof 10percent (step33).
Essentially figure 8.66a is an another type of representation of rotation of cr,-vectors
compared to the initial positions of the cr,-vectors given in figure 8.32. However, there is an
important difference between these two types of figures. In figure 8.32 the position of the
principal stresses inthexy-plane after 10percent strip impression, from which the rotation of
the principal stresses can be derived, are given of 3 of the 12existing stresspoints per basic
finite element triangle, whereas in figure 8.66 the numeric value of the rotation of the major
principal stressbetween 10and0percent stripimpression isrepresented for each stresspoint.
What is attracting attention in figure 8.66a is the abrupt break off of the continuous
surface. To make this better visible, figure 8.66a is represented from another viewpoint in
figure 8.66ft. From this latter viewpoint it seems that there has been a translation of a part of
the surface ofabout 180degreesdownwards,whichcausesthevalley inthe surface.
Corresponding to figure 8.66 is figure 8.67 where the sum of the corrected rotation of the
eigenvector of ax over all the steps of each stresspoint between 10 and 0 percent strip
impression is plotted against the deformed mesh at an impression of the strip of 10 percent
(step33).
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Figure 8.67 Three-dimensional plot, attwo different viewpoints, of the
sum of the corrected rotation of the eigenvector of a{ over
all steps between 10and 0percent strip impression against
the deformed mesh at an impression of the strip of 10
percent (step33).
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The overall look of figure 8.67 is the same as for figure 8.66. Discrepancy between the figures
is present in the region near the strip. Higher values of the sum of the corrected rotation of the
eigenvector of cr, over all the steps, in comparison to the corrected rotation of the eigenvector
of cr, only between the initial step and the last step by the same final strip impression, means
that the rotation of ax-vector during all the steps has not been continuously in one and the
same direction.
Also in this figure a valley region can be detected in a way similar as for figure 8.66.
Therefore, it is useful at this stage to take a closer look at the observed phenomenon. For that
reason there will be zoomed in at the stresspoints 1069 and 1075, indicated in figure 8.676.
These stresspoints are lying beside one another but differ from each other in the calculated
value of the sum of the corrected rotation of the eigenvector of the major principal stress <r,.
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Figure 8.68 Plots of non-corrected and corrected rotation, inclusive
cumulation, of the eigenvector of the major principal stress
cr,against the step number of stresspoint 1069.
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Figure 8.69 Plots of non-corrected and corrected rotation, inclusive
cumulation, oftheeigenvector ofthemajor principal stress
ex, againstthe stepnumberofstresspoint 1075.
Figures 8.68 and 8.69 represent the development of the non-corrected and corrected rotation
of the eigenvector of the major principal stress cr, against the number of steps of the
stresspoints 1069 and 1075. From these figures it is obvious that the steps who areplaying a
role of interest are the steps 0till 3. Just in the third step the difference in rotation of about
180 degrees between the stresspoints occurs and remains during further impression of the
plate.
Toget gripontheobserved phenomenon till step3,thenumerical values of aa, a^, axy,
GX, direction of cr,, non-corrected and corrected rotation of cr,-vector are given for both
stresspoints in tables 8.2 and 8.3. In addition to these tables the positions of cr, for the
considered stepsofboth stresspoints arerepresentedvisually infigure 8.70.
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stresspoint 1069
step
number

O'xx

°yy

0
1
2
3

-2.4840814e+03
-2.6180945e+03
-2.8860574e+03
-3.4216870e+03

-3.0293676e+03
-3.0131585e+03
-2.9806430e+03
-2.9151700e+03

step
number
0
1
2
3

eigenvectorcorr espondingtocr,

*»

o-i

0.0000000e+00
2.1766854e-01
6.4868453e-01
1.4934284e+00

-3.0293676e+03
-3.0131586e+03
-2.9806474e+03
-3.4216914e+03

non-corrected
rotationax

corrected
rotationcr,

0.0000000e+00 1.0000000e+00 0.0000000e+00
5.5097007e-04 -9.9999985e-01 -1.7996843e+02
6.8576905e-03 -9.9997649e-01 3.6135154e-01
9.9999565e-01 -2.9483886e-03 8.9438150e+01

0.0000000e+00
3.1568261e-02
3.6135154e-01
8.9438150e+01

Table8.2 Outputresultsofstresspoint 1069.
stresspoint 1075
step
number
0
1
2
3
step
number
0
1
2
3

°yy

CT

X.

-2.2789466e+03
-2.4132735e+03
-2.6818429e+03
-3.2186388e+03

CT

*>

CT,

-2.7792032e+03 0.0000000e+00 -2.7792032e+03
-2.7628665e+03 -8.1791220e-02 -2.7628665e+03
-2.7300907e+03 -2.4917296e-01 -2.7300920e+03
-2.6641272e+03 -6.0016558e-01 -3.2186394e+03

eigenvector corresponding tocr,

non-corrected
rotation <x,

corrected
rotationcr.

0.0000000e+00 1.0000000e+00 0.0000000e+00 0.0000000e+00
-2.3396124e-04 -9.9999997e-01 1.7998660e+02 -1.3404992e-02
-5.1642353e-03 -9.9998667e-01 -2.8248521e-01 -2.8248521e-01
9.9999941e-01 1.0823300e-03 9.0357903e+01 -8.9642097e+02
Table 8.3 Outputresultsofstresspoint 1075.
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stresspoint 1075

step 0

step 0

step 3
step 3

4

step 1 and 2

step 1 and 2

Figure 8.70 Direction of the eigenvector of cr, of steps 0 till 3 of
stresspoints 1069and 1075.
According to section 'Determination of the rotation between two vectors' the results of the
non-corrected rotation of ax-vector are straight forward. With the help of the correction that
the rotation between two vectors, corresponding to two following steps, must lie in the
interval [-90, 90] degrees, the calculated corrected rotations of cr,-vector also agree with the
earlier-described section.
In prospective of constructing composite quantities, the rotation of the eigenvector of cr,
plays animportant rolepossibly. However,theresultsofboththenon-corrected aswell asthe
corrected rotation oftheeigenvector ofcr, arenottotally satisfying.
In order to get rid of the difference in corrected rotation of the eigenvector cr, between two
neighbouring points in one step of almost 180 degrees, the absolute value of the calculated
corrected rotation of the eigenvector of axof each step is taken and added up. Result of this
procedure ispresented infigure 8.71.
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Figure 8.71 Three-dimensional plot, at two different viewpoints, of the
sum ofthe absolute corrected rotation of the eigenvector of
at over all steps between 10 and 0 percent strip impression
against the deformed mesh at an impression of the strip of
10percent (step 33).
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Quantities 2e^ ,I eyy,Ze , S^ andI £,
In the following figures 8.72 till 8.77, three-dimensional plots of the summation over all the
steps between 10and 0percent strip impression ofthereference case in case of 5elementary
quantities, S i ^ , TLE^, Zsxy, Zij and Zfi,, and the intermediate stress coefficient b are
given.

-2.11843e-1

max X£v

3.82457e-1

Figure 8.72 Three-dimensional plot of I f „ over all steps between 10
and 0 percent strip impression against the deformed mesh
atanimpression ofthe stripof 10percent (step33)
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min ZEyy : -4.41973e-1
: 2.47914e-1

Figure 8.73 Three-dimensional plot of TLe over all steps between 10
and 0 percent strip impression against the deformed mesh
at an impression of the strip of 10percent (step 33)

mm T£„v : -2.56980e-1
max LvC• x : 2.26658

Figure 8.74 Three-dimensional plot of T.£xy over all steps between 10
and 0 percent strip impression against the deformed mesh
at an impression of the strip of 10percent (step 33)
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min Zi1 : -1.15890
max X£, : -2.88472e-3

Figure 8.75 Three-dimensional plot of If; over all steps between 10
and 0 percent strip impression against the deformed mesh
atanimpression ofthestripof 10percent (step33)

min Zt3 : 1.04085e-4
m a x Es3 : 1.19497

Figure 8.76 Three-dimensional plot of I £,over all steps between 10
and 0 percent strip impression against the deformed mesh
atanimpression ofthe stripof 10percent (step33)
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Intermediatestresscoefficientb
In figure 8.77 the three-dimensional plot of coefficient b of step 33, corresponding to an
impression ofthestrip of 10percent (step 33),against thedeformed mesh at animpression of
the strip of 10 percent is given. This because intermediate stress coefficient b appears
regularly in literature in relation to the rotationof cr, (for example Yoshimine et al., 1998).
Theintermediate stresscoefficient bisdefined as
(o"2 ~ o p

(8.4)

Inacertain sense coefficient brepresentsthe influence oftheintermediate principal stress a2.
Inthe case b= 0both smallest principal stresses, cr2 andCT3, equal each other. This situation
takesplace inastandard triaxial test.Inthecase b=\ thetwolargerprincipal stresses, a^ and
CT2 , equal each other. This takes place in a triaxial extension test where a pull force to the
piston is exerted. Other values of coefficient b can not be adjusted for a tiaxial apparatus.
Practically, in case of the considered plane strain situation, coefficient branges from 0till 1.
Specialcaseisthesituation wherecoefficient bequals 0.5.Then a2 - 0.5(<r, + a).

0.45

min b : 9.3472e-8
m a x b : 6.8758e-1

Figure 8.77 Three-dimensional plot of coefficient b at 10percent strip
impression against the deformed mesh at an impression of
the stripof 10percent(step33).
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Rotationoftheeigenvectorofthemajortotalprincipalstrainincrement EX
In figure 8.78, where the sum of the corrected rotation of the eigenvector of the total major
principal strainincrement £,overall stepsbetween 10and0percent stripimpression isplotted
against the deformed mesh corresponding toanimpression of the strip of 10percent (step 33)
of the reference case, two peak values near the axis of symmetry can be detected. The peak
with the negative value belongs to stresspoint 103.The existence of non-zero values in the
plane of symmetry of the sum of the corrected rotation of the eigenvector of the total major
principal strain increment is theoretically unlogical. Therefore there will be zoomed at the
peakofstresspoint 103indetail,followed byadiscussionafter sometheoreticalremarks.

M
o
o

CD

min Zcor rot ev t,
max Zcor rot ev e1:

-8.19840e+1
L77393e+2

Figure 8.78 Three-dimensional plotofthe sumofthe corrected rotation
of the eigenvector of the total major principal strain
increment st over all steps between 10and 0 percent strip
impression against the deformed mesh at an impression of
the stripof 10percent (step33).
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Theory
Dealing with a plane strain situation (in which no plastic volume strain is allowed, y/ = 0),
andnoplastic shearstrainoccurs,figure 8.79,

§

a, [kN/m2]
Figure 8.79 Graph of stress path of stresspoint 103 and yield line/in
ax,(J3-space.
thefollowing setofelasticequationsprevails

* „ = ^ -*)*»Ky = - ( 1 + " K

{»+*)*-)

(8.5)
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With respect to principal directions equation 8.5 becomes:

*> = i f t 1 " °2)^ ~(U+

v2 &1

) )

2

(8.6)

2

% = - ( ( l - o )d3 - (v+

v )&)

In the elastic region a^ gives the directions of the incremental stresses and incremental strains.
Presentation of the equations 8.5 and 8.6 as a derived quantity s^js^ as a function of
(J^/cTyy is given at figure 8.80.
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<tojda„ [-]
Figure 8.80 Graph of 4 / ^
=/(<?„/&„);
(E =-3.1390e+06N/m 2 and u = 0.45).
In the cases of the peak values near the axis of symmetry of figure 8.78, u^ jd^ is varying in
the range 0.3-1.05. Plot of this input range oia^ja^
against £„,/£„, gives figure 8.81.
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0.6

0.8

tojtoy, ["]

( •^
Figure 8.81 Enlargedpartof -r- =f

cr.

Thus, in cases where a^ is the smallest stress increment e^ is also the smallest strain
increment. This means that the eigenvector of the major principal stress increment cr,as well
astheeigenvector ofthemajor principal strain increment ^ arelocated insameregionsofthe
space infigure 8.82.
O O O O O O O O O i.

-%•
45

-^ >1
ayy

^lioillllllll^

Figure 8.82 Orientation of the eigenvectors of the major principal
stress increment cr, and the major principal strain
increment £, in the xy-plane in the case of <rxx/d'y), <1,
hatched area,and d^fcr^, >1,blankarea.
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Discussionofstresspoint 103
There is zoomed in at the negative peak near the axis of symmetry in figure 8.78,
stresspoint 103.Thecorresponding graphsofthestressesandthe sumofthecorrected rotation
of the eigenvector of the major principal stress <r,are presented in figure 8.83, the graphs of
the stress increments a and the sum of the corrected rotation of the eigenvector of the major
principal stressincrements axinfigure 8.84.
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Figure 8.83 Graphs of stresses a^, <jyy, a and <r2Z and sum of the
corrected rotation of the eigenvector of axagainst the step
number.
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Figure 8.84 Graphsof stress increments a (a),enlarged (b)and sumof
the corrected rotation of the eigenvector of cr, (c) against
thestepnumber.
The most negative stress increments are pointing for each step in the^-direction. Therefore,
on the base of figure 8.81, plotting the total strain increments s against the step number, a
graph isexpected wherethetotal strain increments inthe^-directionare smaller thanthe total
strainincrements inthex-directionfor eachstep.
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Figure 8.85 Graph of the total strain increment e (a), enlarged (b)
againstthe stepnumber.
However, the results in figure 8.85 disagree for a few steps with what is expected on basis of
thestressincrements.

Causesofthenegativepeak valueofstresspoint 103
Probable cause of the negative peak value of the sum of the rotation of the major total
principal strain increment of stresspoint 103isthe fact that there has occurred a more or less
hydrostatic stress increment situation in three or two dimensions on basis of the principal
stressincrements.
A hydrostatic stress increment situation in three dimensions may lead to a continuous
switch of the direction of the major principal stress increment inthexy-planeand/or between
the xy-plane and the z-direction. The same prevails for the direction of the major principal
strain increment because the major principal strain increments are derived directly from the
principal stress increments.
Inahydrostatic stress increment situation intwodimensions itisonly interesting whenthe
major and intermediate principal stressincrements equal eachother.
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Inthecaseofstresspoint 103acertainthreedimensional hydrostatic stressincrement situation
is reached after step 17 (figure 8.84). Till step 17there is a tolerable difference between the
three stress increments a , azl and a^. However in step 17&xx and azz come close together,
whereas in step 18 the roles of a^ and &22 are changed and a^ becomes the intermediate
stress increment and azz the largest stress increment. In principal stress increment space this
meansthattheremustbeaturn overoftheeigenvector oftheminorprincipal stress increment
of thexy-plane into thez-direction and ofthe eigenvector of the intermediate principal stress
increment of the z-direction into the xy-plane between step 17 and 18, figure 8.86. The turn
over of the eigenvector of the minor principle stress increment of the xy-plane into the zdirection canbe conceived asthe beginning of ahydrostatic stress increment situation in this

xy-plane
x—major
•+—intermediate

z-direction

i- ++-++ + +

10

20

30

step [-]
Figure 8.86 Graphofturnoverofeigenvectors ofprincipal stress
increments.
From step 17the hydrostatic stress increment situation remains,with this difference that &,
and a^ come sometimes very closely to each other, for example step 20 and 21,however in
theabsenceof switchofrolesinorderofpriority between a and aa.
First effect of the hydrostatic stress increment situation is the fact that the rotation of the
eigenvector of the major principal stress increments starts to fluctuate, figure 8.84, which is
probably due to the fact of the lower accuracy of the calculated stress increments in such a
hydrostatic stress increment situation. That there arises a certain inaccuracy in the calculated
stress increments can be derived most simply from the development of the shear stress.Near
the axis of symmetry the shear stress should have a constant value near zero. The calculated
shearstressshowsafluctuating shear stress,figure 8.87.
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Figure 8.87 Graphofshearstressagainstthe stepnumber.
Effect of a fluctuating shear stress increment on the rotation of the eigenvector of the major
principal stress increment at a constant a^, &m and &zz is given at figure 8.88. In this graph
the values of a^, &yyand azz of step 16aretaken asthe values of a^, a^ and azz for each
stepofthisgraph,while a isfluctuating asfor stresspoint 103,figure 8.84a.
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Figure 8.88 Graph of the rotation of the eigenvector of the major
principle stress increment cr,against the step number by a
changing shearstress increment a .
Second effect is the fluctuation of the rotation of the eigenvector of the principal strain
increments. The fluctuation of the rotations of the eigenvector of the principal strain
increments, figure 8.89, is expected to be the same as the fluctuations of the rotations of the
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eigenvector of theprincipal stress increments, figure 8.84, because it is an elastic calculation.
Although, the shape of the fluctuation of the rotations of the eigenvector of the major
principal strain increments is more or less the same as the fluctuation of the rotations of the
eigenvector ofthemajor principal stressincrements,themagnitude is different.
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Figure 8.89 Graph of sum of the corrected rotation of the eigenvector
ofthemajor totalprincipal strain increment £, against the
stepnumber.
Probably this is due to the fact that the calculated strain quantities of the nodes can not be
interpolated preciselytothe stresspoints.
Resuming it must be emphasised that when a certain hydrostatic stress increment situation
occurs,the rotations oftheeigenvector ofthe major principal stress increments and the major
principal strain increments starttofluctuate whichleadstotheresultthatthepeak valueofthe
sum of the rotations of the eigenvector of the major principal strain increment £-,becomes
strongly arbitrarily and depends on the step number. For instance, when figure 8.78 would
have been made for step 21, the sum of the rotation of the major total principal strain
increments £,for stresspoint 103wouldhavebeen -57degrees.
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Compositequantities,calledkneadinenumbers
Subjecting soil to loading processes and/or prescribed displacements finally results into a
change of micro-factors of the soil.Bymicro-factors is meant the amount and distribution of
water, solid parts or bounds (not arisingfromthe soil water) between these solid parts in the
soil. Derivatives of the micro-factors are the so-called soil qualities. Soil qualities are
understoodtomeanproperties like:
- coefficient ofoxygen diffusion
- coefficient ofwaterpermeability
- moisture characteristic
- rootpenetration resistance
- coefficient ofheat conductivity.
Seeds and plants react almost immediately onchanges of soil qualities. However, changes
of single quantities, i.c stress and strain, donot uniquely explain the changes of soil qualities
onetoone(Dawidowski etal., 1990,Lerink, 1990andSteinbusch, 1993).
Aparallel totheabove-mentioned canbefound inthecase oftryingtoexplainthecauseof
compaction of agricultural soils. By soil compaction, the state of compactness of the soil
increasesunderthe influence ofacertaintreatment, for instancealoadingprocess caused bya
tyre. Research led to the conclusion that single quantities, in this case the largest principal
stressesandstressinvariants,didnotleadtouniquerelationswithmeasured soilcompaction.
Back to the loading process with the prescribed displacement of the strip of the reference
soiltreated inthisthesis.Inviewofconclusions ofDawidowski etal., 1990,Lerink, 1990and
Steinbusch, 1993,thatchangesof singlequantitiesdonotuniquely explainthechangesof soil
qualities one to one, composite quantities are presented in this section. Composite quantities
canbeconstructed ofprincipal stresses,principal stress increments,principal strains,principal
strain increments,therotation oftheprincipal directionsofthesequantities andtherigid body
rotation. From now on the composite quantities are called kneading numbers, because the
whole treatment process under the strip ofthereference soil canbe imagined by kneading of
clay for instance.Furthermore,byconstructing kneading numbersonemust keep inmind that
these values should be defined in such a way that the changes of these kneading numbers
reasonably correlate withthe changes of soil qualities.Unfortunately, the correlation between
thekneadingnumbersand soilqualitiesisbeyondthescopeofthesedissertation.
Basic of constructing kneading numbers is trying to imagine what is happening in an
infinitesimal soil cube somewhere under the strip of the reference case. The term kneading
represents the process that principal directions of stresses and strains in the material under
consideration rotate in time, simultaneously with a possible change of shape and/or volume.
Final purpose for the future is to describe the kneading process with the help of kneading
numbers.Atthis stageandwithinthe scopeofthisthesis,someitemsarepresented which can
serve asbuilding blocks for the construction of kneading numbers. Simultaneously, there are
also given some literature statements which refer to a specific building block for the
construction ofkneading numbers.
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Building blocks:
• rigidbody rotation
- according to chapter 2 a treatment of an infinitesimal soil cube can be split up in four
elemental reactions; one of these reactions is the rigid body rotation which can change
duringdifferent stepsofthe stripimpression
- particle rotation, onaverage,takesplace inparallel with the corresponding macroscopic
rotation in the continuum sense; in other words, the mean particle rotation is not
independent of the macroscopic rotation, in case of dense granular materials (Oda &
Kazama, 1998)
• principal strainincrements andcorresponding principal directions
- during the impression of the strip into the soil, the principle strain increments can be
calculated; moreover, the directions of the eigenvectors of these strain increments
changemost ofthetimeduringtheimpression ofthe strip
- thereisastresspathdependency ofstrain(Matsuoka etal., 1989)
- continuous rotation of the principal axis of strain means that a material direction is
periodically loaded and unloaded; this fact enables easier changes in the structure of
granularmaterial andimpliesageneraltendency for compaction (Joeretal., 1998)
• principal stressesand corresponding principal directions
- the influence of stress rotation gives a faster degradation of the clay structure; the
natural response to loading depends on the orientation of the principal stresses during
strain(Hicher &Taghzouti, 1995andHicher &Lade, 1987)
- settlement and lateral displacement under a strip are significantly influenced by
principal stressrotation (Matsuokaetal., 1989)
- if the stress state circles a couple of times along a Mohr's stress circle, rather large
plastic strains are observed under the principal stress rotation with constant principal
stresses(Matsuokaetal., 1990)
- in cyclic tests,the influence of stress rotation in torsion shear tests was clearly evident
in the faster degradation of the clay structure resulting in larger pore pressures and
greater strainsthanintestswithout stressrotation(Hicher& Lade, 1987)
- for any density of sand, a larger a -value (a larger inclination of <j\ from the vertical)
and a larger intermediate principal stress coefficient b generated greater pore water
pressure (Yoshimineetal.,1998).
Taking intoaccounttheaboveitemsmeansthatkneadingnumbersareacomposition of single
quantities, quantities that are described, in great detail sometimes, in this chapter.
Measurements give raise to the idea that a change of soil qualities in wet clayey material
occursunderthe influence of relatively high principal stresses (Lerink, 1990, and Steinbusch,
1993).
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Therefore, takingtheearlier-mentioned intoconsideration, asetofpossible kneading numbers
ispresented,withincreasingcomplexity :
- Z(Oi-£i)

- Z(cr,•|corrected rotationoftheeigenvectorof cr,|•£j)
- Z(cr,•|correctedrotationoftheeigenvectorof cr,|• ^)
- Z(correctedrotation oftheeigenvector of£•, - rigidbodyrotation)
- Z(cr, (corrected rotationoftheeigenvectoroff, - rigidbody rotation))

Z(Qj-q)

The given kneading number in figure 8.90 is based on ax, figure 8.63, and ex,figure 8.75. It
must be stated that the peak in this figure is primarily due to the plastic principal stress
increment sf.

min Z(cr,-£,) : -1.33179e+5 N/rrV
max Z(a,-£,) : 2.55593e+5 N/rrV
Figure 8.90 Three-dimensional plot of Z(cr,•£,) over all stepsbetween
10 and 0 percent strip impression against the deformed
meshatanimpressionofthestripof 10percent (step33).
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S (er,•|corrotEV cr,|•£j)
Extension ofthekneading number I (er,•£•,),figure8.90, with the absolute corrected rotation
ofthe eigenvector of axgivesthekneading number I (cr, •|corrotEV cr,|•e{), which isgiven
infigure 8.91.
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m i n r ( c r , A c o r rot ev cr,!•£,) :
m a x Z((T,-Icor r o t ev cr,l-£,) :

-9.39256e+1 ° N / m 2
3.54016e+5 ° N / m 2

Figure 8.91 Three-dimensional plot of Z(cr,•|corrotEV cr,|•ex) over
all stepsbetween 10and 0percent strip impression against
the deformed mesh at an impression of the strip of 10
percent (step33).
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2 (cr,•IcorrotEV <r, |•s{)
This kneading number contains the same information as the kneading number
2 (cr, •|corrotEV ax\•sx), but presented at a different way. Difference is that all the
components ofthekneadingnumber arebasedonincrements now,figure 8.92.
Comparing the kneading number 2 (cr,•|corrotEV cr,|•£j) and the kneading number
2 (cr, •|corrotEV cr,|•£•,) shows that the peak region near the edge of the strip can be
detected in both figures. What is attracting attention in case of kneading number
2 (cr, •|corrotEV cr,| •£•,)are the number of peaks near the axis of symmetry which do not
exist incase ofkneading number 2 (cr,•|corrotEV <JX \- sl). Peaks nearthe axisof symmetry
where also found by quantity 2 (corrotEV £j). Aspects of the theoretical discussion there,
i.e. the hydrostatic stress increment situation, can usefully be applied to explain parts of the
peaksneartheaxisofsymmetry incaseofthekneadingnumber 2 (cr,•|corrotEV ax\• st).
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Figure 8.92 Three-dimensional plot of 2 (cr,•|corrotEV cr,|•£j) over
all stepsbetween 10and 0percent strip impression against
the deformed mesh at an impression of the strip of 10
percent (step33).
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X (corrotEV ^ - rigid body rotation)
This kneading number is given because a cubical soil element can endure a difference in
rotation of the eigenvector of £,ontheonehand and arigidbody rotation onthe other, figure
8.93. Importance of this kneading number will increase in those cases where the rigid body
rotation isrelatively largeincomparisontothecorrected rotationoftheeigenvector of £,.
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:3.86080e-2 °
•. 3.68256e+2 °

Figure 8.93 Three-dimensional plot of Z(corrotEV £-, - rigidbodyrotation) over all steps
between 10 and 0 percent strip impression against the deformed mesh at an
impression ofthestripof 10percent (step33).
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£ (c7,•(corrotEV £,- rigidbody rotation))
This kneading number is an extension of the given kneading number
S(corrotEVi, - rigidbodyrotation), figure 8.93, with the quantity cr,, figure 8.63. The
former givesaspiky viewintheregionunderthe stripandbesidesthe strip.Thelatter givesa
reasonable smooth view of the development of cr,, except inthe direct neighbourhood of the
strip. Figure kneed5 that is based on the development of above-mentioned quantities, gives
some unexpected results, namely an overall view of the development of kneading number
I (cr,•(corrotEV st - rigidbodyrotation)) which isreasonable smooth inthe absence of the
spiky region beside the strip. Thus, here is shown that combination of two quantities with a
spiky development, not necessarily means that the arising quantity has also a spiky
development.
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-1.30594e+8 ° N / m 2
7.56283e+6 ° N / m 2

Figure 8.94 Three-dimensional plot of £ (cr, (corrotEV £•,- rigidbodyrotation)) over all
steps between 10and 0percent strip impression against the deformed mesh at
animpressionofthestripof 10percent(step33).
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From all the givenfiguresof single quantities inthis chapter it canbe concluded that specific
regions can be detected where the spikyness of aquantity isthe greatest. Complicating is the
fact thatthe spiky regions differ between different single quantities. Thesameprevails for the
composite quantities,thekneading numbers.Inthebest case,theregion(s) of spikyness ofthe
kneading number coincide with earlier-found region(s) of spikyness of single and composite
quantities. In the worst case the region(s) of spikyness of those quantities do not cover each
other.
This all gives raise to the concept of defining at least two domains. One domain where the
quantities, single or composite, will be considered and can be useful to expand knowledge
aboutkneading ofthe soil.Intheremaining domain(s),thequantities canonlybepresented or
omitted.
So, it depends on the case and the quantity under consideration of that specific case, how
useful domains look like. The fact that in this dissertation only one reference case is treated
with several quantities and associated specific domain subdivisions, means that a general
subdivision ofthe(deformed) meshintouseful domainscannotbegiven.
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9 Discussion and conclusions
In this dissertation the agricultural tyre-soil interaction is simplified and simulated as an
impression of astrip intothe soil. Simulation calculations arecarried out onbase ofthe finite
elementprogram Plaxis,usingthe elastic-perfectly-plastic Mohr-Coulombmodel. This model
is preferred above a more sophisticated cap-hardening model because in this dissertation is
primarily focussed ontreatment and stressanalysis.
Characteristic of a wet moderately heavy river clay is the presence of an amount of
entrapped air.Derivation ofvalues for the soilmodelparameters Eand v isgiven indetailin
case of the above-mentioned soil, because little is known about values of these parameters
(Van den Akker, 1998). Also a detailed derivation is given of the soil model parameter Cp,
which is related to the elastic region of the Plaxis-Capmodel, because theoretical derivation
of values for this specific parameter gives difficulties in common research practice. By
derivation of values for the soil model parameters, little concern is given to the accuracy of
the values, because in practice it is more important to be able to derive values of soil model
parameters that play a main role, than concerning about accuracy of values of all required
parameters.
Aseverechallengeofthedevelopedtreatment andstressanalysisprogram Trestana, ishow
to carefully handle the large amount of generated data without loosing information through
the use of smoothing procedures. Characteristic of Trestana is that a specific quantity is
represented as height against the deformed mesh as ground surface. Representation of
quantities ispossible to and from all possible directions. Disadvantage of the program is the
fact that it takes a reasonable amount of time to make it suitable for other geometry's than
used inthereference case.Furthermore,visualisation ofaspecific quantity asheight againsta
deformed mesh, is strong when using automatic mesh generation procedures of the finite
element program. On the other hand, interpretation of the visualisation can be improved
conceivably, if, together with the three-dimensional surface, iso-lines are presented at the
ground surface.
Soil-tyre interaction is playing a key role in agriculture. Modelling this interaction with a
finite element program shows that this still remains complicated. Progress can be made with
other boundary conditions in combination with the use of interface elements. However,
development oftheinvestigated quantities inthe neighbourhood oftheend of the strip shows
stillanundesirable spikyness.
The most important region of interest in agriculture is the region under the tyre. So, the
proposed subdivision of the calculated output into domains of different importance,is useful.
For the most important domain of the given reference case, i.e. the whole cross-section
excluded the region near the end of the strip, building blocks for constructing so-called
kneading numbers are given. Rotations of principal directions are possibly key controlling
factors incase ofkneading.Thepresented summation oftheabsolute corrected rotation ofthe
eigenvector corresponding to a{seems suitable. Incaseofthe sumofthecorrected rotation of
the eigenvector corresponding to £,, one must be aware of the occurrence of incremental
hydrostatic stress situations in combination with a fluctuating shear stress near the axis of
symmetry. A possible cause of this discrepancy is the fact that displacements, which are
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calculated inthenodes,areinterpolated atthe stresspoints.However,the location ofthenodes
and stresspoints isnot identical.Decreasing this noise might bereached by refining the mesh
with more finite elements. In that case the locations of the nodes and stresspoints better
coincide.Thisincreasesthe importance ofthe sumofthecorrected rotation ofthe eigenvector
correspondingto^ asbuildingblock.
Presentation of building blocks to construct kneading numbers on base of composite
quantities, give raise to the idea of expanding possibilities of this concept. Although single
quantities are relatively spiky, a composite quantity can be constructed with a reasonable
smooth development. This indicates that progress can be made in the search for useful
kneading numbers.
Although it should be stated herethat it is still a long way from predicting the change of soil
qualities on base of theoretically kneading numbers. Visualisation of quantities in crosssection, theoretical explanation of rarities and careful constructing composite quantities are
only a starting point in the attempt to gain more insight in the process of kneading of
agricultural soil. The next step should be the investigation, generation and analysis of
kneading numbers, conceivably on base of alternative soil models, followed by considering
these numbers in relation to soil qualities determined at relevant locations of soil loading
processes.
Finally, it is not unlikely that parts of the presented building blocks for the pursued
kneading process can also serve for getting grip on the so-called smear effect, e.g. during
drainage andpipelayingactivitiesinagricultural andcivil engineering.
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Sign convention andnotation
A rectangular Cartesian coordinate system is used. Tensile stresses, tensile strains and
anticlockwiserotation aretakenaspositive,figureA.1.

FigureAl Positive coordinate system and sign convention for
rotation, stressesandstrains.
A single underscore isused to identify acolumn vector. Adot above a symbol or the letterd
written in italics (d)infront ofthesymbol indicatesthat it all tookplace ina small time step,
e.g.time-derivative (rate)ofaparticularquantity.Forexampleastressincrement: a or da.
A global list of symbols is not included because several symbols have more than one
meaning.Instead, symbolsaredefined whenthey first appear.
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Summary
During vehicular traffic on agricultural soils,the soil is subjected to a loading process which
finallyresults into achange ofmicro-factors ofthesoil.Bymicro-factors ismeantthe amount
and distribution ofwater,solidparts orbounds,not arisingfromthe soilwater, between these
solid parts in the soil. Derivatives of the micro-factors are the so-called soil qualities. Soil
qualities are understood to mean properties like coefficient of oxygen diffusion and water
permeability, moisture characteristic, root penetration resistance and the coefficient of heat
conductivity.
Seedsandplantsneed aspecific setofvaluesofthesesoilqualitiesto growproperly. Seeds
and plants react immediately onthe slightest change of one ofthevalues of the soil qualities.
Therefore there will be searched atrelations between loadingprocesses oftheagricultural soil
andthe effect onthe change of soil qualities,tocreatethepossibility ofpredicting the change
ofsoilqualitiesonbaseofanexpected loadingprocessofthe soilunder consideration.
In this dissertation the loading process of the soil is simulated through an impression of a
strip into the soil with the help of a finite element method. Before simulations are presented,
description isgiven of:
- stressand straintheorieswithrespecttoacubical soilbody
- theelastic-perfectly-plastic Mohr-Coulombmodel
- soil-material interface
- finite and interface elementsoftheusedfiniteelementprogramPlaxis.
After that the derivation of soil model parameters for the finite element program Plaxis is
given in case of a presented reference soil, a wet moderately heavy river clay with an
entrapped air percentage of 5%. Beside soil model parameters of the Mohr-Coulomb model,
attention isgiventosoilmodelparameters oftheelasticregionofthePlaxis-Capmodel.
A reference soil-load system is presented with corresponding finite element input. For
handling the large amount of finite element output results, the stress and strain analysis
program Trestana is developed and described. Characteristic of the program is that threedimensional plotsofquantitiescanbepresented againstthedeformed meshasground surface,
without loosing information throughtheuseofsmoothingprocedures.
Subsequently, single and composite quantities are presented which can serve as building
blocks for constructing of so-called kneading numbers of soil.This all inview ofthe ideathat
changesofkneading numbersreasonably correlatewiththechanges insoilqualities.
Finally, general considerations on the treated dissertation subjects and recommendations
for future research aregiven.
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Samenvatting
Gedurenderijdenoverlandwordt degrondonderworpen aaneenbelastingsproces. Dit proces
resulteert uiteindelijk in een verandering van de microfactoren van de grond. Onder
microfactoren wordtverstaan dehoeveelheid enverdelingvanwater,vastedelenof bindingen
tussendevastedelenindegrond.
Afgeleide van de microfactoren zijn de zogenaamde bodemkwaliteiten. Onder bodemkwaliteiten vallen eigenschappen als zuurstofdiffusie, waterdoorlatendheid, vochtkarakteristiek,wortelindringweerstand enwarmtegeleiding.
Zaden en planten hebben voor een goede ontwikkeling en groei een specifieke set aan
bodemkwaliteiten nodig. Op de kleinste bodemkwaliteitsverandering reageren zaden en
planten direct. Om deze reden wordt er gezocht naar relaties tussen belastingsprocessen van
landbouwgrond en de daarmee gepaard gaande veranderingen van bodemkwaliteiten.
Uiteindelijke doel is, om te voorspellen welke bodemkwaliteitsverandering zal optreden op
basisvaneenteverwachtenbelastingsproces vooreenbepaaldegrond.
In deze dissertatie wordthetbelastingsproces gesimuleerd doormet behulp van de eindige
elementen methode een star stempel in de grond te drakken. Voordat de simulaties worden
gepresenteerd iseringegaan op:
- spannings-endeformatietheorieenmetbetrekkingtoteenkubischgrond lichaam
- hetelastisch-plastische Mohr-Coulombmodel
- degrond-materiaal interface
- eindigeeninterface elementen vanhetgebruikte eindigeelementen pakketPlaxis.
Afleiding vanwaarden voor grondmodelparameters voor heteindige elementen pakket Plaxis
is gegeven voor een referentiegrond, een natte middel-zware rivierklei met een ingesloten
luchtpercentage van 5%.Naast waarden voor grondmodelparameters van het Mohr-Coulomb
model is er ingegaan op waarden voor grondmodelparameters van het elastische gebied van
hetPlaxis-Capmodel.
Een referentie grond-belastingssysteem is gepresenteerd met bijbehorende eindige
elementen invoer. Voor verwerken van de grote hoeveelheden eindige elementen uitkomsten
is er een spannings- en deformatieanalyse programma, Trestana, ontwikkeld en beschreven.
Kenmerkend voor dit programma is dat er drie-dimensionale afbeeldingen kunnen worden
gegenereerd waarbij eenspecifieke grootheid wordtuitgezettegeneengedeformeerd raster als
grondvlak, zonder extraruisdoorhetgebruikvan interpolatieprocedures.
Vervolgens zijn enkele en samengestelde grootheden gepresenteerd welke dienst kunnen
doen als bouwstenen voor de constructie van de zogenaamde kneedgetallen van grond. Dit
allesinhetlichtvanhetideedatkneedgetallen zullencorrelerenmet bodemkwaliteiten.
Tenslotte zijn er conclusies getrokken uit behandelde dissertatie-onderwerpen en aanbevelingen gegevenvoortoekomstig onderzoek.
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Nawoord
Dit is een goede plaats in de dissertatie om terug te kijken hoe het allemaal is begonnen en
hoeeenenandervervolgensverder isverlopen.
Aanleiding voor de promotie-studie is een afstudeervak geweest bij de vakgroep
Grondbewerking bij de toenmalige Landbouwuniversiteit in '91.Het afstudeervak betrof het
bestuderen van de vervorming van een vertikale wortelholte door een vertikale belasting aan
de hand van een eindige elementen methode. Via de Technische Universiteit Eindhoven ben
ik incontact gekomenmet hetNederlandse eindige elementen pakket Plaxis.Voor uitvoering
van het afstudeervak met Plaxis kwam ik terecht bij de provincie Gelderland, afdeling
Waterkering. Door naast uitvoering van het afstudeervak mee te draaien met de dagelijkse
gang van zaken van deze afdeling is de interesse ontstaan in de civiele techniek en met name
de geotechniek. Dit werd bespoedigd door contacten met het Plaxis-team, welke toendertijd
onderdeel uitmaakte van het Geotechnisch Laboratorium van de Faculteit der Civiele
Techniek van de Technische Universiteit Delft. Daar uit het afstudeervak bleek dat het
gebruik van het eindige elementen pakket Plaxis veel potenties bood voor toepassing in de
landbouw-grondmechanicakonervervolgens eenpromotie-studie gestart wordenmet devoor
u liggende dissertatie als resultaat. Deze studie startte op een cijfermatig mooie datum,
namelijk 11-11-1991 bij de vakgroep Grondbewerking aan de Landbouwuniversiteit. Plaats
van depromotie-studie washetrobuuste enkarakteristieke gebouw aandeDiedenweg 20.Op
de begane grond was het laboratorium waar tijdens het koffie zetten altijd even werd
binnengevallen. Deze momenten waren altijd zeer waardevol omdat nu het door mij een
verdieping hoger uitgevoerde theoretische werk in dejuiste context kondenworden geplaatst,
wanneer weerbarstige waardebepalingen voor grondmodelparameters werden uitgevoerd en
uitgelegd doorJos Kroesbergen.Eenmaal, na de gezellige koffiepauzes, teruggekomen te zijn
op de kamer op de eerste verdieping kon er in alle rust worden nagegaan of door de waarde
van de vijftiende decimaal achter de komma de rotatie van een infinitesimaal
grondparallellepipedum de rotatie nu rechts- of linksom optrad. Geweldig was dat. Zeker als
je uit het raamtegen diemooie fraaie boom keek waar daneenboomkleverolijk zowel linksalsrechtsomroteerde voordespeurtocht naarvoedsel,zichnietbewustzijnde datditwel eens
te maken kon hebben met de grootte van de vijftiende decimaal. Heel relativerend.
Relativerend voor alleswasook de filosofie die'savonds werd opgepakt in dieperiode. Deze
ongecompliceerde periode was voorbij toen de promotie-studie part-time werd voortgezet en
er part-time bij de Dienst Weg- en Waterbouwkunde van Rijkswaterstaat te Delft werd
gewerkt vanaf September'94.
Ruim een jaar later kwam er een duidelijk keerpunt in mijn leven, namelijk het autoongeluk op de Grebbeberg op 15november '95. Een inschattingsfout met wat later bleek nare
gevolgen. Zomaar ineens hangje tussen debomenvanhet Utrechts Landschap. Ophet eerste
gezicht alleen een grote snee op het voorhoofd, dus dat valt wel mee ... Het verdere verhaal
begint met dat ik op de avond van die bewuste dag dingen heb opgeruimd die tot heden ten
dage nooit zijn teruggevonden. Waarschijnlijk opgeborgen indekliko.Indeweken daarna zit
dehele nekpartij vast en denkje bijjezelf, hoe schrijfje dat ook alweer inhetNederlands en
hoe zeg en schrijf je dat in het Engels. Kortom, whiplash-achtige verschijnselen. De
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buitenwacht is het waarschijnlijk niet opgevallen, maar vertrouw me, je wordt er toch
lichtelijk onzeker van als je bijvoorbeeld niet meer weet of er in de woorden mogelijk,
eigenlijk, gezamenlijk of namelijk nu wel of niet de letter n moet staan. Het is me pijnlijk
duidelijk geworden dat een mens niet gebouwd is om een zijdelingse aanrijding van 80
km/uur te incasseren, zelfs niet met gebleken, zelf-ingebouwde, crash-bestendige stoelen met
voldoende hoge hoofdsteunen in een oerdegelijke Mitsubishi Colt. De daarop volgende
periode tot maart '96,tijdstip einde promotie-studie, is er dan ook een geweest van rust. Na
deze periode is de betrekking bij de Dienst Weg- en Waterbouwkunde full-time geworden.
Om het voor mezelf enigszins overzichtelijk te houden en verder te herstellen is er bewust
voor gekozen om activiteiten met betrekking tot de dissertatie opte schorten. Gelukkig bleek
dat inmijn hoofd langzaam de vroegereverbindingen zichweerbegonnen teherstellen endat
het schrijven in het Nederlands en het schrijven en spreken in het Engels tergend langzaam
beter ging.Ervaring leertdateenjaarnietsisbij ditsoortprocessen.ButI'mbackontrack en
ben er blij om dat het uiteindelijk toch goed isafgelopen. Eind '98kon de dissertatie dan ook
weerwordenopgepakt enworden afgemaakt.
Nu is dan ook het mooie moment gekomen dat ik mensen mag bedanken die op enigerwijze
aandezedissertatie hebben bijgedragen.
Udo Perdok,jij creeerdedevoorzieningen die nodig waren voor het uitvoeren van deze
promotie-studie. Je vroeg vaak naar de reikwijdte van het onderwerp of aanverwant gesnor
(blijft een leuketerm trouwens). Ik ben meer van bewust dat ikje wel eens op het verkeerde
been zette door systematisch eerst alle beperkingen van het een en ander op te noemen en
daarnade rest. Gesprekken werden hierdoor snel erg lang,maar gelukkig kwam dat ook door
het feit datje interesse zich niet alleen beperkte tot de promotie-studie. Heel plezierig. Een
onuitwisbare indruk hebje achtergelaten inMugge(n)beet. Moestenwemaareensherhalen.
Jos Koolen, elke dag kwam ik 'even' bijje binnen. Aanvankelijk met veel vragen over
theorieen, later met eigen werk ter becommentariering. Je hebt altijd de tijd genomen om er
met me over te discussieren en hoe met het een en ander wetenschappelijk om te gaan.
Achteraf gezien denk ik dat je wel eens bijna gek moet zijn geworden van de vele driedimensionale afbeeldingen die ik je heb gepresenteerd naar aanleiding van een eindige
elementen simulatie. Je hebt het niet laten blijken en samen met mij gezocht naar wat echt
nodigwasenwatoverdonewas.Bedankt daarvoor.
Dirk Kurstjens, je was de enigejonge collega die in hetzelfde schuitje zat. Wandelend
doorhetprachtigeArboretummoestendegesprekkennaast onkruid engrand wel overandere,
hogere zaken gaan. Terug in Diedenweg 20 samen Acad'en. Ieder onze eigen capaciteiten in
destrijd gooiend, iseraltijd watmooisenbruikbaarsontstaan.Voorherhaling vatbaar.
Albert Boers en de mannen van AIV onder leiding van Ed Olrichs, jullie inbreng en
faciliteiten bij hetdrukklaarmakenvandedissertatiehebik gewaardeerd.
Tom Dingjan, Paul van Espelo en Geerten Lenters,jullie creativiteit met betrekking tot
deomslagmaaktehetmakenervantoteenverademing.
Frans Boone, Willem Hoogmoed, Jan Kouwenhoven,Jos Kroesbergen, Piet Looijen en
Corrie Seves,julliemaaktendekoffiepauzes, barbecues enuitstapjes compleetengezellig.
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Het Plaxis-team,jullie waren altijd bereid vragen te beantwoorden en problemen op te
lossen. Paul Bonnier,jou wil ik speciaal bedanken omdat ik tijdens het afstuderen al zaken
metjullie programma probeerde uit te rekenen waar het programmatoen nog niet echt tegen
bestand was. Gelukkigwistjij slimmealtematieven. Vanjouw alternatieven hebiktijdens de
promotie-studie enlater inmijnwerknogvaker gebruikmogenmaken.Bedankt daarvoor.
TammoVegter, zomaar ineens steldejij belangeloos aanmij tijd terbeschikking om de
dissertatie afteronden.Ditwasnet datduwtje datnodigwasheteenenanderweer structureel
enmetvoldoende diepgang opderailstezetten.Bijzonder dank daarvoor.
Aart van den Berg, Suresh Bharatsingh, Arjan Grashuis, Hans Grootveld, Sander
Jonker, Tom Piepers en Arjan Venmans,toen ik tijd kreeg voor afronding van de dissertatie,
verdeeldenjullie het van mij overblijvende werk zonder moeilijkheden overjullie schouders.
Als dat geen collegialiteit is. Speciaal woord voor mijn kamergenoot Aart.Naast het feit dat
container-duiken erg goed past binnen het kader van hergebruik van materialen en goed is
voor het milieu, ishet geestverruimend en geeft het een goede sfeer. Nadeel is dat zeje thuis
alweer zienaankomen metdie'rotzooi'.Watkunje daarnouweermee?Uiteigen onderzoek
isgebleken dat dit laatsteals sneeuwvoor dezonverdwijnt indienbij hetthuisfront iets kapot
gaat, hetgeen vervolgens precies gerepareerd kan worden met het door jou jaren in depot
gehouden, niet meer verkrijgbare onderdeel, wat bovendien ook nog eens gevonden is.
Vergeetniet,danbenje deman.
Eefke de Graaf, dat je nog aan me dacht voordat de diverse kubussen jouw toneel
zouden verlaten via de kliko. Je had waarschijnlijk nooit durven dromen dat een van jouw
kubussen opgewaardeerd zouwordendoorje neefmetalseindbestemming demeest zichtbare
plaatsvanzijn dissertatie.
Berry Peelen,jou bedank ikvoorje nooitaflatende gastvrijheid enbehulpzaamheid met
betrekking tot onderhoud en reparatie van m'n wagenpark. We hebben onder andere een
gezamenlijke interesse voor detechniek van auto's.Jouw auto-technische ervaring gaat echter
veel verder en daar heb ik veel van geleerd. Ik zal nooit die sleutelpartij aan de Lancer
vergeten tot diep in de nacht bij -16 °C,waarbij ik geen gevoel meer in de vingers en tenen
hadenmijn neusookraarbegonaantevoelen,terwijljijhetalleenwelwatfris vond.
Gerline, de laatste alinea is voor jou. Samen hebben we eind '91 besloten dat ik de
promotie-studie zoustarten.Datereenaantalvervelende entijdrovende zakenonspad zouden
kruisen, was met debestewil van dewereld niettevoorzien. Maarwe zijn er goed doorheen
gekomen. Je vond het wel eens moeilijk datje me niet kon helpen. Aan de ene kant was dit
waar, aande andere kant ook weer niet. Mede dankzijjouw steun, loyaliteit en zorgzaamheid
is deze dissertatie tot stand gekomen. Daarom ishetheel mooi dat deze dag,door eenpunt te
zetten achter het dissertatie-gesnor, een nog specialere schittering krijgt wat betreft onze
verdere gezamenlijke toekomst. Een toekomst die hopelijk minder complex wordt met
eindelijk meertijd voor elkaar.
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Albert SarrisBarneveld
28maart 1966teHattem

sept. 1978 - juli 1983

Chr.Scholengemeenschap DeHeertganckteHeerde
Afgesloten metHavo-diploma

juli 1983 - juli 1987

Chr.HogereLandbouwschoolteDronten
Afgesloten metdiplomavanlandbouwkundig ingenieur
Afstudeerrichting
Zootechniek
Specialisatie
Landbouwtechniek
Afstudeerproject
Ammoniak-emissie-arme toedieningsmethodenvanmestinde landbouw

juli 1987 - aug. 1988 Militairedienst
sept. 1988 - aug. 1991 Landbouwuniversiteit Wageningen
Afgesloten met diploma (cum laude) van landbouwtechnisch
ingenieur
Studierichting
: Landbouwtechniek
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Praktische functietheorie, speciale functiesencontinuummechanica
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vakgroep Grondbewerking
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mrt. 1996 - mei 1997 Full-time werkzaam bij Rijkswaterstaat, Dienst Weg- en
Waterbouwkunde, hoofdafdeling Waterbouw, afdeling Geotechniek als wetenschappelijk medewerker m.b.t modelleringsonderzoek van en experimenteel onderzoek naar kruipgedrag van
grondeneffecten van kruipoptunnelbouw
mei 1997 - totheden

Werkzaam bij Rijkswaterstaat, Dienst Weg-en Waterbouwkunde,
hoofdafdeling Infrastructuur, afdeling Realisatie en Onderhoud
Infrastructuur, sectie Geotechniek en Wegfunderingen als
projectleider m.b.t expertsysteem bouwmethoden onderbouw
wegen en aanvulling geotechnische ontwerphandboeken
wegenbouw; naast geotechnische advisering strekken de
activiteiten zich uit tot de projecten economisch afweegmodel
wegenbouwenwegennaardetoekomst

